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FOREWORD

The Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), a division of The Johns Hopkins
University, is located in Howard County, Maryland, midway between Baltimore
and Washington. Its work is carried out under contractual agreements between
the University and the federal, state, and local governments by a staff of more
than 2700, including 1500 professional scientists and engineers, of whom more
than half have advanced degrees. Their ideas are implemented and extended through
several field activities and a -.etwork of associate contractors and collaborators
from coast to coast.

The primary mission of APL is to enhance national security by applying ad-
vanced science and technology to the solution of problems important to national
objectives. The Laboratory conducts programs in fundamental and applied re-
search, exploratory and advanced development, component engineering, system
engineering and integration, and test and evaluation of operational systems. About
80%'o of the Laboratory's effort is for the Department of the Navy, and 10% is
for other Defense agencies. About 10%70 is applied to nondefense areas, including
space research.

APL, established in 1942 under the auspices of the Office of Scientific Re-
search and Development, successfully developed a proximity (VT) fuze for an-
tiaircraft defense that was highly effective during World War II. The University
agreed to continue the Laboratory after the war as an important national resource.
During the era of emerging guided-missile technology from about 1944 to 1956,
APL concentrated on developing a fami.y of shipborne surface-to-air missiles.
The Navy-sponsored Bumblebee program pioneered many basic guided-missile tech-
nologies used later in other missile programs.

The era of weapons system engineering began in 1956 with the commission-
ing of the first guided-missile cruiser. The experience gained in integrating mis-
siles with radars, computers, displays, and other elements of a complete weapon
system has found application in many systems of interest to the Navy in various
warfare areas and to other branches of the government. Significant activities are
proceeding in areas of special APL competence, including advanced radar tech-
niques, missile propulsion, missile guidance, countermeasures, data processing and
display, and combat systems integration.

As Technical Advisor to the Navy in the design, development, and operation
of the Aegis Weapon System, APL now has the broader challenge of integrating
the operation of Aegis cruisers with other ships and aircraft of the battle group.
Other areas of tactical systems support include aviation %countermeasures and a
major role as Technical Direction Agent of the Navy Tomahawk cruise missile
program. APL also has a major role in the area of command, control, and com-
munications (C 3) systems to facilitate the operation of Naval forces. Both stra-

4 tegic and tactical aqpects of the C3 process are being examined.



APL provides technical evaluation of the operational Fleet Ballistic Missile
(FBM) System. Quantitative test and evaluation procedures are applied to every
newly commissioned ballistic missile submarine. Similarly, APL currently pro-
vides precise evaluation of the Army's Pershing missile systems. Significant pro-
grams are also under way for Naval strategic communications and tactical targeting.
Since 1970, APL has had the responsibility for planning and conducting a signifi-
cant technical program to ensure the security of the FBM submarine fleet against
possible technological or tactical countermeasures. The approach is to quantify
all physical and tactical means that might be developed to detect, identify, and
track our submarines and to propose and evaluate suitable countermeasures and
tactics.

The APL space program started with the Navy Navigation Satellite System,
originally known as Transit, an accomplishment comparable in importance to the
wartime proximity fuze and the surface-to-air missile program. APL invented the
concept, designed and built the initial satellite constellation, and set up and oper-
ated a worldwide satellite tracking network. The APL space program now also
includes the design and construction of a broad range of scientific satellites and
space-borne scientific experiments for NASA and DoD.

With the encouragement of DoD, APL is applying its talent and experience
to civil programs in areas of national importance. Some areas to which attention
has been devoted in recent years are biomedical research and engineering; power
plant siting; urban transport; navigation aids; reduction of pollution of the bi-
osphere; ocean thermal, geothermal, and flywheel energy systems; and advanced
education.

To support its R&D activities through knowledge and experience in advanced
research, the Laboratory performs fundamental research in biological, chemical,
mathematical, and physical sciences related to its missions. Through uniq, e ap-
plications of system engineering, science, and technology to the needs of 3ociety,
APL has enhanced the University's tradition of excellence while gaining world-
wide recognition of its own.

This report contains only selected samples of APL technical accomplishments
that were completed during fiscal year 1984 and are suited to reporting in a con-
cise format for unlimited distribution. Some major programs were omitted be-
cause their broad scope or long-term, continuing nature are not suittd to this format
or because of classification. While this publication does not sample all APL areas
of effort and accomplishment, it does provide an indication of the scope and va-
riety of the technical work carried out during the reporting period.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of the Laboratory is replete with accomplishments that span
a wide range of technological activities. A systems approach has beel, characteris-
tic of many of those activities. Over the years, the complexity of the systems
volved has greatly increased. In its formative years, APL supervised the research,
development, and production of proximity fuzes. That activity led to guided mis-
sile research and development and later to the development of ship combat sys-
tems. APL has applied the principles of systems engineering in its work on the
development of the basic structure of shipboard combat systems such as the Ae-
gis Combat System, Terrier and Tartar New Threat Upgrades, and the multimis-
sion DDG-51 Combat System. In recent years, the Laboratory has expanded its
use of the systems engineering approach to formulate a concept wherein the
resnurces of many ships and their aircraft are coordinated at the battle group lev-
el to achieve new levels of antiair-warfare etfectiveness.

The development of long-range cruise missiles also has required the integra-
tion of ever-larger collections of systems that must work together coherently. The
missiles must be related not only to ship combat systems but also to command,
control, and communications (C 3) networks and to sensor systems. APL has tak-
en a leading role in the needed integration effort since the inception of the Toma-
haw k program. The Laboraotry's experience in this program and in a NAVELEX
program to engineer a tactical C 3 system for the Navy for the year 2000 has
provided a synergistic basis to achieve desired goals.

Representative of numerous APL contributions in support of defense ob-
jectives is the system design, fabrication, and testing of a compact oceanographic
data acquisition system for submarine use.

APL has applied systems engineering principles to a number of civilian pro-
grams. Noteworthy examples are found in the evaluation for the Department of
Energy of alternative, long-range, nondepleting sources of energy. Solar and geo-
thermal energy sources have been identified as being especially attractive to meet
future national requirements. Tests exploiting one aspect of solar energy- the ther-
mal gradient between the surface and the deep ocean-indicate that Ocean Ther-
mal Energy Conversion (OTEC) may provide a practical and economical way to
produce electricity, chemicals such as ammonia for fertilizers, and synthetic fuels
such as methanol. Methanol has promise both for fuel-cell use to generate elec-
tricity and as an automotive vehicle fuel. One article evaluates the feasibility and
cost of producing methanol by OTEC. Another compares the cost and efficiency
of three kinds of geothermally enhanced OTEC plants.

15



A SMALL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
FOR SUBMARINE USE

R. E. Ball and V. Vigliotti

APL has completed the design, development, fa- 4. Display acquired data in real time on a cath-
brication, and testing of a submarine-deployable Small ode ray tube and a strip-chart recorder,
Oceanographic Data Acquisition system. The system in- 5. Permit the operator to interact with the data
corporates the data acquisition, processing, recording,
and display functions of the previously deployed Mini- acquisition and display software.

mal Installation Data Acquisition System H in one-fourth Figure 1 shows the major data acquisition units and the
the space. In addition to significant hardware develop- equipment with which they interact.
ment, new software has been developed to use a touch-
sensitive menu-driven display for system control. The principal SODA design specifications were in-

tended to reduce system size significantly, maintain com-
patibility with MIDAS-II high-level language software,
and improve system performance through enhancement

BACKGROUND and simplification of the operator-to-system interaction.

The primary mission of the Ocean Data Acquisi-
tion Program (ODAP) from its inception in 1976 has been System Design and Hardware Development
the collection and post-test analysis of oceanographic
data. To fulfill this mission, ODAP has developed and T feasl of inodepe onding
deployed on board U.S. Navy submarines three genera- a suitbys al an o eruir p And sup-
tions of oceanographic data collection systems. In 1984, porting peripherals having the required MIDAS-II com-the development, fabrication, and testing of the patibility. This need fostered the development of a

the eveopmet, abriatin, ad tstin ofthe benchmark test' of representative ODAP data collection
submarine-deployable Small Oceanographic Data Acqui- benc es to of repres ntative P aa tionsition (SODA) system was completed. This fourth- processes as a tool for the quantitative evaluation of
generation system expanded deployment opportunities selected commercial units. The performance of the MI-genraton ystm epaned eplymet oporuniies DAS-11 minicomputer (DEC PDP 11/34A) was estab-
through miniaturization while maintaining or improving DAs-ed m p (DE PDP 11 bn a waseesta
established system capabilities. lished as the ODAP system benchmark requirement.

Candidate microcomputers were selected for their

DISCUSSION degree of con -ittibility with the MIDAS-Il high-level ap-
plications ar operating system software. Two microcom-
puters satistying the software compatibility requirement

System Requirements were identified: the DEC LSI 11/23, and an enchanced
version of the LSI 11/23 offered by General RoboticsDesign guidelines governing the SODA system de- Corp. The latter was chosen because it required a lower

velopment minimized new design efforts where suitable pcTe of its oen powe (694e)ud er
percentage of its processing power (69.4%7) under the

existing components could be identified. Applied equal- benchmark regime, allowing for greater future expansion.
ly to hardware and software elements, this approach
produced an architecture similar to the previously devel- Two special-purpose hardware units were also de-
oped Minimal Installation Data Acquisition System veloped to reduce the size from MIDAS-II equivalents.
(MIDAS) and MIDAS-Il' suites, which encompass com- The analog processing unit printed circuit board (PCB)
mercial microcomputer equipment and peripherals, a and the synchronized time code generator were developed
standard operating system, and special-purpose hardware under the direction of the ODAP Office by Interstate
and software when necessary. The design satisfies the fol- Electronics Corp. and Datum Inc., respectively.
lowing standing ODAP collection system requirements: Processing of low-level analog sensor signals is per-

I. Acquire oceanographic sensor data in both ana- formed on four-channel PCBs. Each channel of a PCB
log and multiplexed digital formats, applies selectable gain, filtering, and root-mean-square

2. Acquire ship position and motion data in ei- averaging functions. Two output signals are available
ther synchro and event or multiplexed digital from each channel: a wideband signal for recording on
formats, the wideband analog recorder and a narrowband signal

3. Record data on digital and analog magnetic that is routed to the analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.
16 tape, As many as eight PCBs may be included in a SODA sys-
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Figure 1I-Functional diagram of the SODA system.

tem configuration. The new design reduces the size of generated time code. The synchronized time code gener-
each channel to 2507o of the MIDAS-11 equivalent. ator, implemented on three PCBs, performs this func-

tion. It generates the timing pulses used to synchronize

The SODA system requires precision timing-rate the software-controlled A/D sampling and data display
and time-of-day inputs synchronized to an externally outputs and accumulates time-of-day information. 17



The operator console provides for interaction with
the data acquisition and display software and is im-
plemented on a commercial touch-sensitive gas plasma
display manufactured by General Digital Corp. The unit

contains 51 individually addressable pages, each capable
of sensing touch inputs and displaying software-generated
outputs. This hardware feature is coupled with the special-
purpose operator interaction software to present the oper-

ator with a menu-driven set of displays to perform all

required system operations.

The SODA system is packaged in rugged module Figure 2-The SODA system chassis.

shells for protection and for ease of stacking aboard ship.
The sensor control panel, digital platform interface unit,

and wideband analog recorder packages were designed The real-time software system consists of concur-

previously; the SODA chassis package was developed by rently executing data acquisition, recording, processing,

APL. The chassis (Fig. 2) is 12.5 by 20 by 32 in. and oc- and display programs and an operator interaction pro-

cupies only 25% of the space required by comparable gram. Major data flow paths through program modules

units of previous ODAP systems. are shown in Fig. 3. Program interaction and synchroni-
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Sensor and
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Data from Graphics
input devices commands CRT

devices acquisiton display graphics

Device Display terminal

commands commands

Tape Time nsor data
Oan c~orrelated sig n a l

SystemcommandSensor an
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/ ITape
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System commands resuts san Cartridg
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Touch-sensitive plasma display

18 Figure 3-Data flow paths in the SODA software.
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Figure 4-Structure of the menu architecture.

zation are handled through the standard DEC RSX-l lM previous menu state. Included in the menu is a keyboard
time-sharing operating system. The choice of the LSI emulation module that allows the operator to type specific
11/23 microcomputer, a member of the PDP I family, commands in the unusual case when more than a stan-
as the SODA processor allowed virtually all of the exist- dard touch response is required.
ing MIDAS-Il software to be transferred directly to the
SODA system. However, significant software develop- SYSTEM STATUS
ment was needed to improve the operator-to-system in-
teraction program. Hardware and software testing completed during

Operator interaction with the data acquisition sys- 1984 verified that the SODA system met all operational
tem is through the system's operator console, which is requirements. Its first operational deployment is sched-
used to initiate or terminate data acquisition, command uled for the spring of 1985. The smaller package size en-
the system to perform required functions, ask for sys- hances submarine installation flexibility and should in-
tem status or data values, observe error messages gener- crease deployment opportunities, while the touch-sensi-
ated during data acquisition, and interact (under abnor- tive console and improved software greatly simplify oper-
mal conditions) with RSX-IIM utility programs. The ation, thereby reducing training requirements and
previous MIDAS-Il console, a standard alphanumeric increasing system utility.
cathode ray tube, required the operator to memorize (or
look up) and correctly type all required commands or REFERENCES
responses. The touch-panel terminal with menu-driven
displays in the SODA system removes this burden from 'R. E. Ball, 1. E. Coolahan, V. Vigliotti, and R. E. Cohn, "A Ship-
the operator, simplifies the rnode of interaction, and board Real-Time Data Acquisition System for Oceanographic Measure-ments," in Developments in Science and Technology. Fiscal Year 1982,
reduces possibilities of errors. JHU/APL DST-10.

2 V. Vigliotti and R. E. Ball, LSI 11/23 Benchmark Test, JHU/APL
Figure 4 shows the structure of the menu display ODAP-M-268/83 (1983).

a mem- R. E. Ball, Small Oceanographic Data Acquisition System Design,architecture. Each menu, which corresponds to a e- JHU/APL ODAP-M-359/83 (1983).

ory page of the terminal that can be individually updat-

ed and displayed, provides positive feedback to the This work was supported by the Office of the Chief of Naval
operator, and the operator can always return to some Operations, OP-009V. 19



EVALUATION OF PROCESS AND COST FOR METHANOL
PRODUCTION BY OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION

W. H. Avery, D. Richards, E. J. Francis, and G. L. Dugger

Three industrial organizations experienced in off- The concept proposed by APL for preparing meth-
shore oil technology and syntheticfuel production have anol on OTEC plantships involves the reaction of oxy-
cooperated with APL in evaluating the feasibility and cost gen and hydrogen (prepared by efficient on-board water
of producing methanol on Ocean Thermal Energy Con- electrolysis) with coal (transported to the plantship).
version (OTEC) plantships sited in the tropical oceans. Detailed analysis has shown the technical feasibility of
The concept involves using OTEC electric power for the the approach, and the commercial prospects look favor-
on-board electrolysis of water to form hydrogen and oxy-
gen, followed by combining those gases with coal (trans- able compared with new plants designed for the produc-
ported to the ship) to form methanol. The commercial tion of methanol from natural gas or coal by less efficient
availability of OTEC methanol would create an abundant conventional methods.
source of high octane fuel that could significantly reduce
future United States and world requirements for gaso-
line and other petroleum-based fuels. DISCUSSION

The feasibility and cost of producing methanol on
OTEC plantships have been evaluated in two successive

BACKGROUND engineering studies conducted by industrial organizations

The investigation by APL in 1974 of alternative with wide experience in synfuel development and marine

energy sources that could reduce or replace United States engineering, under subcontract to APL. In the first study,

imports of petroleum fuels showed that OTEC offered an OTEC plantship was designed to generate I60-MWe

outstanding promise in two respects: (a) the estimated net of electric power for use on board ship to produce

costs of energy and products were attractive, and (b) the I00 metric tons per day of fuel-grade methanol. The

technology is based on a resource that could provide non- plant was designed by Brown and Root Development, Inc.
polluting renewable energy in quantities that are far larger (BARDI) using state-of-the-art engineering and cost datatng reeable etlnte inuaties thatd. aderived from their designs for full-scale methanol and
than forseeable total United States demands.

amonia plants. 2 Engineering design information for the
With support from the U.S. Department of Ener- OTEC power plant and plantship was based on scale-up

gy, and in conjunction with industrial contractors, con- of the dimensions and performance from the baseline
ceptual and preliminary design studies initiated in 1978 40-MWe ammonia plantship design.'
defined the configuration, marine engineering require-
ments, and costs of 40-MWe OTEC plantships using t h Bd the tcnicalefeasibiti-
OTEC-produced electrolytic hydrogen in combination ty of the OTEC methanol concept and indicated that thecost of producing methanol and delivering it to United
with nitrogen extracted from the air to produce ammonia. States ports would be low enough to make the process

The program showed the feasibility of producing interesting. An artist's concept of the plantship based on
an OTEC energy product on plantships designed to cruise the BARDI layout is shown in Fig. 1. It became appar-
slowly ("graze") throughout the year in the warmest areas ent that major improvements in cost would be possible
of the tropical oceans. A baseline design and a cost esti- if a more advanced coal gasification process such as that
mate were documented for a 40-MWe OTEC demonstra- developed by Rockwell International, Inc., were substitut-
tion plantship designed to produce 110 metric tons per ed for the older Texaco gasification process selected for
day of liquid ammonia for shipment to United States the BARDI design. Accordingly, Rockwell Internation-
ports on conventional ammonia tankers. The study also al and Ebasco Services, Inc., who supplied process and
yielded a baseline design for a 35-MWe OTEC power marine engineering support, contracted to revise the
plant to be moored two miles off shore at Punta Tuna, BARDI results and incorporate the design data for the
Puerto Rico, and to deliver power to the on-shore utility advanced gasification process. That work showed that
grid.' the methanol output could be raised to 1750 metric tons

per day for the same basic OTEC power and plantshipSince 1982, the APL OTEC program has focused dmnin.

on the technological requirements for producing metha-
nol, a liquid fuel with an octane number of 108. Metha- The large increase in methanol output for the re-
nol has been demonstrated as a direct, economical vised process relative to the BARDI design results primar-

20 replacement for gasoline in present automobiles. ily from the higher efficiency and smaller size of the



Figure 1-Artist's concept of the OTEC plantship.

Rockwell gasifier compared to the much older Texaco de- The delivered cost of methanol to United States
sign. In the Texaco gasification process, a slurry of coal ports using this process is estimated to be 50 to 65 cents
and water is introduced along with oxygen into a large per gallon (1983 dollars), equivalent on a miles-per-gallon
vessel where the reaction proceeds in the gas phase at tern- basis to a sales price of 88 cents to $1.14 per gallon for
peratures above 2200*F to form a gas mixture contain- high octane gasoline. The price comparison is based on
ing approximately equal molar amounts of carbon results of tests on methanol-powered cars in fleet opera-
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. Sulfur in the tions in California by the Bank of America. Details of
coal reacts to form sulfur dioxide; the ash in the coal the cost evaluations are given in Table I.
forms a liquid slag that is drained from the bottom of Final reports describing the engineering design
the vessel. The hot product gases are cooled and treated
to remove the sulfur and carbon dioxide, the composi- studies, process details, and costs have been issued."
tion is adjusted to the correct ratio of carbon monoxide Those reports indicate that OTEC could become a ma-to hydrogen by reacting par of the carbon monoxide wth jor new energy source, potentially able to supply all Unit-to hdroen b rectig pat o thecaron onoxde ith ed States fuel needs if fully developed.
water to form hydrogen and carbon dioxide ("shift con-
version"), the excess carbon dioxide is removed, and the
purified gas is finally passed through a catalytic convert- CONCLUSION
er to form methanol.

In 1982, proved reserves of oil and equivalent nat-
Inced wthe Roe ll prdocygess, dry pulverizmoa is- ural gas liquids in the United States (including Alaska)

jected with steam and oxygen at the bottom of a reac-

tion vessel, which is filled with molten sodium carbonate were 33 billion barrels," while the consumption of those
fuels was 5.5 billion barrels.' Thus, if no new reservesat a temperature of 1800"F. The molten bath produces were discovered and the nation were forced to depend

a very high rate of heat transfer so that an equilibrium ere dis an resoc e orced o depes

composition of the exhaust gases is attained in the corn- entirely on its own resources, our proved oil supplies

pact reaction vessel. Thus, less than 10 mole percent of would be exhausted in six years (from 1982) at current

the gas is unwanted carbon dioxide. Furthermore, the sul- rates of consumption. The situation would be alarming

fur and ash in the coal react with the melt and stay in if imports and the ability to find new reserves had not

the liquid phase. The result is high gasifier efficiency and sufficed to keep the reserves at an approximately con-

a reduction in the size and complexity of the gasifier and stant level. Surprisingly, the record shows that the proved

the gas clean-up and process equipment. Additional gains reserves have been maintained at approximately six timesthe as leanup nd roces euipmnt.Addtionl gins the annual fuel consumption since 1960, when disquiet-
in coal preparation and shipping result from the use of tnn fueonsumptin snce 6 whe fisuie-
dry coal instead of a slurry. Finally, the total process has ing questions about impending shortages of oil first be-
been optimized to operate at maximum power through- gan to be expressed. Thus, new oil sources have been
out the year by using process heat and standby power to
compensate for lower output during times when the There is now a complacent public belief that oil
ocean's thermal gradient is lower. A schematic of the pro- consumption in the United States can be balanced in-
cess is shown in Fig. 2. definitely by new discoveries and modest oil imports. 21
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Figure 2-Schematic of the Rockwell gasification process.

Table 1-1Estimated cost of OTEC methanol (1983 dollars).

Plant investment (millions of dollars)
Basic plantship 389

Methanol plant 305
Subtotal 694

Interest during construction (14.807o of PI) 86

Total 0%7 contingency 780
Total 3007o contingency 1014

Annual cost (millions of dollars) 007o contingency 300% contingency

Real fixed cost 46.0 59.8

Operating cost
Crew 8.8 11.4
Catalysts and materials 7.0 9.1
Coal, $50 per metric ton 23.3 30.3
Coal shipping, $11 per metric ton 5.2 6.8
Methanol shipping 6.6 8.6
General managers 0.3 0.4

Total annual cost 97.2 126.4

Annual production 2 x l0' gallons

Methanol cost 0.49 0.63
(dollars per gallon at U.S. port)

Methanol sales price 0.66 0.86
(dollars per gallon at U.S. port)

Equivalent unleaded 0.88 1.14
gasoline sales price (dollars per gallon)

22 'First commercial plantship, 160 MWe, 1750 metric tons per day.



However, the costs of finding and developing new domes- REFERENCES
tic reserves have increased steadily and recently have be-
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Conversion Engineering Conf., Orlando, Fla. (Aug 21-26, 1983).
120% in just five years. (The prices are derived from the 3 D. Richards, W. H. Avery, and E. J. Francis, "OTEC Methanol-from-
data of Refs. 7 and 8 and are adjusted to 1983 dollars Coal Process Plantship Studies," 1984 ASME Winter Annual Meeting,

New Orleans (Dec 9-14, 1984).by means of the producer price index.) If this steep rise 4Coal to Methanol Study Using OTEC Technology, Brown & Root De-
continues, the cost of discovering domestic oil will make velopment, Inc., APL Contract 601700 (Jan 19, 1983).
further exploration uneconomic in the early 1990s, forc- 5 Rockgas Facility for the Coal-to-Methanol OTEC Plantship, Final Re-

port, Rockwell International, APL Contract 601862-L (Aug 1983).
ing increasing dependence on foreign sources unless al- 6 Coal-to-Methanol OTEC Plantship Study Using the Rockwell Molten
ternative motor vehicle fuels can be developed. Since it Carbonate Coal Gasification System, Final Report, Ebasco Services,

Inc. (Mar 1984).
takes a number of years to obtain substantial production, 7 Table 33 in Annual Energy Review 1983, Energy Information Adminis-

it is urgent that the development of the most attractive tration, Washington, DOE/EIA-0384(83).
alternative fuel options, such as OTEC methanol, be given 8 Table 32 in Annual Energy Review 1983, Energy Information Adminis-

high priority now, in order that significant quantities of tration, Washington, DOE/EIA-0384(83).

domestic fuel can be in production when they are needed. This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

COMPARISON OF HYBRID GEOTHERMAL-OTEC
PLANT ALTERNATIVES

G. L. Dugger, L. L. Perini, and D. Richards

Estimated costs of three kinds of geothermally en- With assistance from the Naval Weapons Center (NWC),
hanced, ocean thermal energy conversion plants-binary, China Lake, Calif., and the Naval Civil Engineering Lab-
dual-binary, and flash-binary-have been compared for oratory, Port Hueneme, Calif., we considered potential
sites having moderate geothermal water temperatures. A applications at Naval stations including Adak Island in
binary plant using ammonia or isobutane as the working the Aleutians chain and Lualualei on Oahu, Hawaii. A
fluid yields the lowest estimated cost unless there is a computer program for cycle analysis and cost estimation
strong need for fresh water (a by-product of a flash- was developed.' Resource assessments by NWC indicat-
binary plant), in which case a flash-binary plant may be was, indeed, a prmi in it
best. ed that Adak Island was, indeed, a promising site. 2 Our

preliminary analysis indicated that a dual-binary plant
was an attractive candidate for Adak.3

BACKGROUND In August 1983, NWC let a subcontract to an in-
dustry team headed by TRW to do a conceptual design

In 1981, the Department of Energy's Division of of a GEOTEC plant at Adak. 4 Meanwhile our attention
Ocean Energy Technology asked APL to investigate the was directed toward generic GEOTEC plants for sites with
extension of ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) geofluid temperatures substantially lower than the 180*C
technology to sites where modest geothermal resources estimated for Adak. An improvement was made in the
are available Hybrid geothermal-OTEC (GEOTEC) computational procedure for binary plants, and binary
plants using seawater cooling at island or coastal sites plants now yield more attractive results than dual-binary
could produce electricity from geothermal resources previ- plants. This article compares estimated costs for generic
ously thought to be inadequate for power production, binary, dual-binary, and flash-binary plants. 23



DISCUSSION Boost

The GEOTEC Cycles

The binary cycle is analogous to the OTEC cycle,
but with the warm seawater replaced by geofluid. A work-
ing fluid is evaporated by heat exchange with the geofluid;
it drives a turbine-generator, is condensed by heat ex- T

change with cold seawater, and then is pumped back into Heat
the evaporator to repeat the cycle. In the dual-binary cy- exchange Evaporator
cle, two closed loops are interconnected by a heat ex-
changer that serves as the condenser for the higher
temperature (isobutane) loop and handles the preheat-
ing and part of the vaporization load for the lower tem- Deep well

perature (ammonia) loop (Fig. 1). In comparison to a pm
binary cycle, this use of two working fluids, each chosen Co
for its characteristics in a portion of the overall temper- TGF Seawater,- - - seaRetu t o

ature difference between the geofluid and the seawater, pumP' -

leads to slightly greater efficiency with respect to the geo- Tsw
fluid requirement for a given power output. However,
the interloop heat exchanger adds substantially to the total Figure 1-Simplified diagram of GEOTEC plant using a

heat exchanger surface area and cost. dual-binary cycle.

In a flash-binary cycle (Fig. 2), part of the geofluid mance and minimum cost correspond to potable water
is flashed to drive a turbine-generator and then is con- outputs near 600,000 gal/day, regardless of the TGF in
densed and used as potable water. The remainder of the the 90' to 140'C range. Thus, the comparisons with the
geofluid is used in an amonia binary cycle and is then other cycles are made for the case of producing this wa-
reinjected into the earth. If potable water has a high val- ter output level.
ue at the site being considered, the higher the geofluid
temperature, TGF, the greater the percentage of the geo- Major Inputs for the Analysis
fluid that should be flashed. However, as the geofluid
temperature decreases, the total geofluid flow, wOF, The following assumptions were made for the geo-
needed to produce a given total net power output (10 fluid and seawater systems. Each production well has a
MWe) increases. It turns out that the optimum perfor- 100-m drawdown and a flow rate of 1000 gal/min. The
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cost estimates are based on proportionate well costs; i.e., 1200 1 1 I
a 2400 gal/min flow requirement results in a cost for 2.4
wells. There is one reinjection well for every two produc-
tion wells. The offshore bathymetry is assumed to be simi- 1000 Flash-binary, ammonia
lar to that off Oahu (a potential GEOTEC site), where Potable water output,
a depth of 820 m is required to obtain 5"C seawater at 600,000 gal/day
an offshore distance of 5620 m. The plant is located 1000
m inland from the shoreline, and the seawater is dis- 4 800- \ Snglebinary, ammonia

charged 1000 m offshore. The diameter of the seawater
pipe varies from 0.73 to 1.7 m as the TG- varies from
180° to 90°C.

Dual binary, isobutaneiammonia
All heat exchangers are of the shell-and-tube type

with the geofluid or the seawater inside the tubes. Pool- _

type evaporators are postulated. The evaporators include '8 400 N
preheating sections; for a water or ammonia working flu- 0
id, a superheater is added between the evaporator and
the turbine. The condensers use film-type condensation
on horizontal tubes. In the interloop heat exchanger for 200
the dual-binary cycle, the evaporation of the ammonia
occurs inside the tubes and the condensation of the isobu-
tane, outside. Details of assumptions on efficiencies and 00
head losses are given elsewhere. G l 80 12 48Geofluid temperature (IC)

Cost estimates are compared by first estimating Figure 3-Comparison of geofluid flow rates for flash-
the cost of the power cycle equipment, including the heat binary, single-binary, and dual-binary cycles as a function
exchangers at $25/ft2 , the turbine generator at of geofluid temperature, to produce 10 MWe (net).
$300/kWe gross power, the geofluid pumps at $0.15M than the binary cycle using ammonia, which in turn re-
per production well, and seawater and working-fluid quires less than the flash-binary (ammonia) cycle to pro-
pumps at $26 1X_ 35 each, where X is the product of head duce 10Ms n the ar cycle fah-

(in pounds per square inch absolute) and flow rate (in duce 10 MWe net. For the latter cycle, a flashed

gallons per minute). For the flash-binary system, a cost steam-turbine exit pressure of 0.95 psia (T = 120'F) is

of $26,000*,F0 " (where WiG: is the geofluid flow rate in assumed. A booster pump on the steam condenser out-

pounds per second) is added for a noncondensables let pressurizes the potable water.

removal system. Related costs for piping, electrical sub- Figure 4 shows that the estimated costs for the
systems and wiring, steel, instrumentation, insulation, and dual-binary plant are 8 to 20% higher than the best bi-
building are given by the sum of 24076 of the equipment nary plant costs found for ammonia. (The results for
costs and $5/ft2 of heat exchanger surface area to bring isobutane, not shown, were almost as good as those for
in the size effect. A field installation cost equal to 35% ammonia.) The estimated costs for the flash-binary plant
of the equipment and related costs is added to give the range from 10 to 37% higher than those for the binary
total installed cost. We add 1207o of the total installed cost plant. However, for many islands or coastal sites the value
for engineering and management fees and 18% of equip- of the 600,000 gal/day of potable water could make the
ment and related costs for interest during construction. flash-binary cycle the more attractive one.

We assume $IM for each production and reinjec- To estimate the value of the fresh water needed
tion well. The well-field piping costs for the geofluid have in order to make the flash-binary plant break even with
been increased by 2000 to provide for insulation. To the the binary plant, let us assume a 15% fixed charge plus
seawater piping costs we add $200/ft of length for deploy- an operation and maintenance cost based on a crew of
ment of the offshore piping and $6/ft for the onshore 12 at $0.05M/yr each and 207o of the capital cost for main-
portion. These well and piping costs are added to the plant tenance materials. For a geofluid temperature of 180"C,
and equipment costs to arrive at the estimated total power the ammonia binary plant would cost $21M, yielding an
plant cost. annual cost of $4.17M/yr and an electricity cost, with

a 90% availability factor, of 53 mills/kWh. The flash-

Results of the Analysis binary plant would cost $24.5M, which converts to
$4.77M/yr or 60 mills/kWh. To make up the difference

Figure 3 shows that the dual-binary isobu- in annual costs, the 600,000 gal/day of water would have
tane/ammonia cycle requires slightly less geofluid flow to be valued at $2.70/1000 gal, a moderate price. 25



80 In conclusion, a GEOTEC performance/cost com-
puter program developed at APL has been applied to es-
timate the costs of various cycles. An ammonia or

70- Flash-binary, ammonia isobutane binary plant will offer the lowest electricity cost,
Potable water output, but flash-binary plants with fresh water production may
600,000 gal/day be attractive where fresh water is needed and the geofluid

temperature is above approximately 130°C. For remote
u60albinary, sites such as Adak, costs may be nearly three times the

0 isobutane/ammonia estimated "generic" plant costs, which were based on

o \equipment and drilling cost estimates for the lower 48
50 states. 3 4

E\\50-Single binary, ammonia
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INTRODUCTION

APL's involvement in surveillance and tracking systems covers a wide spec-
trum of programs. The work is generally directed toward improving the present
and future capabilities of Navy combatant radars used in antiair warfare. The
radars maintain surveillance of the air space surrounding the ship and track en-
gaged targets in support of the fire-control process. Functionally, surveillance in-
cludes detecting aircraft and missiles and tracking them to develop and display
a complete and accurate picture of air activity. The fire-control tracking function
differs from surveillance with respect to the requisite precision and accuracy of
target position and rate measurements. Recently, expertise gained in developing
combat system radars has been applied to infrared detection and track develop-
ment and to upgrading Navy test range control radars.

In the mid 1960s, APL began the design of an advanced development radar
to demonstrate principles of phased array radars, waveform design, signal pro-
cessing, and microwave power generation. That radar, known as AMFAR, was
demonstrated in 1968. The demonstrated principles formed the basis for the Ae-
gis Weapon System, which is now at sea in an increasing number of Aegis-equipped
fighting ships. The commissioning of USS Ticonderoga (CG-47) early in 1983
marked the beginning of a new era in Naval surface ship antiair warfare. As many
as 24 CG-47 class cruisers and 50 DDG-51 class destroyers equipped with Aegis
are planned for deployment in the Fleet by the end of this century.

Current efforts in surveillance and tracking include the operational evalua-
tion of the Terrier New Threat Upgrade, which is aboard USS Mahan. Test and
evaluation of the Phase II upgrade for the Mk 92 system is being conducted. Oper-
ational testing is in progress for the Aegis radar upgrade now entering produc-
tion. An engineering basis for the next Aegis upgrade is being developed to ensure
that a sound technical base will exist should technological factors and changes
in the nature of the threat indicate the need for it.

This section reports on a portion of this work that is suitable for general
distribution. The first article illustrates advanced work in an extremely important
aspect of surveillance and tracking, the presentation of the data to the users. Col-
or and other graphics capabilities are shown to aid materially the presentation
of a substantial amount of information in a readily assimilable manner.

The next article shows that the beta distribution fits the statistics of radar
cross section more accurately than do the Rayleigh and chi squared distributions
in use since the classic work of Marcum and Swerling. In addition to improved
accuracy, the amount of stored data required to characterize experimental radar
cross section is greatly reduced.

The final article in this section describes a mode! for water vapor absorp-
tion over the 4 pm infrared window. A more accurate prediction of attenuation
may now be made that, for the first time, includes the effects of temperature. 29
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ADVANCED GRAPHICS FOR THE AEGIS DISPLAY SYSTEM

F. J. Willey and D. W. Nesbitt

A set of guidelines has been developed to provide or and other hardware capabilities. The assignment ta-
a method and structure for designing displays that are bles are used to drive the CDCS, which assigns basic
presented to commanders in Combat Information colors to displayed elements, selects bit-plane addresses,
Centers; command, control, communication, and infor- and reassigns color to overlying or intersecting regions
mation fusion centers; and other command and control based on sets of rules (see Fig. 4) that depend on the ap-
theaters. The method, which develops displays from a pri-
mary system requirement, includes a computer program
(a rule-based expert system) that assigns color (and other
hardware attributes) to components of the picture
(display elements). The resultant color display is very
data intensive without being overwhelmingly complex.

BACKGROUND

The display system of current Aegis ships includes
four large-screen, monochrome display sets that are used
to present the tactical warfare picture to a commander BIRT T,

and his staff. Future Aegis ships will have four large-
screen color display sets, as well as color television mon-
itors. Displays produced on that equipment are intended
to aid a commander who may need to see large amounts 7,
of data so that he can determine the interrelationships ' Maw OR
among various elements of a tactical situation. The cur-
rent monochrome system creates displays like the one
shown in Fig. 1, which is cluttered and not easily usable
but is representative of the type of tactical picture that
may be needed by a commander. Figure 1-A monochrome tactical picture.

The use of color and other graphics capabilities
can provide an improvement in the ability to display larger
amounts of data coherently.

DISCUSSION

Methodology

The developed method and system of applying col-
or (and other display parameters) create a display as is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The method used (Fig. 3) is one of
soliciting system designers and human factors engineers
to establish tables of values that reflect their design in-
tentions and display needs. An embedded computer pro-
gram called the Color Display Control System (CDCS)
provides an automated way to assign color and other
parameters to the display's graphic elements.

Systems engineers assign various display attributes
or features to each display element or separate piece or
kind of display data. Human factors engineers determine Figure 2-The same area with color applied, based upon

30 how to achieve the various display features by using col- the method.
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UNCLASSIFIED

plication. Different display applications require differ- system to perform its task under many different sets of
ent sets of rules to produce the desired results. The CDCS rules. Thus, it can accommodate a large variety of dis-
is structured like a rule-based expert system, allowing the play applications simply by developing a new set of rules

as specified by the method.
System I

specification Each display element (the separate user-selectable
i IF pieces of data that make up a display such as land areas

Display I Equipment or commercial airways) has been assigned various levels

requirements specification of certain display features based on the system require-
ment. In the Aegis display system, the display features
include area emphasis, recognizability, differentiability,

Display Define Hardware and edge treatment. Other display applications may re-
elements features capabilities quire display features from which a feature-element ta-

ble cotld be derived and used as an input to the CDCS.

Systems Assign Assign Hum.n
engineering feature values capabilities uan The other input to the CDCS-the assignment of

to elements to factors hardware capabilities to display features-is based on the

hardware's capability. This set of assignments is used by

n Assign hardware the CDCS to assign color (hue, b ghtness, and satura-
capabilities to tion) and other hardware capabilities to the various dis-

s display elements play elements based on the feature value assignments. The

rules choose a color. Depending on the application, the

Resolve conflicts color system will contain a number of brightness levels,
saturation levels, and hue divisions. For example, the pal-

Model ette used in Fig. 2 consisted of white, three brightness
levels, and two saturation levels (off-whites) for each of

Generate ]seven other hues. The two saturation levels provide

display guidelines "transparency" to overlying filled areas. If the satura-
tion level of a colored area is shifted to another value,

Figure 3-Display design method. the area retains its sense of emphasis while allowing an-

Inference engine

.suiSelect
Pabit-plane

Selec Assign

color to
display elenent

element 

+
L4 isplay boundary

application (if applicable)

Display

instructions 4 c a g Assign color to
Iintersecting~(overlaying)

Loa video
lokptable

Physical display
equipment Bit-plane address video lookup table

Figure 4-Functional diagram of the color display control system. 31
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other area to appear within (or beneath) it. The system of the equipment. Because of its structure, the method,
maintains minimum levels of color contrast between all and the embedded computer program, the CDCS can be
colors. used to produce a variety of rule bases and to support

RESULTS a number of different display applications.

This method was first used to develop a series ofhe dispaysedevloeusn th ismetho the useofcolo color displays in the APL Combat Systems Evalution
CDCS have changed the way we view the use of color Laboratory. The displays were instrumental in leading

in tactical displays. They use color for clarity without be- the Navy to pursue the installation of advanced color

ing color coded, are fault tolerant because they are not ghi apbilit instshis Th gdelnes have
colo coedand re oredat intnsie, ith owe leels graphics capability in Aegis ships. The guidelines have

color coded, and are more data intensive, with lower levels gained wide acceptance by the Naval Surface Weapons

Center and other Navy laboratories and contractors par-
The method and the CDCS that has been designed ticipating in the Aegis Program.

provide an effective way to combine the needs of users
with the requirements of the system and the capabilities This work was supported by NAVSEASYSCOM, PMS-400.

VERIFICATION OF A TECHNIQUE TO EXTEND THE
STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF RCS SCINTILLATION

J. W. Follin, Jr., F. C. Paddison, and A. L. Maffett

A conplex radar target at selected aspects will a given target cross section in the presence of receiver
present enough scatterers that the radar cross section noise. Swerling postulated that the scintillation of a com-
(RCS) scintillation will be Rayleigh distributed. How- plex target composed of many scatterers could be repre-
ever, a more flexible distribution is required for other sented by the Rayleigh or the chi-square distribution. The
aspects where the cross section is dominated by a very type of distribution is important because the performance
few scatterers. A PL has developed a theoretical descrip- of the radar or the survivability of the target often de-
tion of lobe widths and scintillations and has correlated pends on the tails of the actual distribution. Surprising-
thein with neasured RCS data. The results for the Boe-
ing 727-IOOC and a drone aircraft show that for half of ly, there have been few attempts, until this effort, to verify
the target aspects, the RCS scintillations cannot be how well the Rayleigh (chi-square) distribution fit real
described by the "classical" Rayleigh and chi-square dis- data. The problem is aggravated by the complexity of
tributions; rather, the more flexible beta distribution is scintillation data (illustrated in Fig. I) that usually results
required. These results apply for bistatic as well as
pnonostatic geometries. 60

-Polarization: horizontal Frequency: 0.95 GHz -
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Radar targets are usually large compared to the F

RI wavelength; as a result, the RCS shows a complex con- 0
structive and destructive interference pattern. The RCS 0 T
typically can change by orders of magnitude for very small
changes in radar frequency or aspect angle or for slight -20 60 90 120 150 180
flexure of parts of the aircraft. Changes in the target's Observat9on1angle0(d8g

RCS are called scintillations. F.arly in the development

of radar, Marcum and Swerling' proposed a methodol- Figure 1-Measured RCS of the Boeing 727-100C with su-
32 ogy to quantify the detection probability of a radar for perposed theoretical curves.



in a smoothing of the cross-sectional data to eliminate o Rayleigh distribution, * Detailed statistics of
the scintillation, rather than a processing of the data to Swerling case I scattering from a long

determine the appropriate statistical description for fu- (K = 2 degrees of freedom) cylinder

lure use by the system analyst. 0 Swerlingcase Ill a Statistics of N lobes
(K = 4) averaged for a long

The program discussed here started with measure- 0 Normal distribution cylinder

ments of the RCS of several classified targets, and an at- 9

tempt was made to find the best statistical description of'
their scintillations. Although at some aspects one or an-
other of the common probability distributions fits the -"
scintillation data, at other aspects no fit was found.

Part of the task was to calculate the RCS to vali- 7 LIX= N

date the measurements (and the theory) and to permit 9
prediction of the RCS at all aspects in order to avoid ex- 6 - .
pensise measurements. A computer program was devel-
oped to calculate the RCS arid the scintillation statistics. 5Q2.
\*e also have enlarged upon earlier work on lobe widths T
and glint and have added them to the computer program 9 .

for histatic and monostatic geometries. C 4-
0 1.5 6 o

U) _.j

I)ISCUSSION 3- 5

For a finite target, there is a maximum RCS, and
if one component dominates near some aspect, there is 2 - 1.0 4-

a minimum RCS near that aspect. We have shown that
for a target of three spheres fixed on a nonreflecting 1
frame. there are three RCS values for which there is a 0.5
logarithmic singularity in the probability density func- 0.
tion. Howvever, the integrals under the singularities are
small, and an adequate representation can be obtained __,
by fitting the mean, variance, and third and fourth mo- -10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ments. To do this, we work with dimensionless statisti- Width, w
cal variables such as width (w = variance/mean 2) and
modified ske\ncss (g - third moment/(mean x Figure 2-Selected statistical descriptions used to de-
v ariance)), scribe RCS scintillations on skewness width plane.

Figure 2 is a plot of the w, g plane showing the represented by 50 independent scatterers. Considering the
Rayleigh point (iw- I, g = 2) and the locus of the chi- restricted viewing aspect (a 100 aspect window is used in
square distribution (,, g 2w). The locus of the log-normal this discussion), only a few of the scatterers are in view
distribution is the parabola, , w(w + 3). The beta dis- at a time as the aspect angle changes from nose to tail.
tribution covers the shaded part of the physical region, At aspects where a large number of scatterers of com-
while the plotted points sho\v tile statistical parameters parable size may be presented, the distribution is Ray-
for the RCS of long cylinders,. leigh. As the number of scatterers in view is reduced,

Our attempt to validate thle beta distribution by Rayleigh is no longer a good representation, particularlyOur ttemt t valdatethebetadistibuion y %\here a single scatterer tends to dominate the RCS.
means of unclassified data brought into sharp focus the
problem of the RCS data archivist. Although RCS ranges The means and variances of the RCS have been
hase been in operation for at least 25 years, little classi- calculated; the mean and the mean plus or minus the stan-
fied atid almost no unclassified data are retained to pro- dard deviation are plotted in the overlay of Fig. I to il-
vide a measure of scintillation. The RATSCAT range, lustrate the accuracy of the theoretical approach. That
for example, makes analog plots of raw data; it retains approach assumes random relative phases in a two-
magnetic tapes for three years and then erases the data. dimensional average about a given aspect, while the rela-

Thomas lDalby of the Boeing Co. measured a 1:1XM live phases are somewhat restricted in a single traverse.

scale model of' their 727-100C commercial aircraft, anu The data (measured for every 0. 1 0) were processed
Floyd 1). Amburgey of RATSCAT supplied a magnetic in 10' windows for the mean, variance, and third and
tape of the drone. The Boeing 727 at 0.95 GH/ can be fourth moments, and fits were made to the beta distri- 33



bution. The fit to the 727-IOOC at 90' aspect is shown Distributions
in Fig. 3 with superposed Rayleigh, chi-square, and log- - Cumulative experimental data
normal curves. The 900 point is at w = 2.5, g = 2.0 in -- - Fitted beta distribution, a = 0.33, h = 170

Fig. 2. It clearly does not fit the Rayleigh or chi-square - Chi square distribution (K = 4)

distribution because of the strong singularity at small RCS A Log normal distribution

and the small skewness. About hall of the aspects of the - Rayleigh distribution

727-IOOC and the drone require the greater flexibility of 99.99 I
the beta distribution for an adequate fit.

99.95-
U 99.90-
M

SIGNIFICANCE V,99.50

This work solves the problem of the data archivist - 90.00-
for cases where storing scintillation data is important. o
With radar frequencies being extended higher and higher, CL
it is an important parameter. The beta parameters repre-
sent a convenient and simple way to store accurate data Mean = 99.4 m2

a. I ,,,, Standard deviation =85.1 m2

on the calculated or measured scintillation in each data 50.00 _
window-a compression of data by many orders of mag- 0.01
nit ude. 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Normalized RCS

Calculations on the probability of detection us- Figure 3-RCS of Boeing 727-100C in the wing plane; 0.95
ing a calculated or experimentally determined beta fit GHz; horizontal polarization; data window 85' to 95*.
should be more accurate when in the tails of the distri-
bution, the location where detection is usually desired.' yet a statistical measure of RCS is possible. This has been

The statistical moments can be calculated direct- a problem for many years but now can be solved easily.

ly from an ensemble of scatterers. The ability to calcu- This work is reported more fully in Refs. 4 and 5.

late a scintillation spectrum is significant because one does
not have to build a physical model to measure the RCS REFERENCES
and its fine structure. This development makes the cal-
culation process much simpler. One previously had to cal- I. L Marcurn and P. Scrling, "Studies of Detection b% Pulse Radar.'"
culate the constructive and destructive interference IRE Trans. hI Theorv lT-6. 145-267 1t960).

.1. %%. Follin, Stutistical Properies of RCS, JH.!'APL QM-81-115
pattern, assuming relative phases, and then process the (1981).
calculated data to develop statistics. R. L. Kulp, "'Detection Probabilities for Beta Distributed Scatter ('ross

Sections," Electrontag. J. (Dec 1984).

The theoretical calculations have also been shown 4 j. %%. Follin, Jr., f. C. Paddison, and A. L. Ntaffett, "Statistics of
RCS Scintillations," Electroinag. J. (Dec 1984).

to agree with lobe widths for a change of aspect or a 'I.. C. Paddison. A. L. %taffett J. \V. Follin. Jr.. and N. W. Klimack.
change in bistatic angle." Finally, theoretical results for lhe .,I'l.-RCS/Statistics Code Ive.criptton. Illustraions ofOutput and

glint (apparent target centroid motion) are available that ,ser (utte. JHU,'APL TG 1345 (1984).

agree with measured data.

The ability to develop an accurate statistical de-
scription of the calculated or measured static RCS should
aid considerably in the comparison with dynamic data, This work was supported by the Rome Air Development Cen-
where geometries cannot be established accurately and ter and Independent R&D.
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INFRARED ABSORPTION BY WATER VAPOR
IN THE TROPOSPHERE

M. E. Thomas

A complete representation of infrared absorption DISCUSSION
by water vapor as a function of frequency, water vapor
partial pressure, and temperature is accomplished by a The far wings of a line shape are influenced by
total line shape model. the intermolecular potentials of strong collisions. There-

fore, an accurate model of such potentials is critical for
a meaningful model of far wings. The temperature de-
pendence of strong water-vapor/water-vapor interactions
is now specified by experimentally determined second viri-
al coefficients of steam. This manifests itself in the line
shape parameter

3

BACKGROUND

Infrared propagation in the atmosphere is in-
fluenced by scattering, turbulence, and absorption. The X, = X (T = 296) 10 2J'-'529'fl

most important contributor to infrared absorption in the
troposphere is water vapor. This is particularly true for
the infrared window regions. where T is the temperature in Kelvin units. The factor

The propagation characteristics of infrared ener- X.6 comes from the phase shift contributions of the
gy in the atmosphere are important criteria for the de- statistical (quasi-static) line shape. It does not represent
sign of effective infrared seekers on missiles, forward contributions from level shift effects. They have been ac-
looking infrared systems, laser radar, and other military counted for approximately by a first-order perturbation
instrumentation. In addition to military applications, such theory solution of the statistical line shape by Fomin and
knowledge is important to infrared astronomy and remote Tvorogov.4 However, the perturbation approach is not
sensing of the atmosphere. valid for the rotational band because the collisional per-

turbation energy is much greater than the internal molecu-A previously developed total line shape model for lar energy. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the

nitrogen broadened water vapor 3 has been improved. Fomin-Tvorogov factor for the rotational band was

It now predicts the observed temperature dependence of chaned togre wit exper tata

the absorption coefficient, k, defined as

I
k=--lnT , ()

RESULTS

where T is the transmission and I the path length. The The major results of the improved temperature
model now agrees with the temperature, pressure, mag- modeling are:
nitude, and frequency dependence of experimental data.
The model is based on the impact approximation or in- I. moodagreeen exermtall obered
terruption broadening for near-line-center phenomena temperature dependence at all infrared fre-
and the quasi-static or statistical broadening for the far quencies,2. Improved prediction of the room temperature
wing. The formalism considers only binary collisions and 4-jim continuum based on an extrapolation of
satisfies detailed balance in the infrared region. The line the data of Burch et al. 5 and White et al.' for
shape is called "total" because the near-line-center pro- high temperature and high-water-vapor partial
file is empirically connected to the far-wing profile, form- hhemer
ing a complete line shape. The far-wing profile also pressure.
contains empirical parameters chosen by near-band far- Figure 1 (a compilation of data from Refs. 5 and
wing experimental data.' The result is a semiempirical 7 through 9) illustrates the ability of the total line shape
line shape featuring the basic physics of the temperature, model to predict the observed temperature dependence
partial pressure, and frequency dependence over the en- of k at 944.195 cm - '. The total line shape model agrees
tire profile. with the dimer model approach at this frequency. Fur- 35



thermore, the model agrees with the near rotational band believable in light of the previously mentioned problems.
(300 to 600 cm 1), where far wings are known to exist The total line shape model agrees with the high-
and dimer models are not considered important. temperature data but is lower than the room-temperature

Burch extrapolation because Burch assumed that the self-The 4-tAm-window room-temperature continuum braeigcefintddothnefomheosvd
is difficult to characterize experimentally because the ab- broadening coefficient did not change from the observed

sorption is weak, contaminants are a problem, and mir- has a temperature dependence in the self-broadening

ror reflectivity can change as a function of the water- coefi et i pedeipt in the 2-odenin

vapor partial pressure in White-type cells. For these rea- region and certainly belongs in the 4-1m region as well.

sols, the 4-Mm-window :>ta sets are not as credible as Thus, the model predicts a new level of the 4-Mm con-
the 10-m-window data sets. Figure 2 shows one of the
high-temperature data sets of Burch et al.5 These data
were used to extrapolate to the k prediction at T = 296
K. Overall, the Burch extrapolation is considered the most

CONCLUSIONS

T = 338 K .The total line shape model is a semiempirical ap-
0 12 Pp -,C) 72 Torr / - proach toward representing the observed water-vapor ab-

8 Torr sorption in the troposphere. The line shape formulas are
0.1 _88-rtheoretically founded, but the far-wing formulas contain

parameters that must be chosen empirically. There are0.08-,
E B - three parameters per gas type for the rotational band and

two parameters per gas type per band otherwise.
0.06- T 296K - Total l ine

PH20 14.3 Torr shape model - The result is a reasonably accurate representation
0.04 Pr 745.7 Torr -- - of experimental data at any frequency, pressure, and tem-

- - I perature in the infrared region. Because of its theoreti-
0.02 _ cal basis, the model can accurately interpolate and

0- iextrapolate between and beyond experimental data points,
2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 whereas a strictly empirical model cannot. These results

Wavenumber (cm-1) make a case for the faj -wing representation of the water
Figure 1 -The absorption coefficient, k, versus tempera- vapor continuum, rather than the strictly empirical models
ture at 944.195 cm used heretofore.
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INTRODUCTION

Command, Control, and Communications (C3) are required to support the
several military commanders in the integrated use of available service forces in
deterring war or in prosecuting warfare to achieve national objectives. C' sup-
ports that mission by assembling and formatting the information needed to make
and render decisions as required, to develop and promulgate orders to implement
the decisions, and to monitor the course of events resulting from the promulgated
orders.

APL became involved in the C 3 program in 1971 when the Chief of Naval
Operations requested an evaluation of the performance of TACAMO, the air-
borne strategic communication link to Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines. That suc-
cessful test program led to an ever-increasing participation in test and evaluation,
methodology development, equipment design, and the development of computer
software in strategic naval communication. In 1976, additional facets of C 3 were
added to APL's task, including evaluation of Fleet Command Centers, study of
requirements for Tactical Flag Command Centers afloat, and testing of C 3 sup-
port for the Army's Pershing missile system.

In 1977, the Naval Electronic Systems Command requested APL's assistance
in the systems engineering of a tactical C 3 system for the U.S. Navy in the year
2000. The objective of the program is to provide NAVELEX with engineering
design guidance and transition planning for the development of that future sys-
tem. In 1978, another increase in effort occurred with the addition of tasks in
the fields of electronic warfare, surveillance, and over-the-horizon detection, clas-
sification, and targeting. The latter are closely related to APL work in Tomahawk
and Harpoon, the cruise missile programs. A year later, a strategic connectivity
study defined the qualitative improvements that are required for the communica-
tions support of sea-based strategic forces of the future.

Additional areas of APL involvement have been to assist several agencies
outside of the Navy in resolving C3 problems. The following articles describe the
Laboratory's support provided to the Naval Regional Medical Center in Ports-
mouth, Va., the United States Information Agency, and the Army.

One article describes the battlefield automated systems interfaces that APL
identified for Army organizations at echelons above corps.

The second article describes the installation of a broadband coaxial-cable
local area network at the Naval Regional Medical Center in Portsmouth for com-
munication between clinical data processing systems and their associated remote
terminals.

The third article addresses the development and installation of a
communications-oriented computer at the United States Information Agency head-
quarters in Washington, D.C. 41



AUTOMATION OF COMMANI) AND) CONTROL
IN THE THEATER ARMY

J. K. Rleam and J1. M. IDuBrul

Battle/id au~tomated vvvie'in inter/acev hat /ie f beenjv

iden'ti/' i If * )/ t b1jr 11.S. ,I rim ,or.Igafiafions a/ ecC/I- batf Ii eld
/onsv t/)ov( corpv. I'lit, iitter/ices: were basved on an t,'%- au~tomahted(

ainatlon /Ifi'('A rim' t/waters and/ were, categorizedi hi, Systemis
/uituona/ areas of ft, conoinand. control, ainti oiniit- mantitver
ic tations architecture/o6r automnated s ' ~es ftat was de- otl
i'eloped/orn corpys level/ and he/ow. The evaininalion lfet
to fte itden ti/ication o/ automahtd s~stein inter fat-es for
agenierit Theater Arm ' as dltfinetl i evolving Arini dloc-

trinal /nd)/icalions.

Wt'ithi (lithe past decade, advances iii comipute System

technology and [li neried I o handle large quantities ol data
associated with battle field operations init timely manii-
ner have led the Arnty to develop automated systems to
Support batt Ilefield operations. These systems have been ..Ivc t ronlic warftare Cma evc
fielded largely ats anl independent development to support soonorcrnro
he acconipl ishimen t of a particular function, withI little In tell qgence/

con siderat ion g iven to in teroperahi lit y reqiiretmen ts electronic warftare Combat service SupprortI

amiong the battlefield ytm.I 98 rcgu teht blivfl rid ailomaleit battlefield automatedt

need lor a it auitoma t ion archIiit ecturre thatl woulId provide
at svner gist ic effe'ct f'or cotmmand and conitrol, thie Arntv Figure 1-The CCS2 architecture.
coit inenced an effIort that resulted in at C om mand , Con"

rol.[ and Suibordinate Systemts ((('2) architecture f'or
atormed systems at corps level and helow. [he architec- ed systems f1rom source documents and surveys of'selected
lurc, shown graphically in F-ig. 1, envisioned thle inter- Army theaters. This led to at set of' systemn definitions of'
connect iott of hat tlefield automated systetms in fi ye thle automated interfaces in each theater. Using Army
funct ional areas direct lv related to battle managemett plans for eachi theater, we based thle theater systemn conl-
hic support. nianeuiver cottrol, air defentse artillery, in- figuration onl planned wartime requirements and Army
telligentce/elctronic warfarec, and combat service suipport - doctritnal statements. We selected thle theaters by examin-

[ lie Comtbinted Arms Conibat D~evelopment Ac- ing at full ranige of potential Army operations, f'romn those
illvit v. ort I Ceewort it Kai.. requested that thle I ah heavily involved with allies ([IS. Army, Furope) to those

of a . ry xted fle CS2arcitetur toeclclos aove that involved no allies (U.S. Third Army).* Suich coil-
cortor esti-AC tile (Xv Iiarcietr om leel Sthrv sidcrations were necessary be .cause Armny FAC organi-

ci i Ps(I ( ) th Ar v hea erCoi mand eve - uchationis are tailored to thie requirements of* the theater they
aii es tciisionl was cotnsi dered niecessary in view of the iii- supot
creasing reliatice ott aiutomtated systetms to perf'orni criti- spot
cal hatt lef'itld functions at I-AC (particularly in tile areas Havinig ideiit i fied t lie range of'operat ions, we de-
oif intclligeitce/electroiiic warf'are and conthat service suip- veloped nr e auitomnation interfaces for a generic mature
port) and tile concominuti n reqirmnent f'or thlese sys- theater organization. A generic theater army organi/a-
tet it atlA( to interf'ace with battlefield systitnis at corps tioni represents miany major cotmmands, eachi responsl-
lesel atnd below. ANI had previously esaittited comnand hle f'or activities in its own f'unctional area. Most of these
and conirol s"ithlin tlite U.S. Navy. commands (e.g., air def'ense artillery, personnel, and

tranisportationt) are supported by their own individual all-
D)ISCUS ISION totnated systemts, attd lte conmmands themselves may be

widely separated witiit theater of operations (e.g.. u
Technical Approach________________________

Itic Ui.S. Ib hird Armys supports, t e liniadr-in- i e
)tii a pproachI to tlite a ppl icatio (it ofile ( *( 2 at - t rat Commiand; it ha s replaced t be Rapid I eptoyrnict Jtoint

42 chl t c r to ViI-AC itt l ved tlife ideitt ificat ion of ai itomat- t ask F-orce.



rope or the Pacific), which places a demand on commu-
nications to establish the identified interfaces. XIx

- X X l X X x -

Automation Requirements Definition COSCOM MMC

We examined automated systems for each of the 1S 3
five functional areas of the CCS2 architecture. Because \COS/OM

the combat service support functional area contained CS__
T-AXmost of the automated systems, that area was divided into TAACOM

three categories- logistics, medical, and personnel-and MMC

logistics was subdivided into ammunition, maintenance, S AS
supply, and transportation. For example, automated am-
munition systems are used to maintain centralized thea-
ter management of all conventional ammunition assets. TAVMC TSA
The theater commander acts as theater coordinator for
the wholesale suppliers of ammunition. The Standard SAAS1 ..

SAAS3/87 0 ~Army Ammunition System (SAAS) is an automated sys- 0 TRANSCOM o
tem that deals with all tactical levels of ammunition 0 0

management. It consists of both automated and manual
subsystems, provides for the integrated supply and main-
tenance of conventional ammunition, and has the follow-
ing components:

I. SAAS- I: Theater inventory control at the The-
ater Army Materiel Management Center; MICOM AMCCOM

2. SAAS-3: Stock control activity at the Theater Legend
Army Area Command and the Corps Support ' = Automated information flow

Command levels; 4 - Required interface, not programmed

3. SAAS-4: Storage activity within the theater and -x Division boundary

corps, at the theater storage area, corps stor- -xxx- Corps boundary

age area, or ammunition supply points. -0000- Echelons above corps boundary
AMCCOM Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command

The interaction of the SAAS system within a theater is COSCOM Corps Support Command
shown in Fig. 2. Since there may be several Theater Army CSA Corps storage area
Area Commands within a given theater, there are likely DAMMS Department of the Army Movement
to be several SAAS-3 systems providing data to the Management System

SAAS-I system at the Theater Army Materiel Manage- GMLR Guided missile large rocket

ment Center. Figure 2 shows that the SAAS system must
MMC Materiel Management Center

also interface with an automated system in the Transpor- SAA Strd arm ntintem

tation Command in order to be able to control the move-
TAACDM Theater Army Area Command

ment of ammunition within the theater or to divert that y
TAMMC Theater Army Materiel Management Center

movement should the tactical situation so dictate. TANSC Traprtation Man
TRANSCOM Transportation Command

A diagram similar to Fig. 2, depicting automated TSA Theater storage area
system interfaces, was prepared for each functional cat- WARS Worldwide Ammunition Reports System
egory examined in each theater. About 50 existing or Figure 2-Interaction of the SAAS system within a theater.
planned systems that had battlefield application under
wartime conditions through the year 1990 were consid-
ered. Future systems and system replacements are indi-
cated on those diagrams. For example, Fig. 2 shows that transfer in terms of the JCS Publication 12 information
the SAAS-I system is to be replaced by an improved categories,2 the direction of information flow, and the
SAAS-3 system in 1987 at the Theater Army Materiel content of the information to be exchanged. For each year
Management Command and that the SAAS-4 system is between 1983 and 1990, we prepared an interface diagram
to be installed in 1985. If planned systems were not fully showing the effect of introducing automated systems into
supported in procurement plans, they were shown as each theater by functional area. This examination provid-
dashed ovals to indicate that they are planned but not ed a basis for the Army to identify automation interfaces
programmed. We expressed automation interface data at EAC. 43



FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS The Army Battlefield Interface Concept-Echelons
Above Corps study provides the first complete analysis

We reached the following findings: of a totally integrated automation architecture for the

I. No automated system interoperability require- Theater Army. Its findings will provide the basis for the
ments were applicable to the fire support func- Army's requirements documents to ensure total system
tional area at EAC. interoperability.

2. At the theater level, maneuver control is more
appropriately designated "operations control." ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Although several theaters are developing au-
tomated operations control systems, there is no The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance
Army-wide automated system planned for ap- of Dennis Mahoney and Jerry Moore of the U.S. Army
plication to EAC. Combined Arms Combat Development Activity in all

3. Air defense artillery was found to have no au- phases of this study. The guidance and assistance by the
tomation at EAC headquarters level but was U.S. Army Study Advisory Group also proved to be in-
automated at the brigade and battalion level, valuable.

4. There are automated systems to support the
functions of the major subordinate commands
at EAC; little automation was found to tie to- REFERENCES
gether the functions among the major subor- 'G. D. Halushynsky and I. K. Beam, "A Concept for Navy Command
dinate commands. and Control in the Year 2000," Johns hlopkins A PL Tech. Dig. 5, 9-18

5. Each EAC examined contained only a subset (1984).
of the generic organization; the degree of 2 Tactical Comnnand and Control Planning Guidance and Procedures for

Joint Operations. JCS Publication 12 (Apr 1974),
similarity was associated with the size of the
Army component.

In conclusion, we found the CCS2 architecture to
be generally applicable to EAC; however, not all func-
tions addressed by the CCS2 architecture are supported This work was supported by the U.S. Army Combined Arms
by automated systems at EAC. Combat Development Activity.

BROADBAND COAXIAL-CABLE
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM

G. H. Laird

The installation of a broadband coaxial-cable lo- activities within the Naval Regional Medical Centers
cal area network for communication between clinical data (NRMCs). Each automated data processing system must
processing systems and their associated remote terminals have a communications capability to support interactions
was completed at the Naval Regional Medical Center in between central processing units and their associated re-
Portsmouth, Va. The system, which has been operation- mote terminals.
alfor nearly a year, provides a communications capabil-
ity that can be adapted to the diverse needs of a health In recent years, broadband technology has been
care facility. developed and applied to the growing demands for high-

capacity, multichannel communications networks. A

BACKGROUND state-of-the-art broadband telecommunication system has
been installed at the Portsmouth NRMC. In addition to

The Department of Defense is procuring automat- meeting the local needs, it permits the evaluation of
44 ed data processing systems to support various hospital broadband technology in an operational hospital enviro-



ment to determine if this type of technology should be the final tests to certify that the entire system met design
adopied for all Navy health care facilities, specifications and was ready for use.

APL acted as the technical agent of the Naval
Medical Data Services Center in all phases of system DISCUSSION
specification, installation, and testing of the initial sys-
tem installed in a Navy health care facility. The task in- The Portsmouth NRMC system provides bidirec-
cluded preparing the telecommunication system perfor- tional communications capability to handle audio, data,
mance and interface requirements and approving the tech- and television services on a broadband coaxial-cable sys-
nical specification based on those requirements, prepar- tem. The system interconnects four buildings on the
ing a Request for Proposal, evaluating competitive Portsmouth campus. Figure I shows the campus layout,
bidding responses to it, and recommending award of the the underground coaxial-cable routing, and the four
installation contract for the telecommunication system, buildings connected by the system. The system carries
APL also monitored the installation and testing of the electronic signals between computers located in the build-
components of the communication system to ensure that ing 250 computer room and associated devices located
it was installed as designed, and specified and conducted in the three health care facility buildings: 1, 123, and 215.

20. Building included

on broadband

telecommunication

Fu <-h underground run

Parking Pakn

: f ( Paul Jones St. -,

Figure 1-The main hospital layout of the Portsmouth NRMC. 45
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[ Inbound Guard band [ OutboundLt  t
Frequency band usage 12 MHz inbound and 12 MHz outbound
Frequency channel usage 84 117.75 to 23.75 MHz and 23.75 to 29.75 MHz) inbound

84 (174 to 180 MHz and 216 to 222 MHz) outbound

Figure 2-Channel allocation chart.

The system headend (the location in the system urements. During the installation, seven major test phases
where signals can be checked, monitored, and inserted) were completed in the following sequence: preinstallation
is installed in the computer room. Signals from the head- testing of the coaxial cable, amplifiers, and power sup-
end to the data terminal equipment locations are desig- plies; cable system setup and amplifier alignment; cable
nated outbound, and signals from the terminals to the system acceptance; carrier-to-noise ratio measurement;
headend are designated inbound. The outbound frequen- cable system radiation measurement; data communica-
cy band is from 162 to 300 MHz and the inbound from tions equipment checkout; and telecommunication sys-
5 to 112 MHz. The configuration with the single-cable tem testing.
mid-split (the separation of the outbound and inbound
frequency bands) requires that a guard band be provid-
ed to ensure that the outbound and inbound signals do CONCLUSIONS

not mutually interfere. The guard band is from 112 to The broadband telecommunication system has
162 MHz, and no channel assignments can be made there, been operating continuously since certification in Novem-

The 3M Interactive Systems Telecommunications ber 1983, supporting five clinical automated data process-

Division model 925/926 modems provide a serial data link ing systems with terminals located throughout three
interface for terminals, printers, and computer ports to buildings interconnected on the system. The clinical sys-
the broadband telecommunication system. The modems tems that are supported are the laboratory, patient ap-

operate asynchronously in full duplex mode at data rates pointment and scheduling, pharmacy, radiology, and

up to 9600 bits per second. They translate and transmit hypertension. A total of 343 four-port taps were installed

the modulated bit stream at assigned frequencies on the in the local distribution cable to accomodate 1372 devices

system. (video and data terminal devices) in the four buildings.
The ability to interface with other local area networks

A channel allocation chart (Fig. 2) shows the chan- has also been designed into the system.
nel allocation and the modem frequency assignment for
the Portsmouth NRMC and how the 300 MHz bandwidth The test procedures and test sequence followed at
of the coaxial cable is divided into the standard cable tel- the NRMC were designed so that each phase of testing

evision channel assignments. Selected frequency assign- depended on the successful completion of the preceding
ments are noted along the top of the figure, starting at phase. This approach to alignment and testing increased
5 MHz and ending at 300 MHz. The chart also shows the probability that the system would meet the overall
that most standard television channels are able to share specifications for certification when installation had been
the system with the data equipment. completed. The system has been operating reliably for

nearly a year. It provides a capability that can be adapt-
The 84 modem pairs initially installed at Ports- ed or expanded to the diverse communications needs of

mouth and assigned to the system are located on cable a health care facility.
television channels J (75 channel assignments) and 7 (9
channel assignments) in the outbound frequency band and
on companion channels TIO and T9, respectively, in the
inbound frequency band.

The system was tested and aligned in accordance This work was supported by the Naval Medical Data Services
with procedures based on cable television system meas- Center.46



COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING IN SUPPORT OF
THE UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

N. K. Brown and S. P. Yanek

A communications-oriented computer to upgrade Typical regional files consist of up to 20,000 words of
the United States Information Agency's Wireless File elec- English text; three of the five regional files are also trans-
tronic news system has been installed at the agency's lated into French, Spanish, and Arabic.
Washington, D.C., headquarters. It is connected direct-
" to circuitry that distributes news items to remote ter- Each edition of the Wireless File undergoes text
minals worldwide. A PL has provided the agency with an preparation, transmision, reception, and distribution. A
integrated system for communicating Arabic, English, mixture of electromechanical and electronic text genera-
French, and Spanish text via telegraph, radio telegraphy, tion and communications equipment has been used to per-
telephone, and leased-line networks. form these functions. Information flow in the Wireless

File System before the upgrade is shown in Fig. 1.

The text entry of original material was performed

BACKGROUND by typists using keyboard video display terminals on a
text editing system known as the ATEX. After being en-

The United States Information Agency (USIA), tered and edited, the articles were printed in optical
an independent agency of the executive branch of the U.S. character reader format, manually inserted into an opti-
Government, provides diverse information services to a cal scanner of the Scandisk system, and punched on pa-
worldwide foreign constituency of cultural organizations, per tape. The articles stored on paper tape were then
academicians, and students as well as political, business, broadcast to teleprinters within the USIA to provide pa-
and media representatives. Among its most timely infor- per copies for proofreading. English and foreign language
mation services is the daily Wireless File, a :ollection of articles were separated into regional files within the
news items and background articles prepared, edited, ATEX, reprinted in optical character reader format, and
translated, and distributed electronically to approximately rescanned into the Scandisk. Then, instead of being
300 locations overseas (e.g., embassies, consulates, in- punched on paper tape, they were assembled into sepa-
formation centers), whence it is distributed. There are six rate regional files on removable floppy disks of the Scan-
editions of the file. Five are daily editions prepared for disk. At the scheduled times, the regional files were
the major geographic regions of the world (Africa, Eu- transmitted to the regional posts via a combination of
rope, East Asia and the Pacific Islands, the Americas, leased circuits and high-frequency radio links. If part of
and the Near East and South Asia). The sixth, an adminis- the regional files was incorrectly received because of trans-
trative file, is sent to all regions every second Sunday. mission errors, the affected articles were retransmitted

Text preparation system TIMt tne -fWilm

Text entry function JText distribution function Text selection function Fit tran o, ftwOm

Keyboard Hose
video display ATEX RF o, CarOpumn S"

term inal e ch . . ic " 11111 | 111111l119111l

printe Regional I .i , ..

General news -r soon IIPF
news r--The diou W F s

Figure 1 -The previous Wireless File System. 47



via special State Department circuits in the form of The communications processing subsystem is
"USINFO" messages. based on store-and-forward message processing technol-

ogy with built-in archival capabilities. This type of
processing permits users who possess keyboard-equipped

DISCUSSION terminals to compose and submit messages to the com-

APL was requested to identify areas for potential munications processor, which forwards the message to

improvements and to recommend and implement a way the proper destination at the appropriate time over the

to improve the efficiency of communications processing designated communications links. The communications

in the Wireless File System.' The USIA released an in- processing subsystem has been connected to the News and

dependent Request for Proposal for an enhanced News Editorial Support System via a data communications cir-

and Editorial Support System to supplant the ATEX. The cuit (Fig. 2) and software developed to encapsulate each

existing assemblage of electronic and electromechanical article by a message-oriented header and trailer. In addi-

communications equipment had evolved over many years; tion to that connection, the subsystem is interfaced to a

it lacked compatible technology and was characterized remote teletypewriter with an Arabic keyboard. For the

by labor-intensive information handling. A modern com- first time, USIA was able to achieve direct entry, stor-

munications processing capability was needed as the first age, and transmission of Aral - Wireless File material

step in enhancing the Wireless File System. Commercial to compatible terminals.

processors were identified that support computer-to- Until transmission is enabled, the communications
computer interfaces, transmit various data codes at differ- processing subsystem accumulates Wireless File articles
ent speeds, handle different types of circuits and pro- in five regional message queues that overflow to disk as
tocols, and offer automated data handling procedures. needed. At a scheduled transmission time, the queues are
An informal survey of the telecommunications industry released and the articles are code translated (except for
produced a list of nearly 100 devices described as com- Arabic) to accommodate the teletypewriter-like remote
munications processors. printers that are connected to the technical control unit.

APL recommended and implemented the follow- As articles exit from the message switch (X-32) to leased

ing methodology in selecting a Wireless File communi- direct circuits, their message-oriented headers and trail-

cations processor: ers are removed by external microprocessors. To provide
compatible signal levels to the technical control unit, each

I. Description of requirements, output circuit is also equipped with a signal converter.
2. Description of proposed system operation,3. Statement of the requirements and specifica- To facilitate the retransmission of articles whose

tions in detail, text becomes unreadable because of transmission errors,4. Developeti, othe subsystem archives every transmitted article for uppackage, to 14 days. Occasionally, articles are retransmitted to5. Evaluation of the proposals for communica- recipients by an alternative set of secure circuits provid-ed by the State Department. To do this, the subsystem
tions processors, . also contains a microprocessor-based format converter6. Installation and integration of the communi-ctInsprocessorn integrtio n the Wirel e Sm,- to route articles retrieved from archival storage through7. Acceptance testing of the communications an approved interface directly to the Computerized Op-processor, tical Message Entry System. That system retains the origi-nal optical scanner as a switchablc, alternative means of

The requirements were stated from a functional text entry. A Diablo printer with an optical character
perspective to allow the data communications industry reader printwheel may be attached to the communications
a degree of flexibility in proposing a system concept and processor for backup purposes. The subsystem includes
an equipment configuration. 2  uninterruptible power supplies to safeguard operational

integrity.

RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the responses from industry, a mod-
ern communications processing subsystem was selected, The installation of a communications processor
acquired, installed, and tested. ' The integrated system has increased the efficiency and accuracy of USIA's daily
includes the subsystem interacting with the USIA- Wireless File operations. The handling of information in
furnished systems: the enhanced News and Editorial Sup- the form of paper, floppy disks, and paper tape has been
port System and the existing Computerized Optical Mes- greatly reduced. The need for manual intervention dur-

48 sage Entry System. ing transmission has been virtually eliminated. The mul-
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Figure 2-The upgraded Wireless File System.
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TEST AND EVALUATION
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INTRODUCTION

Test and evaluation has long been an important part of APL's involvement
in weapon systems technology. It is a significant factor in programs for the devel-
opment of new weapons systems, combat systems, and their major components,
and in improving or upgrading existing systems. In other programs, test and evalu-
ation is the primary task, with the Laboratory acting as an independent evaluator
of weapon system performance. Those programs have led to many others such
as the development of data acquisition systems having unique requirements, the
evaluation and improvement of instrumentation and facilities on test ranges, and
the determination of test instrumentation requirements.

Programs for the development of surface ship combat systems, such as Ae-
gis, or the upgrading of existing systems, such as the Terrier and Tartar New Threat
Upgrade, require extensive test and evaluation effort, including at-sea testing to
verify the combat system's performance. The Laboratory has now taken a fur-
ther step, that of evaluating several ships and their aircraft integrated into the
fighting unit of a naval battle group. Recent at-sea testing conducted by APL in-
itiated that process; APL began a quantitative study of the interactions of the
ships in a battle group and investigated innovative and cooperative surveillance
and engagement methods.

The Laboratory's participation in cruise missile programs includes the per-
formance evaluation of Harpoon and Tomahawk. APL's recently expanded role
in the Tomahawk program calls for greater responsibility in the test and evalua-
tion of that weapon system.

For many years, APL has served the Navy as an independent evaluator of
the submarine launched ballistic missile (SLBM) weapon systems and has served
the Army similarly on behalf of the Pershing weapon systems. APL has a key
role in the development and conduct of test and evaluation programs for these
operational systems that will continue throughout the time of their deployment.
A major new effort is the Trident II Accuracy Evaluation Program, with the ob-
jectives of in-depth understanding of the accuracy of the weapon system and predic-
tion of its performance. A principal design goal is a substantial increase in accuracy.

Closely related to the SLBM evaluation is the Communications Continuing
Evaluation Program, which has the objective of assessing the efficacy and reli-
ability of the command message communications to operational SSBNs. A major
program to ensure the security of the SSBN forces has, for a number of years,
conducted full-scale at-sea testing aimed at producing useful threat and counter-
measure assessments; special exercises are conducted to evaluate SSBN security
during certain evolutions. Yet another effort, important to security, is the evalua-
tion of the SSBN sonar suite.

Various APL programs involve development, improvement, or evaluation
52 of instrumentation systems for test and evaluation. Development tasks include



SATRACK 11 for the precise tracking of Trident 11 test flights using the Global
Positioning System satellites; a small, high-capacity data acquisition system for
use on E-2C aircraft to collect the large amount of data required to evaluate that
aircraft's role in the outer air battle; and the System Data Recorder to acquire
Pershing II test data. Developments for test range facilities include a multiradar
surface tracking system that integrates data from noncolocated radars and gener-
ates an accurate, composite display of the range area, and also an Air Launched
Deep Ocean Transponder to facilitate maintenance of the bottom-mounted tran-
sponder arrays used for launch and impact measurements during SLBM test fir-
ings. APL recently determined the quality of meteorological instrumentation
required for the test flight impact area in order to fulfill specific accuracy evalua-
tion objectives.

This introduction attempts to provide an overview of the rather extensive
APL programs in this important area of defense technology. The articles that fol-
low do not begin to provide a representative sample of the overall effort but do
indicate the nature of certain selected accomplishments in test and evaluation.
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CARTRIDGE MAGNETIC TAPE SYSTEMS FOR
SHIPBOARD AND AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS

D. M. Bullis, C. E. Dorsett, and J. F. Jaworski

New high-data-capacity cartridge drive systems for system instead of the DDRR. HARDI is lightweight and
magnetic tape recording have been adapted for use in is easily and quickly installed in or removed from the E-2C
selected aircraft and shipboard data collection systems aircraft. No modification to hardware or wiring is re-
for the reconstruction of Fleet exercises. Known as quired. Data for an entire flight reside in a single, hand-
streamer cartridge tapes, they have replaced previous sys- carried cartridge, and the format is compatible with Fleet
tems using reel-to-reel recorders with their limited data- Analysis Center requirements. HARDI requires no oper-
handling capacity and excessive bulk. ator intervention, an important asset in aircraft use. It

operates without degradation to IFF, navigation, or
ATDS performance. It consists of two units installed in

BACKGROUND the ATDS computer cabinet in place of blank drawer

The Fleet Analysis Center, Corona, Calif., has in- panels.

dicated a need for an assessment of the role of the E-2C Data recorded during Fleet exercises are normal-
aircraft in the outer air battle during exercises where the ly analyzed at the Fleet Analysis Center. The use of the
ability to collect and store a large amount of pertinent HARDI data recording systcrm together with a small port-
data is of utmost importance in determining Fleet per- able computer, a plotter, and a printer makes possible
formance. In those operations, recording of the data out- on-site reconstruction of an exercise.
put of the on-board Airborne Tactical Data System The major subsystem in HARDI is the 3M mag-
(ATDS) computer, particularly in E-2C radar surveillance netic recorder, which is a high-capacity data cartridge
aircraft, puts a premium on size, weight, and ease of oper- drive system. The drive module is 4.56 in. high, 6.85 in.
ation of the recording system. The Hawkeye Airborne wide, and 8.625 in. deep; it weighs 6 lb. The controller
Recording Digital Instrumentation (HARDI), a data board is 6.5 in. wide and 12 in. long. The HARDI unit
recording system for the E-2C, has been developed by is shown in Fig. 1.
APL in response to the requirement for a small recorder.

The Scotch DC 615 HC formatted data cartridge
uses high-capacity, high-performance bidirectional mag-

DISCUSSION netic tape. With 150 ft of 1A-in.-wide tape, it provides

The current tactical data recording system in the up to 16.7 megabytes of user storage capacity in a pack-

E-2C, the Digital Data Recorder/Reproducer (DDRR), age only 4 by 6 in. The spring-loaded dust door opens

has a 9-track, 800-bits-per-inch tape containing 630 ft of automatically and closes automatically when the cartridge

magnetic tape. The DDRR has a tactical operational pro- is removed.

gram that uses most of the space available on the tape,
so that only about 15 minutes of data can be recorded.
As on-station time during Fleet exercises approaches 4
hours, the DDRR would require the loading of a new
blank tape approximately every 15 minutes to provide
continuous data records. This is a reel-to-reel recorder, ,
and not only is changing tapes in the aircraft difficult,
but many tapes are required.

The advantage of the high-data-rate and capacity
system for Fleet exercises is clearly indicated. A small,
very portable, easily operated recording device built
around the data cartridge drive system was found to meet
those needs.

The HARDI System

During data extract in Fleet exercises, the L304 Figure 1-The Hawkeye Airborne Recording Digital In-
54 computer in the E-2C aircraft records data on the HARDI strumentation.



3M Cartridge Magnetic Tape Unit

Following the successful demonstration of the ad-
vantages of using the high-capacity data cartridge in E-2C
aircraft, the next step was to extend the concept to tak- - .....
ing data aboard ship during Fleet exercises. Each ship has -data recording facilities, but they are dedicated to ship's 7l :

use rather than to exercise evaluation. A separate datarecording system was needed.

The task of adapting the cartridge data system to
shipboard use was complicated by the variety of host com-
puter systems on the ships where the only common fea-
ture is that they all communicate with peripheral devices
by MIL-STD 1397 parallel channels. The problem there- Figure 2-The 3M Cartridge Magnetic Tape Unit.
fore was to provide a single unit that included all the elec-
tronics and intelligence needed to permit the use of the
new data cartridge in any data system, without modify- tridge, and the maximum data throughput is 35 thousand
ing the host computer. bytes per second. Two transport units operating "ping-

pong" fashion extend the recording period. A block di-
A single unit to accomplish this has been built agram of 3M/CMTU is shown in Fig. 3.

around the cartridge drive system. It is designated the 3M
Cartridge Magnetic Tape Unit (3M/CMTU) to distinguish All primary functions performed by the 3M/
it from the shipboard AN/USH 26 data cartridge system, CMTU are under control of the internal microcomputer
a limited capability system found on some ships. With card program. Front panel switches select modes of oper-
the 3M/CMTU, the tape systems in the various ships are ation. The microprocessor reads the desired mode. Com-
simulated by means of a simple front panel control mands received from the host computer are interpreted
change. by the microprocessor and are translated into appropri-

The 3M/CMTU consists of a chassis that can be ate control signals.

mounted on a single rack (Fig. 2). Powered by 115 VAC, Streaming devices such as the 3M data cartridge
60 to 400 Hz, it consumes 120 W of power. Internally, have "repositioning delays" at the end of data transfer
the unit features Eurocard industry standard construc- bursts. If left uncorrected, that characteristic would seri-
tion and a VME data bus. ously limit data throughput. The microprocessor provides

a 32 thousand byte data buffer function to allow for suchThe unit contains a 3M HCD-75 cartridge tape sys- dlytu anann aiu hogpt

tem consisting of a formatter/controller and two trans- delays, thus maintaining maximum throughput.

port units. It also contains a 68000-based microcomputer An additional microprocessor function accommo-
with operational firmware, host interface, and 3M inter- dates logical block length (logical block length is the num-
face cards. Its storage capacity is 67 million bytes per car- ber of bytes contained in a logic data group, referred to

Host 75t extract/pltorage

0 back Host interface
compuer Iboard

3VME microcomputer board ti e T c

(68000 based microcomutr

I'nput/output bus 3M t
HCD 75 Storage3Mreore IComad/dtaI3M HCD 75 transport 1 0 Ttrg

TapetcrtrddgFnrer 3C mBnoc ktdg r 
Tape cartridgein e f c re c r in g s s e

board syte 3M

I ~HCD-75Stre
transport 2 0 0 Strg
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Figure 3-Block diagram of the 3MICMTU. 55



as a block, and varies from one computer to another). 3M/CMTU units have been deployed in support
The physical block length of the 3M tape subsystem is of some ten Fleet exercises, including Gridlock and New
fixed at 1024 bytes. Ways have been provided to accom- Threat Update, during which no failures have occurred.
modate the block requirements of the various host com- These recording systems provide previously unobtaina-
puters. The microprocessor adds appropriate preambles ble reliability, flexibility, and performance in airborne,
to the normal data stream to allow faithful reproduction shipboard, and land-based test applications.
of the data from tape.

SUMMARY

To date, E-2C aircraft in 12 Fleet exercises have
been instrumented with HARDI. Much of the ATDS
database for various projects such as E-2C tracker studies This work was supported by NAVSEASYSCOM, SEA-06 and
has been obtained using the new system. PMS-400.

RESULTS OF THE PRECISE INTEGRATED
NAVIGATION SYSTEM LONARS TEST

L. F. Fehlner and W. J. Peters III

In support of the development of the AN/SSN-2 ment resolution of less than I nsec. Real-time geodetic
Precise Integrated Navigation System, an assessment of performance has been on the order of 60 ft (root sum
the quality of loran service in the San Diego, Calif., area squared (rss) one standard deviation (one sigma), and
was undertaken. Data gathered using the Loran Naviga- post-mission performance has been less than 50 ft (rss
tion Rece. ving System (LONARS) and the Internav LC- one sigma).
404 Loran-C receiver were evaluated and compared.

DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND One LONARS was installed ashore at the Naval
The Precise Integrated Navigation System (PINS), Ocean Systems Center (NOSC), Point Loma, Calif., and

The recse ItegatedNavgatin Sstem(PIS), a second was installed on Pluck to quantify the quality
being developed for installation in a new class of mine- and atistcs o lra sn ian Die ata

sweeers inorpoate mutipl raionvigaionand and characteristics of the loran signal in San Diego at asweepers, incorporates multiple radionavigation and

acoustic navigation systems. The performance of the fixed site and on board the minesweeper.

PINS Loran-C receiver (lnternav LC-404) had been sub-
standard in both the hyperbolic and the circular modes Loran Interference
during development testing aboard USS Pluck (MSO-464) It was observed immediately that the loran signal
in the San Diego area. A test to quantify Loran-C per- at NOSC was contaminated by low-frequency interfer-
formance using LONARS as the primary reference wasrequstedby he Nvy.ence, which was traced to the local Naval transmitting
requested by the Navy. facilities. When all four of the manually operated notch

LONARS, the Loran-C radionavigation system filters of LONARS were properly tuned, the interference
developed by APL for use as the position reference sys- was reduced to an acceptable level and had negligible ef-
tem when evaluating the performance of the Strategic fect on the positional information. The filters of the PINS
Submarine Weapons System, is essentially immune to at- Loran-C receiver also required manual adjustment to

56 mospherics and cross-rate interference and has a measure- operate normally in the presence of the interference.



A complicating characteristic of the interference Mode 3 is sky-wave contamination resulting from
was its temporal variability. To achieve satisfactory LO- signals received from loran transmitters other than those
NARS performance, it was necessary to monitor the re- being tracked. Under certain atmospheric conditions, sky
ceiver and retune the filters periodically to notch the waves can be received from distant transmitters at sig-
interference. nificant signal levels. Such contamination has an unpre-

dictable effect and varies with time and receiver position,
but it can be reduced and, under some circumstances,
eliminated by appropriate real-time editing of the mea-

Sky-Wave Contamination surement data.

LONARS could not maintain accurate phase All three modes of sky-wave contamination were
tracking of the loran signal between local sunset and sun- observed at night in San Diego, making the present lo-
rise. The difficulty was traced to sky-wave interference ran service in that area virtually unusable for navigation
that was evident in three modes: (1) very slow ground- from approximately local sunset to local sunrise.
wave speed of propagation, (2) long-delayed sky wave
from stations being tracked, and (3) sky wave from sta-
tions not being tracked. Geometric Dilution of Precision

Mode 1, illustrated in Fig. la, involves a relation- The San Diego area is located where the hyper-
ship between ground wave and sky wave whereby the first- bolic solution for geodetic position is poor. The geomet-
hop sky wave contaminates the ground wave as far for- ric dilution of precision (GDOP) is worst in the north-
ward as the standard track point. All eight pulses are af- south direction. Its value is about 7; i.e., a 10-nsec error
fected the same way. This causes the receiver to report in time difference produces a position error of 70 ft. The
times of arrival that no longer can be attributed to the GDOP is about 1.2 in the east-west direction; i.e., a
ground wave and results in errors in computed position. 10-nsec time error is about 12 ft of position error. Cal-
If the contamination is severe, phase lock at the standard culations show that the GDOP in the circular (rho-rho)
track point may be lost, leading to very large positional mode is better (about 1.2 both north-south and east-west)
errors. Long-delayed sky wave (Mode 2) resulting from than in the hyperbolic mode of coordinate conversion.
multiple hops contaminates the later pulses in each group
of eight (Fig. lb), causing the shape of the last seven
pulses (of the eight) to be distorted. This leads to loss of
phase lock at the standard track point. Phase tracking On November 30, 1983, data were recorded by
could be limited to the first pulse but that would com- LONARS at the NOSC facility, tracking Fallon, Nev.,
promise receiver performance in the absence of sky wave. Middletown, Calif., and Searchlight, Nev., signals (GRI
Tracking only the first pulse would avoid the problems 9940), using Middletown as the reference for time differ-
of Mode 2 but is subject to Mode I sky wave and to in- ences (denoted by F-M and S-M). The mean and stan-
creased disturbances arising from a lower signal-to-noise dard deviations were computed for contiguous 15-min
ratio. intervals and were sampled every 1.0934 seconds. The

recorded data are essentially uncorrelated at a lag of 6
sec, and every sixth data point was used in the 15-min

(a) Firt-hp sky-wave contmination intervals to produce statistics for independent samples.
Sky-wave The data, plotted in Fig. 2, show the sequence of the mean

Ground-fvir,,s rt hop deviations of time differences from their very-long-term
average and of two sigma deviations from the means. The

y- * - Time--o abscissa scale is seconds from midnight Universal Time

Standard track point Coordinated (UTC).
on ground wave The wild excursions shown in Fig. 2 indicate loss

(b) Muliple-op sky-was contamiation of lock on the standard track point at the end of the third
Sky-wave Second-pul cycle. Figure 3 shows that LONARS maintained phase
first hop Second hop Fifth hop first hop lock on the signal but could not satisfy its envelope shape

criterion because of sky-wave contamination. In attempt-
ing to find the standard track point, the time differences

Ground-w Time--o Ground-wave did not deviate more than about 120 sec, indicating that
first pule second pule the phase tracking point did not move off the pulse. Had

Figure 1-Schematic representation of the sky-wave it moved off, the return to the standard track point would
problems. not have occurred. 57
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Figure 2- Loran performance recorded by LONARS at NOSC. Nov 30. 1983. The S-M
time-difference data, not shown, are similar in nature to the F-M data.
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Figure 3-Nighttime time-difference deviations from the long-term daytime average
recorded by LONARS at NOSC, Nov 30,1983. The S-M time-difference data, not shown,
are similar in magnitude and shape to the F-M data.

Loran reception in the San Diego area is unreli- responding standard deivations of time of arrival is about
able for position fixing from sunset to sunrise. Howev- II nsec for Searchlight, 17 nsec for Middletown, and 46
er, the daytime loran reception is well within U.S. Coast nsec for Fallon.
Guard stated emission tolerances' and exhibits the same
characteristics as those in the southeast United States. 2  On December 8, 1983, the LONARS and the PINS

Loran-C receiver were operated simultaneously at NOSC;Estimates made from the LONARS data recorded at

NOSC are that the daytime standard deviation of the F- data are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The time

M time difference is about 25 nsec and the S-M time dif- differences are computed differently by the two receivers.M timeThefdarimeestandardtdeviationsnofttheSLMNtiSetime
ference is about 15 nsec at NOSC. By inference, the stan- The daytime standard deviations of the LONARS timedifferences are as stated previously. The daytime stan-
dard deviation of time of arrival is about II nsec for dadevtinobthftetmeifrncssin-
Searchlight and Middletown and about 22 nsec for Fallon. sured by the PINS Loran-C receiver is about 60 nsec.

Data recorded by LONARS on board Pluck while Under the assumption that all three standard deviations
at the wharf indicated a daytime standard deviation of of time of arrival are equal, their value is 42 nsec. The

58 about 50 nsec for F-M and 20 nsec for S-M. The cor- large excursions in Figs. 4 and 5 before sunrise are in-
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dicative of the unreliable nightime reception of loran in The GDOP is about 7 north-south and 1.2 east-
San Diego. west for hyperbolic coordinate conversion. For circular

conversion of three signals, it is about 1.2 both north-
south and east-west.

CONCLUSIONS

The temporal stability of the loran signals of the REFERENCES
west coast U.S. Loran-C chain meets the specifications
published by the U.S. Coast Guard and shows the same 'Specification of the Transmitted Loran-C Signa, U.S. Coast Guard

daytime characteristics as those of the southeast U.S. COMDTINTS M16562.4 (1981).
"Observations of the Performance of the Southeast U.S. Loran-C

Loran-C chain. Chain," in Proc. Twelfth Annual Technical Symp., Wild Goose As-
soc. (1983).

Significant low-frequency interference present in
San Diego necessitates the use of notch filters to achieve
satisfactory loran reception.

The loran service in the San Diego area is essen- This work was supported by the Strategic Systems Program
tially unusable at night because of sky-wave interference. Office.

ISOLATING SOURCES OF ERRORS
IN MODELS OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

J. C. Spall

An important step in the process of constructing of a dynamic system (such as the state space models be-
a mathematical model of a system, such as the linear dy- ing developed by APL to analyze advanced ballistic mis-
namic models used by APL to analyze the accuracy of sile system prelaunch and boost phases) is a test of the
advanced ballistic missile systems, is to study the model's model's validity after its parameter values have been speci-
validity. Although the model validation techniques cur- fied. The test generally involves comparing actual system
rently available at the Laboratory are valuable in estab- measurements with predicted output based on the mod-
lishing the fidelitv of the model under consideration, they
are not especially suited to locating sources of errors in el, the model is ruled invalid if those predictions are. in

models that are ruled invalid. This article summarizes the a statistical sense, too far from the system measurements.
error isolation methodology, a procedure that has been When a model is rejected, one faces the task of identify-
developed to locate misspecifications in dynamic models ing the cause of the poor performance so that the model
that are in state space form. Although the methodology may be corrected. Aside from improving the model's
was motivated by the ballistic missile system analysis predictive performance, isolating the source of the error
problem, it could applv as well in other areas-such as may help the analyst to gain additional theoretical insight
biomedicine, geophysics, transportation, and econo- into the behavior of the system and may suggest that if
mics-in which state space models are used. the misspecified part of the model was estimated using

a statistical technique (such as maximum likelihood), then

BACKGROUND one of the requisite assumptions of the techni.lue was vio-
lated. The error isolation (El) methodology is presented

When a model of a system is used to make an in- for locating sources of misspecifications in models of dy-
ference about the system itself, the integrity of the anal- namic systems that are in linear state space form. Such
ysis depends, of course, on the fidelity of the model. models have been applied in the analysis of a wide vari-

60 Thus, an important step in the construction of a model ety of physical and social systems.



Two types of errors can occur in a state space mod- statistics. Using Bayes' rule, we can compute the prob-
el that has been ruled invalid: (a) the form (linearity and ability that a given 6, is not in error given a system ob-
assumed order of the system) may be incorrect, or (b) servation zA :
the parameter values may be misspecified. It is assumed
here that the model form is correct, so the methodology , (z) P(O, correctly specified zA). (I)
seeks errors in the parameters. Thus, at time k, z5 provides evidence that 0,* is misspeci-

Traditionally, a form of error isolation has been fied when o, (z ) is low. More specifically, we will be in-
performed by studying whether the specified values for terested in identifying which of 01 (z), . . . ,,, (zA ) is

perfrmedby tudyng hethr th spcifid vluesfor lowest since the 0, .associated with this curve is the mostthe parameters in the model lie within approximate con- likest s inc e ct l s ciied In this cu r e s mefidence intervals about corresponding estimates of the likely to be incorrectly specified. In this paper, we assume
parameters from data. That approach is lacking in cer- that zk (but not necessarily xA ) is a scalar. Reference 3aam respects: (a) it is unable to examine parameters that addresses the multivariate- zA case. Figure 1 illustrateshaven espects:(a)itimuae noetaincaoramere the- this idea for a case where m = 3; i.e., there are threehave been either estimated nonstatistically or derived the-
oreticallv, and for which confidence intervals do not ex- candidates for misspecification. We see, for example, that

ist (e.g., the instrumentation parameters in a missile if the observation z, takes a value in the region labeled

system model); (b) it does not conveniently account for D, , the observation provides evidence that 0: is the pa-

intteraction among parameters within a specified subset, rameter vector that is misspecified (the label D2 denotes

particularly when some ofthe parameters have been esti- "detection region for 0,").

mated statistically and some have been determined other- Figure 2 presents the steps of the methodology.
wvise; and (c) the confidence intervals, typically based on In box (a), we choose which parameters appearing in the
the in% erse Fisher information matrix, are likely to be too invalid model are candidates for misspecification; i.e.,
narrow, possibly resulting in certain parameters being we choose 010, . 6... 0, and assign a Bayesian prior
wrongly claimed as misspecified. distribution to each 6, that reflects any information

The model considered here has the following dis- available about the true value of 6,. Next, in box (b), we
crete time state space form: determine the detection regions (the D,) into which each

of the observations z, ,z ..... z,, falls. If, for example,
XA = ,, .- I + w4 1 0, is the misspecified parameter vector, then the zl,z,

.... z,, will tend to land in the detecton region D1. Box
S= , + VA, k = 1.2..., (c) represents a formal mechanism for determining the

where, at time point k, .x, is the unobsered state of the one vector, say 0,,,,, in the set 0, 02 , 0,O,, that is
system; z, is the noisy measurement made of the state; most likely to be misspecified, given the sequence of de-
4, and H are appropriately dimensioned wveighting ma- tection regions into which each of the measurements fell.
trices: and .,, wA, and v, are random terms distributed Details on this step may be found in Ref. 2; of more in-
,O,P,,), N(q ,Q, ), and .V(rA .R, ), respectively. In the terest is the procedure represented by box (b), which wc
context of the APL adanced ballistic missile system mod- %till now discuss.
el, the components of the measurement vector zA are The key aspect in the El methodology is identify-
related to the position and velocity of the missile as mea- ing the detection region into which each zA falls. Since
sured by Global Positioning System satellites,' while the the idea behind locating those regions does not depend
components of the state vector ,' include, for example, on the time index k, we can for convenience suppress that
characteristics of the missile accelerometers and gyro- index and write z for zk. As illustrated in Fig. I, the D,
scopes. The model parameters y, P,, and IA ,,HA,qA

.QA 1 ,rA,R, I are assumed to be functions of an under-
I ing set of parameters, 0;f ,.... .,, (i.e., ,P = P(0 , 1.0-

. .,,), tt ! //A (9 ..... ._,? etc., where the 9, are 0l
parameter vectors that art. candidates for misspecifica-
tion. Letting , ,

° .. ... 0,, denote the set of specified 02
valucs appearing in the invalid model for 0, . .... .
N'c assume that one, and only one, , is misspecified. c.-

I)ISCUSSION
0.0o2

We no%% outline the basics of the El methodolo- -- D2 D3 DI---4-D
gy. Details can be found in Refs. 2 or 3. It is based on Values for z k
the %ell-knossn Bayes formula from probability and Figure 1-Example set of o-curves. 61



Z - 00.- Next, using stochastic approximation, we lo-

cate the first point at which this lowest curve intersects
Invalid model another curve as z moves in a positive direction along the

real line (e.g., the first intersection of 02 and (p in Fig.
1). We than proceed from that point until we identify the

Choose . next point of intersection. The process is repeated until
(a) and associated priors. we identify the region into which the observation z falls.

Setk =1. The input to the stochastic approximation algorithm is

found by doing a crude numerical integration involving
pseudorandom number generation so that the conditions

n d o of the algorithm are satisfied. The weighting of succes-

(b) region into which Zk si e inputs in the algorithm, if properly chosen, damp
zk falls, out the errors in the approximate integration so that we

get convergence to the true root. We are using crude nu-
merical integration as a way to contain the computational

k =k + 1 kburden of multivariate integration.

CONCLUSIONS

Determine most * The El methodology outlined in this article pro-
(c) Ilikely misspecified 0! ,vides a way to isolate sources of errors in dynamic models

that are in state space form. It is based on a form of Baye-
sian statistical analysis. One of its principal virtues is that
the precise numerical integration usually needed to evalu-
ate the posterior probability in a Bayesian setting is avoid-
ed. References 2, 3, and 5 discuss the methodology in

Figure 2-The steps in tthe El mettrodotog, significant detail, including aspects not mentioned here.
For example, Ref. 2 presents a procedure, based on in-

regions are determined by finding the roots of the teger programming techniques, for controlling the prob-
equation ability of correctly detecting the misspecified parameter

vector, and Ref. 3 presents a multivariate extension of
O, (z) - o, (z) = 0 (2) the methodology and some results of a numerical study.

for those indices i, j along the path corresponding to the
lowest 0-curves. In Fig. 1, for example, we would be in- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
terested in finding the roots to 6,(z) - oi(z) = 0, but
we would not be interested in determining the roots to M. 1. Koch and J. L. Maryak have made signifi-
ol (z) - o,(z) = 0. Since it is rarely possible to solve Eq. cant contributions to the development of the El meth-
2 analytically, error isolation relies on a numerical pro- odology. In particular, the procedure based on integer
cedure, stochastic approximation,' to find the roots, programming and the numerical results mentioned in the
The stochastic approximation algorithm allows us to Conclusions section were developed mainly by Dr. Koch.
avoid the precise numerical integration usually associat-
ed with a Bayesian posterior probability such as o, (z) REFERENCES
as given in Eq. I; precise numerical integration can becomputationally burdensome for multivariate integrals T. Thompson and C. V. Sterick, "The Satellite Missile Tracking Pro-

gram." in Developments in Science and Technoo.y, fisal Year 1982.
(as we have here) because the number of computations JlU APL DST-10.
grows geometrically as a function of the order of the in- 2.1. (1. Spall, M. 1. Koch. and J_ 1. Maryak. "On Detecting Source, of

Parameter Errors in Invalid Linear Dnamic Models." in Proc. Buj-
tegral. Furthermore, unlike the usual Newton algorithm nes and Economic Statistics Section. inerican Stattstcal.4 s.'. 1984).
for finding the roots of an equation, stochastic approxi- 1.1. C. Spall and M. I. Koch, "An Approach to Isolating Sources o 'r-

rors in Insalid State Space Model Based on Stochastic Approximation."
mation does not require derivative evaluations (which are in Proc. Almerican Control Cont !t985); also in JHL' APt PM-t15865
not available here). (1984).

4 H. J. Kushner and I). S. (lark, Stothavtic -lipproxmatton methods jor(Contrained and U.nt onrained Sw %leins. Springer-%Veriag, Neck N ork
The basic idea behind the approach based on (t978).

stochastic approximation to associating a detection re- '.. (. Spall. (ha,-tierwtcs the 'osteniw r Probabilitty I the El %eth-
gion with z is as follows. At some point z,,,,,,, identify ,,,,o.v,. JIU API PSA85-019 11985).

which o-curve is lowest for all (-oo, z,,,,,. This cal This work was supported by the Strategic Systems Program
62 be done through knowledge of the behavior of the o, as Office.



A GENERAL COVARIANCE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
FOR MISSILE LAUNCH AND IMPACT LOCATION
SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

L. J. Levy, J. R. Vetter, T. L. Tomcsik, J. J. Gilligan, and S. A. Campbell

A generalized error co variance analysis program NNSS.
has been developed to evaluate the relative and geodetic NNSS .
survey accuracy of Deep Ocean Transponders configured N-
in arrays for accurately measuring launch and impact lo-
cations of ballistic missiles in test firings. All the relevant NNSS/external
error sources in the ship surveying process are modeled antenna

in a recursive Kalman filter suboptimal error analysis to
allow for flexible sensitivity studies. The analysis has been Externak Station-
used in a Deep Ocean Transponder presurvey scenario
at Kwajalein Missile Range and Kwajalein Missile Range
North in connection with Trident I/MX testing. Transducer/

BACKGROUND

A transponder array survey is conducted to deter-
mine the latitude, longitude, and depth of each recover-
able deep-ocean transponder (DOT) in a missile launch
or impact array. The relative positions of the DOTs can Figure 1-Geometry of MILSSA III/GCAP.
be found acoustically by a ship passing over the array,
interrogating the DOTs, and measuring the response
times. The geodetic DOT positions are determined using circle (the offset from vertical that a DOT makes on the
external references (e.g., satellites such as the Navy Navi- end of its anchor tether), time delay, time synchroniza-
gation Satellite System (NNSS)) or radio-navigation rang- tion, and velocity of sound errors-and state dynamic
ing stations, which locate the ship geodetically while it motion errors resulting from ship position, velocity, and
is maneuvering over the array (Fig. 1). The geodetic ship attitude. It also models the effect of NNSS two-
positions are translated into geodetic DOT positions by dimensional satellite fix errors on geodetic ship position
means of the relative acoustic measurements. and velocity (including geodetic height errors) and the ef-

Batch least-squares techniques are used to analyze fect of two- and three-dimensional external land-based
the DOT survey data. Those techniques do not model all position errors (for range/range and hyperbolic naviga-
the relevant errors inherent in the survey process, partic- tion) and transmitter timing errors on geodetic ship po-
ularly systematic errors. The Missile Impact Location Sys- sition. The proposed recursive analysis technique will only
tem Sensitivity Analysis Ill/General Covariance Analysis approximately model the error propagation in the actual
Program (MILSSA Iil/GCAP) was developed to evalu- batch processing survey algorithms. A complete batch
ate the effect of neglecting relevant error sources in the processing analysis that would emulate all the iterations
survey process. in the nested least-squares survey algorithms is beyond

our scope at this time. However, the approximation is
thought to be second order compared to the error-source

DISCUSSION and geometric-effects modeling.

MILSSA III/GCAP is an error analysis that recur- The analysis is performed with a recursive covar-
sively approximates the propagation of errors in the batch iance analysis that uses an optimal/suboptimal neglect-
least-squares survey technique. It does so by means of state Kalman filter. Variables that are estimated by the
a variance-covariance analysis that models the errors as- surveyor's algorithms become error estimate states for
sociated with the acoustic travel-time measurements and the Kalman filter. The variables or errors in variables that
the external geodetic measurements of the survey process. are neglected by the surveyor's algorithms become error
The covariance analysis, in particular, models the effect neglect states for the filter. The neglect states usually rep-
of various error sources on relative DOT positions. These resent unmodeled systematic errors. The "optimal"
include measurement biases-i.e., DOT position, watch Kalman calculation computes Kalman gain matrices, 63



based on computations of the estimate-state covariance. tion run. Table I contains selected test results for runs
The suboptimal Kalman covariance calculation uses the of each type.
"optimally" generated gains to determine the effect of In Table 1, three DOT position errors were picked
the neglected states on the uncertainties in the estimate
states. A complete description of the model is given in frpeetto.DT n eeslce easRef. I. they are at the beginning and end of the ship track andbecause they are in the outer ring. DOT 8 was chosen be-

cause it is in the middle of the ship track and in the inner
RESULTS ring. Ship position error, ship velocity error, sound ve-

locity error, and DOT position error were estimated states
A Kwajalein Missile Range presurvey scenario was for all the optimal runs in Table 1. For the suboptimal

used to test the analysis. It consisted of a single east-west runs, the same states were estimated but the following
pass of a survey ship over 10 DOTs in the lagoon of were neglect states: watch circle error (all test runs), DOT
Kwajalein Atoll. Four geodetically fixed radio-navigation timing delay error (all test runs), receiver time tag error
ground stations (external stations) on islands of the atoll (all test runs), transducer/antenna motion error (all test
were chosen. Transit navigation satellites provided geo- runs), satellite along-track error (satellite test runs), geo-
detic fixes. The ship "pinged" the DOTs every 60 sec. detic height error (satellite test runs), station fix error (ex-
If the external stations were providing geodetic fixes, they ternal station test runs), and station range-measurement
were received every 180 sec. If satellites were providing timing error (external station test runs).
the geodetic fixes, they were received about every 90 min.
Figure 2 illustrates the ship track, the 10 DOT positions, Table 1-Selected MILSSA IIIIGCAP test runs.
the 20 satellite fixes, and the scale of the test scenario. rss Horizontal DOT

All test runs modeled the collection of acoustic Position Error (ft)

time measurements between the survey ship and the DOTs Test Run DOT 2 DOT 6 DOT 8
as the ship traversed the array. If the survey ship collect-
ed only acoustic time measurements, the test was termed Acoustic, optimal 5.5 11 5.5
an acoustic run (i.e., a relative survey). If the ship col- Acoustic, suboptimal 17 20 17.5
lected acoustic time measurements and geodetic fixes from Satellite, optimal 18 19 17
satellites, it was termed a satellite run. If the geodetic fixes Satellite, suboptimal 25 25.5 24
were from external stations, it was termed an external sta- External station, optimal 2 2.5 1.5

External station, suboptimal 18 18.5 18.5

+ N 0 DOT E Satellite fix The fact that optimal errors are smaller than
suboptimal in all three types of test runs in Table 1 is con-

-3 sistent with covariance analysis theory. At Kwajalein Mis-
sile Range North (whose data set is very similar to the
previous one), a survey conducted using the multipass
technique2 achieved an estimated DOT position accura-

-7 cy of approximately 1.64 ft per axis, for the relative sur-
i 4 8 vey (equivalent to an acoustic test run). This gives a root

sum squared (rss) horizontal DOT position error of ap-
proximately 2.32 ft. This error is close to the acoustic op-

40" timal errors for DOT 2 and DOT 8 in Table I and is
reasonable because the surveyors disregard errors such

lw W as watch circle error (a neglect state that is included in
the acoustic suboptimal test run). Also, in the acoustic
optimal test run, only one east-west pass was made over
the DOTs (fewer measurements than were used by the
surveyors). DOT 6 has a larger position error because it

60 05 does not come into range until later in the ship track;
therefore, fewer correlations are available. More ship

One leg = 95 min passes over the DOTs and different geometries tend to
0 10 One turn 5 mn equalize the position errors.km

At Kwajalein Missile Range North, using the mul-
64 Figure 2-Geometry of the ship tracks and the DOT arrays. tipass technique2 with eight satellite passes and two pass-



es of the ship over the DOT array, the survey estimated Individual neglect state errors (i.e., watch circle
that the composite DOT position error was 12.7 ft rss. error, DOT timing delay error, etc.) were varied in differ-
The satellite suboptimal run in Table I using 20 satellite ent satellite suboptimal test runs to show the sensitivity
passes (none of which coincided with the 8 used in the of MILSSA III/GCAP to variations in individual errors.
multipass survey) and 1 east-west pass of the ship over The variations in DOT position errors resulting from
the DOT array gives a composite DOT position error of those test runs showed that its sensitivity to individual
24.8 ft rss. The following results were noted: errors is consistent with the geometry and physics of the

I. The surveyors did not account for systematic survey scenario.

errors (i.e., neglect states) such as watch circle In summary, MILSSA III/GCAP has proven to
error; therefore, the MILSSA III/GCAP errors be an effective tool in analyzing the DOT's relative and
will always be larger. geodetic survey accuracy and sensitivity to unmodeled er-

2. MILSSA III/GCAP modeled broadcast ror sources.
ephemeris satellite data, while the surveyors
used precise ephemeris satellite data.

3. The north error (i.e., the y component) of REFERENCES
DOTs in N4ILSSA lll/GCAP satellite test runs T. L. Tomcsik and J. J. Gilligan, Missile Impact Location System Sen-
will be reduced if test runs are conducted with sitivity Analysis Ill/General Covariance Analysis Program. JHU/APL

POR-5752 (1984).
north-south ship pass over the DOT array. 'T W. Jerardi and W. G. Innanen (APL) and B. D. Merritt (Defense

Mapping Agency), Kwajalein Test of a New Method of Open-OceanAt Kwajalein Missile Range North, Kentron In- Surveying, JHU/APL POR-5649 (1983).
ternational conducted the survey using external station
measurements, although from different shore station po-
sitions than were modeled in MILSSA III/GCAP exter-
nal station test runs. Kentron's composite DOT position
error was 11.3 ft rss. The external station suboptimal
results in Table I are approximately 18 ft. The difference
is due to the inclusion of systematic errors in the exter-
nal station test runs that are not included in Kentron's This work was supported by the Air Force MX Ballistic Missile
survey. Office.
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A QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER IN A
SUPERSONIC ANNULAR FLOWFIELD

R. D. Stockbridge

A computational procedure has been developed a wide range of test conditions. The computational pro-
for the calculation of all in-stream flow properties in a cedure described here will be used for that purpose.
ducted supersonic flow where viscous effects are impor-
tant. Experimental measurements of pitot pressures, wall
pressure and temperature, and upstream plenum condi- DISCUSSION
tions are the input data. The procedure is distinguished
by the fact that the mean flow and turbulent fluctuation Figure 1 is a schematic of the DCR CII test hard-
results produced by it are theoretically consistent and are ware currently being used to generate the experimental
bounded by other experimental measurements for simi- data to describe the isolator duct flowfield. The isolator
larflow conditions. The procedure has been adopted for duct has a 20.2-in.-long annulus with inner and outer radii
reducing test data for the combustorlinlet interaction tests of 3.1 and 4.2 in., respectively. The supersonic nozzle at
in the Dual Combustion Ramjet Exploratory Develop- the entrance to the duct expands cold air to Mach 2.4.
ment Program. In order to compute all of the flow properties at any point

in the annular supersonic flow of the duct, two in-stream
properties must be known.

BACKGROUND
The only in-stream property that is measured in

The Supersonic Combustion Ramjet (SCRAM) the supersonic flow, the pitot pressure (p,), is measured
Propulsion Program at APL' demonstrated experimen- at 21 radial positions in the 1.1-in, gap between the in-
tally the importance of incorporating an isolator duct be- ner and outer walls for each of three axial positions in
tween the external flowfield of the air inlet and the the annulus. It is not practical to measure independently
supersonic combustor. The duct must be designed to cap- another in-stream property (e.g., static pressure) in the
ture completely the precombustion compression field that existing experimental setup. The values for a second in-
is positioned at the entrance to the combustor and up- stream property must therefore be assumed throughout
stream of it, thus isolating it from the the external com- the annular flowfield if flow properties are to be com-
pression field of the air inlet. It must also minimize total puted. In addition to p;, the only other experimental
pressure loss as the supersonic airflow is ducted internally data that are available to aid in deducing the second in-
to the combustor. stream property are static pressure measured on the in-

ner and outer walls of the annulus, the total pressure andExperimental data from the dual-combustion ram-

jet (DCR) exploratory development effort, 2 an out- temperature in the plenum, and the wall temperature.

growth of the SCRAM program, have similarly demon- Four ways to determine the second in-stream prop-
strated the need for an isolator duct to prevent undesira- erty were investigated; in three of them the second prop-
ble combustor/inlet interactions. Accordingly, the goal erty was chosen to be the static pressure; in the fourth
of the combustor/inlet interaction (CII) experimental pro- it was the total pressure (p,). The best procedure from
gram is to describe the DCR isolator duct flowfield for among the four candidates evaluated is to derive a p,

Supersonicnozzle I Ioao-E- duct - *

Gsgenerator airflow--- ._1 -- .584

Metered gas generator 30
air supply duct Air Iow-* Z

Dimensions are in inches.Metered annulus air supply duct, Annulus

4 places equally spaced plenum

66 Figure 1-CIl test hardware.



distribution that varies with both the radial (r) and axial boundary layer thicknesses are 74, 13, 4.2, and 7.6076,
(z) coordinates. This p,(r, z) distribution is designed to respectively.
(a) conserve mass, (b) match the measured wall pressures,
(c) ensure that the stagnation entropy never decreases in The above procedure for computing the in-stream
the flow direction, and (d) correctly model the effects of fow proets i n dc e eri flopri-
viscosity both in the center of the duct and next to the cou effect areortant hasebeen d by comarwalls. son with both theory and experimental data for similar

flowfields. The results were consistent with respect to the

The procedure assumes a symmetric radial total magnitude of both the mean5 and the turbulent fluctu-

pressure profile that is constant and equal to the plenum ation components6 of the various flowfield properties of

total pressure (p, o) over a central inviscid core at the interest. Furthermore, the effort has shown that several

center of the duct and is quadratic with respect to dis- alternative algorithms that model the in-stream static pres-

tance from the midpoint between the annular walls for sure rather than the total pressure were not as success-

the two wall regions (see Fig. 2). The quadratic curve fit ful. Thus, p,(r, z) was shown to be the best variable to

allows three constraints to be imposed: zero slope at the model, and the model presented was found to be consis-

junction of the quadratic with the central inviscid core tent with all pertinent physical constraints.

segment, matching of the centerline total pressure, and
matching of the wall pressure. The position of the junc-
tion point is determined iteratively to conserve mass. Fig- ,'"'.
ure 2 shows p,(r, z) for the three axial positions in the a ,0. 8 - z 10.84 in.

C, 15.66 in. .-
annular isolator duct for which pitot pressure measure- 1 n

ments were made. The variable z is the distance in inches 0.6 19.91 in.

from the annular nozzle throat to the designated axial . ',".

position. Figure 2 shows graphically the growth of the 0.4-
viscous wall region and the decay of the inviscid core as a C_ -
the flow progresses downstream. = 0.2

E

The Mach number radial profile at each axial po- z 0I I I I
sition in the CII isolator duct is established from the ra- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
tio of the measured pitot pressures and the calculated total Radial position from center of annulus to either wall
pressures. In the inviscid core, the property gradients are Figure 2-Assumed total pressure radial profiles in the
zero and the local total pressure and temperature are equal CII duct, normalized with respect to the plenum total pres-
to the plenum stagnation conditions. The velocity and sure and calculated to match the plenum and wall pres-
static temperature are then calculated from the Crocco- sures and to conserve mass. Mach 2.4; Reynolds number
Busemann equation3 with a turbulent boundary layer re- (37 to 58) x 106/ft.

covery factor of 0.9.
Li Outer wall displacement, 6

The quantification of the viscous layer growth is 0 Boundary layer, 6 a Inner wall displacement, 6'
the subject of Fig. 3, which presents, as a function of z, - Outer wall momentum, 0 .1 Outer wall kinetic energy, 6 KE

the boundary layer, displacement, momentum, and ki- . Inner wall momentum, 0 Inner wall kinetic energy, 6KE
netic energy thicknesses. Boundary layer thickness mea-
sures the distance from either wall to the point where the 0.4
local total pressure equals 99% of the plenum total pres-
sure. This definition is recommended in Ref. 4 for tur-
bulent supersonic flows because it removes the ambiguity 0-

that would arise if the velocity ratio were used and be-
cause it provides a common basis of comparison. It is - 0.2 -
also perfectly matched to the total pressure model used- - -_-- Ouner wall _Inner wall

here. The other three thicknesses measure the deficit in 0.1 -
mass flow, momentum, and kinetic energy in the bound-
ary layer resulting from viscosity (which requires no slip
at the wall). There was no change in these boundary lay- 0 5 10 15 20 25

er results when the Reynolds number was varied from (37 Distance from nozzle throat (in.)
to 58) x 106/ft. At the end of the constant area annu- Figure 3-Boundary layer thicknesses along the annular
lar duct (z = 23.9 in.), the fractions of the total cross- walls in the CII duct for Mach 2.4 and Reynolds number
sectional area (24.738 in2 ) occupied by the various (37 to 58) x 106/ft. 67



The application of this model along with the ex- 3F. M. White, Vi'sc ous fluid FlowK, McGraw Hill, Ne%% York. pp. 627-629
perientl dta illproidedesin citeia o otimze (1974).perientl daa wll rovie dsigncrieri to ptiizeH. H. Fernholz and P. J. Finley, A Critical Compilation of Compress-

the length of the isolator duct. ible Turbulent Boundarv Layer Data, NATO Ad% isory Group for Aero-
space Research and Development, Agardograph No. 223 (Jun 1977)_
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INTRODUCTION

Analyses of naval warfare were first performed by APL during World War
II when the Laboratory addressed the characteristics and optimum use of fire con-
trol directors. Since then, APL has continued to be involved in the analysis or
assessment of Navy combat systems to investigate objectively and quantitatively
how well current and future Navy systems will perform in battle.

Whereas in previous years naval warfare analysis was primarily directed
toward the assessment of combat systems of individual ship types, emphasis to-
day is on formulating concepts to improve the coordination of naval platforms
of ships, aircraft, submarines, and satellites. This activity, called composite warfare
analysis, is the combat use of maritime forces against enemy systems in the prin-
cipal areas of antiair, antisurface, antisubmarine, and electronic warfare. Intrin-
sic to it are the attributes of force coordination among the warfare areas, including
time and force position relationships, communications, combat system interfaces
and interactions, tactics, doctrine, and training. By means of coordination, an
attempt is made to achieve battle synergism among the warfare areas. Composite
warfare analysis is being developed through efforts in the areas of surface warfare
analysis, air warfare analysis, cruise missile analysis, technical intelligence, OP-
NAV studies, and analysis development.

The primary task in surface warfare is performance analysis with simula-
tion and modeling of current and future surface combat systems covering surface-
to-air missiles, combat systems, gun systems, electronic warfare, surveillance, and
command/control systems. Pretest and posttest analysis and test and evaluation
planning are included.

An example of work performed in the surface warfare analysis area is a
methodology for developing doctrine that can be used to take advantage of the
automatic control features of the Aegis combat system. Doctrine for three levels
of hostile action were prepared using the methdology: the standard readiness set
for peace time, the normal set for relatively limited hostile encounters, and the
saturation set designed for a high density attack.

The effort in air warfare involves an analysis of the development and oper-
ational use of current and future air systems, including airborne surveillance and
fire control systems, air-launched weapons like Phoenix and Harm, electronic
warfare systems, and communication and data link systems. Emphasis is placed
on enhancing air system performance in an environment of countermeasures and
counter-countermeasures. For example, in order to optimize the jamming capa-
bility of the EF-l I IA tactical jamming aircraft, a Mission Data Generator com-
puter program has been developed. It allows the EF-I I IA Electronic Warfare
Officer to determine his jamming parameters for a given mission and also pro-
vides a way to examine various jammer configurations against a variety of threat
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The primary effort in the cruise missile area is the analysis of Harpoon and
Tomahawk performance against hostile ships, patrol craft, and land targets. Cur-
rent simulations have been upgraded to investigate the detailed effects of target
cross section on missile performance and the capability of threat systems that use
pulse Doppler radar to detect U.S. missiles.

In technical intelligence, the analysis is intended to provide a logical linking
of technical information of foreign systems in the context of known physical and
engineering limitations. The output of the analysis is a logical, consistent descrip-
tion of the item being investigated.

Work is performed for OPNAV on studies and analyses in support of war-
gaming and operational tactics. The wargaming effort includes the review, assess-
ment, and development of algorithms and data. Tactics are developed and assessed
in multiwarfare coordination and in individual warfare areas. To support these
efforts, a Warfare Analysis Laboratory was developed in which open seminar tech-
nique games are played to support systems engineering and the assessment of naval

forces and weapons systems.

Analysis development includes studies to enhance APL's capability for
analyzing naval warfare. An example is the effort to specify a comprehensive set
of principles for the development of scenarios to support technical evaluations.
The principles identified also provide a basis for evaluating scenarios.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES FOR THE
USE OF AEGIS AUTOMATED DOCTRINE

J. G. Montanaro

A methodology for the construction and use of vide a level of automated response. Automation is re-
Aegis Combat System Command and Decision doctrine quired in order to obtain the combat system firepower
has been developed and evaluated in the APL Warfare and reaction time capabilities needed to cope with stressful
Analysis Laboratory by means of naval warfare scenarios, threat conditions.
The analysis findings provide guidelines for the effective
use of the automated doctrine features aboard CG-47 Track data originating from on-board radars, Link
class cruisers. 11, and the identification friend or foe (1FF) system en-

ter the C&D System track file. Link-I l filters in the C&D
System can be used to control the classes of tracks that

BACKGROUND are to be transmitted on the link or accepted from the
link. C&D System doctrine implements preplanned com-

The automated control features of the Aegis Com- mand decisions by initiating the specified actions. Spe-
bat System bring new capabilities to the battle group for cifically, doctrine can remove unwanted tracks from the
rapid threat evaluation and weapon response. Included track file, assign identity amplifications to unknown and
are the automated features of the SPY-IA radar, Corn- friendly tracks, challenge tracks with IFF, alert opera-
mand and Decision (C&D) System doctrine management, tors, initiate engagements with appropriate weapons, and
Link II filters, the Aegis Display System, and the Wea- establish tight zones when tracks satisfy specified geomet-
pons Control System. They provide the ship's command ric, kinematic, and identification criteria. Tracks ordered
with a wide range of options for configuring the combat for engagement by the C&D System are processed and
system to support battle group objectives. The task of engaged by the Weapons Control System.
the Aegis Mission Planning Analysis is to develop guide- The approach used to develop doctrine employment
lines for the effective use of the automated features in guidelines is illustrated in Fig. 1. The application of a pro-
a multiwarfare battle group environment. The first phase posed methodology for the construction and use of doc-
of the task examines the use of C&D System automated trine statements is evaluated by means of a warfare analysis
doctrine in that environment. process, which provides a way to refine the methodology

and also provides doctrine "lessons learned" in a battle
DISCUSSION group environment. The methodology and the simulated

operational experience provided by the warfare analysis
Command and Decision Doctrine process are combined with Fleet operational experience to

cruis- develop guidelines for the use of Aegis Combat System
The Mk I C&D System aboard CG-47 class rdoctrine.

ers provides for the automated control of mission tasks
through a concept called doctrine management, which al-
lows the ship's command to develop a set of computer Doctrine Employment Methodology
instructions to cause the C&D System to take certain ac-
tions when tracks meet certain specified criteria. The in- The proposed principles and procedures for con-
structions are stored in the C&D System as doctrine structing and using C&D doctrine are applicable in a wide
statements. Sets of doctrine statements, when active, pro- variety of circumstances and are consistent with Naval

Principles/procedures

Proposal Evaluation Warfare Doctrine experience Docine
Methodolobgylvi L z

4Refinement Doctrine
experience

72 Figure 1-Development of doctrine guidelines.



tactics and procedures as specified in Allied Tactical Tr_
Procedures and appropriate naval warfare publications.
Within that context, the Composite Warfare Commander
and his designated warfare commanders determine how FocDesired Guidelines [,&DSyne
they will use available forces to accomplish battle group irec...e. Sy d I-
objectives. The corresponding instructions and informa-
tion are communicated to battle group units by means
of force directives, which are issued prior to the start of Commanding
an operation and are updated periodically as required. officer'spreernces

As part of the premission planning process, doc-
trine for the control of the CG-47 C&D System is con- Figure 2-Methodology for doctrine construction.
structed to deal with expected and potential developments
during the operation. The instruction and information ized by the absence of weapon engagement statements.
required to construct the doctrine is provided primarily Identification, IFF, and alert statements are used to as-
by written force directives such as OPORDERs and OP- sist in obtaining and maintaining a coherent air picture.
GENs. They include the concept of operations, rules of The Normal set is designed to deal with a relatively
engagement, and own-ship tasking. Standard types of limited hostile encounter, to be activated when such an
OPGENs that contain the required information have beenidentfied.encounter is imminent or in progress. That set of doc-
identified. trine statements includes weapon engagement statements

Assumptions inherent in the proposed methodol- having a limited degree or automaticity, estimated to be
ogy include the following: sufficient for such an encounter. A substantial degree of

manual control is retained in order to implement the rath-
1. Doctrine is designed to meet the requirements er restrictive rules of engagement in effect. Criteria for

2. Written directives provide the overall frame- classifying targets as "assumed enemy" are biased toward

work and specific parameters for the required avoiding the engagement of nonthreat tracks.

doctrine. The Saturation set is designed to counter a high-
3. The Aegis ship's command translates force density attack intended to saturate our force's air de-

directives into specific doctrine statements. fenses. Such an attack is considered possible in the Med-
4. The activation of doctrine statement sets is iterranean location. That set incorporates fully automated

based on coordination and control procedures, engagement modes and identification criteria biased to-
preplanned responses linked to reports and de- ward engaging all but friendly tracks. Thus, combat sys-
tections, and orders from the Composite War- tem responses appropriate for a range of contingencies
fare Commander and his designated warfare could be obtained by activating the corresponding doc-
commanders, trine statement set.

The overall doctrine construction process is illustrated in Specific parameters to define the various identifi-
Fig. 2. cation, IFF, alert, and weapon selection doctrine are de-

rived from assigned areas of responsibility for surveil-

Warfare Analysis lance, air intercept, area defense, and safety. The degree
of engagement automation reflects the rules of engage-

The proposed methodology for the construction ment and prescribed coordination procedures among units
and use of Aegis doctrine was evaluated by means of a and warfare commanders.
warfare analysis procedure that uses an open seminar
form of wargaming. Doctrine has been evaluated in two Det preaed in aoraneihthscenarios to date. The first involved a freedom-of- methodology were evaluated in the operational environ-
scnagation exercisehininterntionalvwatersclaimedbya ment prescribed in the scenarios and evolving during thenavigatio n exercise in international w aters claim ed by a w r a e a a y i x r i e h x r i e w s c n u t d i
third world country as sovereign territory. The second warfare analysis exercise. The exercise was conducted in
involved a preemptive attack by Soviet surface, subsur- te PLpWarae nalsisla y, wich prdface, and air forces. Both encounters occur in the Medi- database, computational, display, and records support.
terranana Sea in the 1985-1988 time frame. As the scenario progressed, doctrine statement responsesto the track environment were examined and evaluated.

Doctrine statements prepared for each operation Computer algorithms prepared for the investigation as-
are grouped into three sets, each designed to deal with sisted in the process. Both during the exercise and in the
a different level of hostility. The Standard Readiness set, subsequent analysis, the automated responses were evalu-
intended for use in a peacetime situation, is character- ated for correctness and adequacy. Doctrine performance 73



was assessed in terms of the degree to which the doctrine be allowed so that fire zones, safety sectors, and corridors
provided the intended and desired responses. In a broader defined in force directives relative to force center may
context, the compatibility of current force tactics with be modeled accurately by doctrine statements. Also, al-
Aegis ship capabilities is also examined. In effect, all lowing inbound/outbound criteria to be specified rela-
aspects of Aegis doctrine employment in the battle group tive to other units would provide a way to distinguish
environment are examined in order to maximize its ef- threat tracks from weapons fired by the units.
fective use. There are several findings that support the devel-

opment of doctrine employment guidelines. The select-
ANALYSIS FINDINGS ed automation level for Standard Missile engagement

should take into consideration weapons loadout, coor-t hin e findingsnprvideiabasis for deveping dos- dination with other ships, and engagement restrictions
trine employment guidelines and for defining C&D Sys- rqiigoeao eiin.Tedsrdlvlo nae

tem design changes that can be incorporated into planned requiring operator decisions. The desired level of engage-

Aegis block upgrades. The simulated tactical experience automati n maimum-rane-si u cedorne

also provides "lessons learned" that may be applicable

to similar tactical situations. Issues raised from the anal- statements. When weapon engagement statements are ac-

ysis generally involve questions on how current force tivated by pushing a button, the safety measures provid-

procedures might be modified to better accommodate and ed by associated tight-zone statements can be obtained

exploit Aegis ship capabilities. They identify areas that simultaneously only by preactivation of the tight-zone
statements. The findings primarily address the methods

will require further investigation as Fleet capabilities and an ts asscid ithile me f od-

tactics evolve. and difficulties associated with implementing force ord-
ers and procedures within the scope of C&D System doc-

Overall, the efficacy of the proposed methodolo- trine design.
gy for preparing and using Aegis doctrine was demon-
strated. Over 30 findings and issues were identified by
the analysis. The findings indicate that the effective ap-
plication of Aegis doctrine requires a thorough knowl-
edge of threat characteristics, own-weapons capabilities,
Aegis combat system characteristics, the battle group con-
cept of operations, and the role of the Aegis ship in sup-
porting the battle groups objectives. Among the possible
design improvements is one that recommends that criteria
entries for range and bearing relative to a defined point This work was supported by NAVSEASYSCOM, PMS-400.

MISSION DATA GENERATOR FOR THE
EF-1I1A TACTICAL JAMMING AIRCRAFT

G. S. Norcutt

A Mission Data Generator computer program has to examine various jammer configurations against a va-
been developed to provide a resource management capa- riety of threat scenarios in order to determine optimum
bility for the U.S. Air Force's EF-IJIA tactical jamming jammer loadout for the EF-I I IA.
aircraft. Resource management is central to the mission
planning process in preparing the EF-I IA aircraft for
its various jamming roles, including stand-off (barrier), BACKGROUND
close-in support, and penetration/escort. The program
allows the EF-I I ]A Electronic Warfare Officer to deter- The ALQ-99 Tactical Jamming Subsystem aboard
mine the jamming parameters for a given mission in a the EF-I I IA includes up to 10 transmitters; each can
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modulations. An Electronic Warfare Officer provides the the receiver list coverage. Numerical parameters for each
Tactical Jamming Subsystem with data before each mis- item that is plotted can be viewed easily.
sion to tell it how to respond to the threat environment.Thret rdars inludng erlywarnngacqisitonandThe program evaluates the threat and determines
Threat radars, including early warning, acquisition, and the bands, the number of transmitters per band, and the
ground control intercept, may number in the hundreds appropriate modulations that are required to cover the
(Fig. 1). The mission data instruct the Tactical Jamiing threat. It also allows the operator to fix the transmitter
Subsystem which frequencies to look for and which mod- load-out in advance or to fix some bands and let the
ulations to use when jamming is required. processing vary the rest as needed.

The Electronic Warfare Officer must provide mis- The processing is strongly controlled by priority.
sion data for several EF-I IA aircraft, accounting for On the basis of the mission role, the program handles
mission type, threat parameter and location, changes, spe- different threat types with different priorities. Specific
cial priorities, and jammer availability, threats of special interest may be given a higher priority

Currently, APL produces for electronic combat to ensure that ample jamming assets are assigned against
squadrons the EF- I IIA Employment Guide document, them.
which describes each threat radar and recommends the The high speed of the processing allows the oper-
one-on-one jamming modulation to be used. In a moder- t he ig mny ties to te ous
ate to heavy threat environment, the process of manual-
ly determining the mission data for a one-on-many
jamming response can take the officer a matter of days
to prepare. He must be very knowledgeable not only of it
the ALQ-99 Tactical Jamming Subsystem, but also of var-
ious threat peculiarities, and he must be able to perform
his tasks anywhere the EF- I I1A may be deployed. The
Mission Data Generator enables him to generate the
necessary data very quickly and accurately. It also pro-
vides an analysis tool to investigate the effects of vari-
ous possible solutions of jamming respo: e against a
changing threat scenario.

DISCUSSION * 4 4

The Mission Data Generator computer program
is written for the U.S. Air Force standard microcomput-
er (the Zenith Z-150). The computer's cmall size (desk
top) allows it to be easily deployed with the squadron for
on-site tactical use.

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of the pro- Figure 1-One EF-111A aircraft versus possibly hundreds
gram. Threat radars for a given mission are entered in of threat radars (early warning, acquisition, and groundgram.control intercept).
the form of a premade threat scenario data file, or they

may be entered while "on line" with the generator. Threat
scenario data include only the radar names and their lo-
cations. The generator contains a library of threat-radar Threat Mission Operator
data parameters and their respective one-on-one jamming radar Data interaction
modulations. The threat scenario is combined with the scenario Generator

respeiL:ive radar parameter data, mission geometry, and Results
EF- I I1A jammer assets to derive a one-on-many jamming
response solution. Listings Plots

The primary results of a program run are listings Mission data for Tactical Threats
Jamming Subsystem Jamming spots

of mission data and of the desired transmitter load-out Threats Receiver lists
to be installed in the aircraft to counter the given threat Transmitter load-out
scenario. Additional output information allows the oper-
ator to view a frequency plot in each band of the threats Figure 2-Functional block diagram of the Mission Data
encountered, of the jamming response coverage, and of Generator. 75



aspects of different transmitter load-outs or jammer lo- The Mission Data Generator enhances the capa-
cations with respect to the threats. The recommended ap- bility of the EF-l I IA electronic combat squadron by
proach is to let the processing be fully automatic in providing fast and accurate jamming mission data wher-
selecting the required transmitter load-out for the first ever the squadron is deployed.
run and then to fix the load-out in a slightly different way
for a rerun to evaluate the difference in jamming
coverage.

During the processing, a hard copy record can be
made of input and output data and of selections made
during operator interaction. This work was supported by the USAF Tactical Air Command.

PRINCIPLES FOR SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT
AND EVALUATION

D. K. Pace

A relatively comprehensive set of principles for the poration, the Naval Postgraduate School, and the Naval
development of scenarios to support technical evaluations War College (which has begun to use them for the devel-
has been specified. The application of those principles opment of scenarios for wargames). Their general publi-
can improve the quality of scenaris used in a broad spec- cation for scenario development, expected in the near
trum of both civilian and military analyses. The princi- future, will provide a first step in identifying and describ-
ples also provide a basis for evaluating scenarios. ing principles and procedures for scenario development

and evaluation.

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION

The course given at APL on System Simulation
and Modeling, for The Johns Hopkins University's Mas- What Is a Scenario?
ter of Science degree in Technical Management, contains
a session on scenarios. Although scenarios are widely used The term scenario originated in drama but now
in analyses, technical evaluations, and wargames and are is used in artificial intelligence, wargaming, management
recognized as having a major effect on their outcomes, gaming, and technical analyses. Connotations given to
"scenario development and evaluation remain an art with- the term vary somewhat with the area of application, but
out much discipline."' Thus, Dr. A. Kossiakoff, pro- in general a scenario is "a statement of assumptions about
gram chairman for the Technical Management Program, the operating environment of the particular system" '

initiated a research project to produce a set of principles being studied, tested, or used. This is a broad definition.
for the development and evaluation of scenarios to be For example, it defines the collection of inputs for a com-
used in technical evaluations and analyses. puter simulation of a system in conjunction with the as-

sumptions built into that simulation as a scenario.

Status Consequently, it is apparent why a casual attitude toward
the scenario is identical with a casual attitude toward the

That research project produced an initial set of evaluation criteria used in analyzing a system. A system,
principles for scenario development and evaluation.2  in this definition of a scenario, may be as simple as a sin-
Those principles are now being reviewed (fall of 1984) gle item of equipment or as complex as a large military
by personnel at APL, OPNAV, Sandia and Los Alamos force or even an entire nation involved in a wargame
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Factors Affecting Scenarios vide an adequate context for the scenario. The parame-
ter values should be within the bounds of logic (e.g.,

Scenarios have no generic value, at least as far as probabilities always less than or equal to one), physical
technical evaluations and analyses are concerned. They laws, and technical feasibility. They should be relatively
are only valuable as they support the objectives of an consistent (e.g., all worst case or all nominal conditions)
evaluation of the analysis of a system. Thus, the focus, except when the objectives of the technical evaluation dic-
scope, and character of a scenario will be shaped by the tate otherwise. Hidden assumptions must be searched out
objectives of the technical evaluation, and its quality will and stated explicitly.
be determined by how well it supports those objectives.

The personnel involved in scenario development The Impact of a Good Scenario
are critical, yet few have had any formal training in the
field. Such training is essentially nonexistent. 4 Scenario The relationship between a good (or bad) scenar-
developers need access to (and influence with) both the io and the outcome of a wargame or technical evalua-
decision maker for whom the technical evaluation is be- tion is unclear. Good analysts or game controllers/players
ing done and the leader of the evaluation. Scenarists can overcome scenario deficiencies. Likewise, a good sce-
should be smart, well-trained, creative, familiar with nario will not guarantee a quality technical evaluation.
models and analysis tools likely to be used in the evalua- But application of the principles that produce a good sce-
tion, experienced in the area of the evaluation, good com- nario will facilitate a more insightful and better analy-
municators, and patient enough to review and revise the sis, technical evaluation, or wargame. The effort required
scenario as often as needed; they also should possess good to develop a good scenario will be a substantial portion
judgment, courage, and diplomatic perseverence. of the total analysis commitment in a technical evalua-

tion and should be provided for in planning the total
Good scenarios are usually developed iteratively effort.

through several trial applications. They provide an ade-
quate context for all persons involved in the evaluation
to share a common view of the problem; are internally REFERENCES
consistent, credible, and complete; and do not contain

I C. H. Builder, Toward a Calculus of Scenarios, The Rand Corpora-extraneous material. A clear and explicit definition of the tion N-1855-DNA (1983).
objectives and scope of the technical evaluation is essen- 2 D. K. Pace, "Scenarios for Technical Evaluations" (in process, 1984).

tial for developing a good scenario, as is a comprehen- 3S. Brown, "Scenarios in Systems Analysis," in Systems Analysis and
Policy Planning: Applications in Defense, E. S. Quade and W. Boucher,sive analysis plan for the evaluation. Scenarios should be eds., American Elsevier Publishing Co., New York (1968).

reviewed by experts, should undergo some form of vali- 4
G. D. Brewer and M. Shubek, The War Game: A Critique of Military

dation, and should have adequate documentation. Problem Solving, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1979).

Three types of parameters should be included in
a scenario: (a) those required to support models, simula-
tions, and other calculation procedures to be used in the
evaluation, (b) those required logically by objectives of This work was supported by The Johns Hopkins University Whit-
the technical evaluation, and (c) those required to pro- ing School of Engineering.
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INTRODUCTION

APL's involvement in space programs began in the postwar years when Aero-
bee and captured V-2 rockets carried Geiger tubes, magnetometers, and optical
spectrometers high above the earth's surface. The flights provided the first high-
altitude measurements of cosmic rays, the geomagnetic field, and atmospheric con-
stituents. In 1946, a Laboratory camera aboard a V-2 rocket returned pictures
of the earth from an altitude of 100 miles.

From these postwar beginnings, APL's activities in space expanded to in-
clude the conception, design, and development of the Navy Navigation Satellite
System (Transit), starting in 1958, and other programs in basic space research and
in space applications for Navy, DoD, and NASA sponsors. Currently the thrust
of the Laboratory's space effort is organized into three broad areas: solar and
space physics, space geophysics, and space applications.

The goal of APL's program in solar and space physics is to explain prin-
ciples governing the energy flow between the sun and the earth. Of particular in-
terest are charged particles and magnetic fields in interplanetary space and in the
earth's magnetosphere. The NASA Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorer
(AMPTE), launched on August 16, 1984, is providing information on how solar
wind plasma enters the earth's magnetosphere. AMPTE consists of three space-
craft: the Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) (provided by APL), the Ion Re-
lease Module (provided by the Federal Republic of Germany), and a United
Kingdom subsatellite.

An experiment that was developed for the International Solar Polar Mis-
sion (ISPM) has been successfully integrated into the European ISPM spacecraft.
That spacecraft is scheduled for launch in 1986 and will make particle and field
measurements as it orbits the sun's poles from 1989 to 1991. Particle and field
instruments built by APL that are aboard the Voyager spacecraft and that were
successfully used during the spacecraft's encounter with Jupiter will be used again
when the spacecraft encounters Uranus. The Energetic Particle Detector was com-
pleted in 1983 for the NASA/Galileo (Jupiter Orbiter) Mission. The instrument
has been integrated into the spacecraft, which will undergo final environmental
testing in 1985.

Analysis continues of data from the HILAT (high latitude ionospheric re-
search) satellite that APL launched in 1983 under sponsorship of the Defense Nu-
clear Agency and the Air Force Space Test Program. A follow-on to this mission,
in the design phase, is known as the Polar Beacon/Auroral Research (Polar Bear)
Satellite Program. The Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope experiment is a collaborative
effort with The Johns Hopkins University Physics Department to study the far
ultraviolet spectrum of faint astronomical objects.

Major activities in space geophysics include radar altimeter programs and
one satellite program, in addition to numerous research and engineering develop-
ment efforts. The Navy is sponsoring the development of the Geosat Radar
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sion determination of the geoid. NASA is sponsoring the development of an ad-
vanced technology demonstration model of the radar altimeter for the Topography
Experiment for Ocean Circulation. Radar propagation research for several spon-
sors is under way as arc activities involving use of the Seasat Synthetic Aperture
Radar data products to perform ocean wave imaging and spectral studies.

Space applications encompass a wide range of programs, primarily for DoD
and NASA. Among them is the Transit Program, which remains the nation's on-
ly fully operational worldwide satellite navigation system. Work on this program
includes assisting the Navy Strategic Systems Projects Office and the Navy
Astronautics Group in software development associated with the operation of the
navigation system. It also involves technical assistance and review of the Transit
spacecraft production contractor (RCA), selected participation in the in-orbit opera-
tion of the spacecraft, and modification and requalification of the Nova (the cur-
rent Transit) spacecraft. Other Transit-related work includes developing precision
time and frequency equipment, surveying test instrumentation locations, and
developing and fabricating Doppler beacons. The Global Positioning System (GPS)
is expected to be the eventual replacement for the Transit system. The Laborato-
ry is engaged in work to provide the use of GPS for spacecraft navigation and
missile tracking.

Twelve articles have been chosen for inclusion in this volume-eight related
to solar and space physics, two to space geophysics, one to space applications,
and one to all areas.

Of the eight articles in the solar and space physics area, five discuss the AMP-
TE/CCE spacecraft, the CCE attitude control and detection system, AMPTE
postlaunch operations, the AMPTE science data center, and initial science results
from the CCE medium energy particle analyzer. The sixth discusses completion
of the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope, now undergoing final environmental test
prior to delivery to NASA next March. The last two discuss investigations of safety
issues related to the radioactive power systems to be used in the Galileo and other
missions.

The two articles in the space geophysics area discuss upgrading of the APL
Satellite Tracking Facility in readiness for the launch of Geosat-A next March,
and study of the Synthetic Aperture Radar data obtained from the Seasat
spacecraft.

In the space applications area, the Teflon coating of hydrogen maser stor-
age bulbs is part of the continuing effort in support of precision time and fre-
quency standards.

An article on reliability and quality assurance aspects of dual-in-line package
mountings is applicable to all space-bound circuitry that uses such packages.
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THE AMPTE CHARGE COMPOSITION
EXPLORER SPACECRAFT

J. Dassoulas

On August 16, 1984, at 1048 EDT, the three sisted of a spin/despin system and a torquing coil, with
AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer the magnetic reference to the earth's field provided by
Explorers) spacecraft (Charge Composition Explorer, a triaxial vector magnetometer. As is often the case when
Ion Release Module, and United Kingdom Satellite) were a composite design is viewed, there was a power balance
placed in orbit by a NASA launch vehicle. After a series problem.
of maneuvers, the satellites reached their final orbits with-
in 17 hours following launch. All spacecraft subsystems The diameter of the spacecraft was chosen to pro-
and experiments were exercised prior to the opening of vide a torquing coil of such size that the current drawn
the solar wind release window (from September 3 to 28, would be minimized. As the detailed design evolved, we
1984). The Charge Composition Explorer, designed and found that even this large coil would draw excessive cur-
fabricated by A PL for NASA, continues to perform flaw- rent from a generously sized battery pack, thus putting
lessly, meeting all of its expected performance re-
quirements. us in a high-risk situation during the maneuvering phase

of the mission. To remedy the situation, a cold-gas atti-
tude control system was implemented. It provided spin,
despin, and attitude orientation and became the primary

BACKGROUND system during the maneuvering phase, while the magnetic
system was retained for use during the cruise (operation-

The AMPTE spacecraft will release and monitor al) phase. The cold-gas enabled us to perform attitude
tracer ions (lithium and barium) in the solar wind and maneuvers rapidly and prior to the first apogee crossing
within the distant magnetosphere. The objective is to after orbit insertion. It removed the possibility of power
study the access of solar wind ions to the magnetosphere starvation during the portion of the trajectory in which
and also the convective-diffusive transport and energiz- the solar panels were stowed against the body of the
ing of magnetospheric particles. The Charge Composi- spacecraft.
tion Explorer (CCE), with an apogee of about 8.8 Re Another facet of the design was to place the in-
geocentric, is the primary platform for detection of the struments in locations on the spacecraft that would per-
released ions. mit them clear fields of view, unobstructed by the solar

panels or by other spacecraft appendages. All of the in-

DISCUSSION struments and spacecraft electronics were mounted on a
honeycomb deck, which was supported structurally by

CCE was designed to meet the mission require- a center column and radial struts (Fig. 1). This provided
ments determined by the Science Working Team. The a simple, lightweight structure compared to the weight
spacecraft carries five experiments, three of which (Hot of the components that it was to support. The center
Plasma Composition, Charge-Energy Mass, and Medi- column was sized so that it could contain a solid propel-
um Energy Particle Analyzer) are devoted to comprehen- lant rocket motor that was used to change the inclina-
sive measurements of rare ionic species, while the Plasma tion of the orbit plane. This motor was thermally isolated
Wave Experiment and the Magnetometer provide sup- from the spacecraft to avoid excessive heat loss as a re-
porting plasma wave and field information, suit of radiation.

Although there appeared to be abundant weight The thermal design of the spacecraft consisted of
and volume available at the outset of the AMPTE Pro- multilayer blanket insulation installed over the body and
gram, engineering realities quickly narrowed the margins, four temperature-activated louvers mounted in critical lo-
resulting in a lift-off weight of 242 kg. This was some- cations to radiate c. contain heat, as the case may be.
what larger than anticipated but still within acceptable The spacecraft had a viable thermal design in the launch
limits for the launch vehicle. Our first thoughts were to mode when spin-stabilized with the solar panels and mag-
design a spacecraft based on past experience and to make netometer stowed and also after maneuvering was com-
use of the natural environment. Because the CCE would pleted and the spacecraft was on-station with the solar
be required to perform several maneuvers before arriv- panels and magnetometer deployed. In the operational
ing at its final orbital position and then would have to phase, the spacecraft is maintained between 10° and 30"
be torqued to maintain solar panel orientation to the sun, of the earth-sun line, with radiators and louvers orient-

82 a magnetic attitude control system was envisioned. It con- ed away from the sun.
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Communication with the spacecraft is accom- change rocket. Its spin velocity was increased by firing
plished through standard NASA S-band transponders and the appropriate cold-gas jet prior to motor ignition. This
four antennas that may be RF-switched in pairs, depend- increase in rotational energy was necessary to maintain
ing on which side of the spacecraft is visible to the ground spacecraft stability during the 16 sec burn of the inclina-
observing stations. Because of the amount of data re- tion change rocket, which placed the CCE into an orbit
quired and possible priority problems concerned with ar- of 1108 km perigee altitude, 49,684 km apogee altitude,
ranging a schedule with the Deep Space Network, a tape an inclination of 4.8, and a period of 15.66 hr, thus as-
recorder was carried on the spacecraft. The tape record- suring fulfillment of the science requirements with respect
er "dumps" its data to an observing Deep Space Net- to orbit characteristics. The AMPTE science mission can
work station once per orbit. Real-time operations in now begin. Post-launch operations are described in de-
addition to tape storage are carried out during canister tail elsewhere in this volume.
release operations of the Ion Release Module (IRM). The
real-time operating mode will be implemented if tape
recorder malfunctions are encountered. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

On August 16, 1984, at 10:48 EDT, the three The author respectfully acknowledges the accom-
spacecraft were injected into the elliptical transfer orbit plishments and competence of the technical and adminis-
by a single Delta 3924 launch vehicle. The initial orbit trative staff who placed AMPTE among the long line of
was within acceptable bounds. Approximately one hour outstanding achievements that have accrued since the
and thirteen minutes after launch, the CCE separated launch of the first Transit, 25 years ago.
from the other satellites. After verification of proper at-
titude and spin rate, the CCE executed a maneuver to
place it in the proper attitude for firing the inclination This work is supported by NASA.

COMPLETION OF THE CCE SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL
AND DETECTION SYSTEMS

F. F. Mobley, J. F. Smola, L. Scheer, W. A. Swartz, J. C. Ray, and J. D. Steinberg

The attitude control and detection systems for the solid rocket for orbit inclination adjustment was later add-
CCE (Charge Composition Explorer) satellite were un- ed to the design concept, the need arose to spin at about
der active engineering development and testing at APL 100 rpm during firing of the inclination adjust rocket.
from 1981 until they were integrated with other satellite Attitude maneuvering by magnetic coils at 100 rpm is very
subsystems in early 1984. The satellite was launched suc- slow, so a cold-gas torquing system was added to the de-
cessfully in August 1984. Post-launch performance of the sign to expedite the required maneuvers and spin rat.
satellite is discussed elsewhere in this volume. .changes. The attitude is determined by analyzing dath

from the Digital Solar Attitude Detector (DSAD) system
and a three-axis vector magnetometer.BACKGROUND

The CCE attitude control system design, first con- DISCUSSION
sidered in 1977, achieved attitude stabilization by spin-
ning the satellite at 10 rpm and using magnetic coils to The attitude control system hardware consists of

84 control the spin-axis orientation and spin rate. When a a Z magnetic torquing coil, an XY magnetic spin/despin



coil, two nutation dampers, a cold-gas torquing system, thruster nozzles. It develops a specific impulse of 40 lb
a digital sun sensor and thruster control system, a three- thrust per pound mass per second. The tank, regulator,
axis vector magnetometer, and a magnetometer boom. and valves were supplied by Sterer, Inc. and integrated
Figure I identifies these elements on the satellite config- by APL into the CCE design.
uration drawing. The DSAD and maneuver thruster control systems

The satellite is spin stabilized at 10 rpm except dur- consist of one electronics package and two sun sensors.
ing firing of the inclination adjust rocket, when it is stabi- They have the following functions:
lized at 100 rpm. The two nutation dampers use small I. Detect the sun crossing of the sun sensor azi-
tungsten carbide spheres in nitrogen-filled tubes to damp muth and record the angle between the sun line
nutations to near zero. The Z coil, turned on by com- and the satellite Z axis.
mand from the ground, interacts with the earth's mag- 2. Generate 255 evenly spaced pulses between sun
netic field and precesses the Z axis in a predetermined pulses for use by the scientific instruments in
direction. The angle between the Z axis and the sun line the azimuthal segregation of the data.
is maintained in the range of 10° to 30*. 3. Upon command, turn on and off one or both

of the cold-gas maneuver thrusters at a specif-The XY magnetic coil (not shown in the figure) ic phase angle relative to the sun pulse.

is activated by the X magnetometer sensor to increase or

decrease the spin rate. Full redundancy is included in the sun sensor system.
There are two sun sensors, and two identical electronic

The cold-gas torquing system has a pair of oppos- boards, one for each sensor. Only one system may be
ing nozzles in the XY plane to increase or decrease the commanded on at any one time.
spin rate upon command. A second pair of nozzles par- The three-axis vector magnetometer (which is used
allel to the Z axis may be operated singly or concurrent- for attitude determination and scientific research) con-
ly. These thrusters are repeatedly cycled on for one-fourth sists of a three-axis sensor at the end of an 8 ft boom
of a satellite revolution and off for three-fourths. Thus,
a net torque perpendicular to the Z axis is produced that and an electronics package with the following:
precesses the Z axis to the desired direction in space. The
"phasing" of the "on" time is achieved by a command en ranges of operation from L65,500 to L 16to the DSAD system. After the sun crossing, an 8-bit comn- nT (I nT = l0-5 gauss = 1 gamma),
tondwordtells the DSAD system. Afsn an 8bith 2. A digital electronics section that converts three
mand word tells the DSAD system when to begin theanlgvtgetohre1-idgtlwrsad

maneuver thrusting. It is turned off one-fourth of a revo- analog voltages to three 13-bit digital words and

lution later. This on/off process is repeated every revo- 200 bits containing five full vector samples to

lution until a ground command is received to turn off b r ot ever 0.62 sect
the hrusersand top he aneuer.be read out every 0.62 sec,

the thrusters and stop the maneuver. 3. Two AC filter and peak detector circuits to col-

The propellant, Freon 14, is stored initially at 2800 lect data from the magnetometer in the fre-
psia, regulated to 50 psi, and exhausted through the quency range of 5 to 50 Hz,

sensor

' Z coil

Cold gast
thrust ers

Figure 1I-External components of the attitude control and detection systems of the CCE satellite. 85



4. Circuitry to amplify the X magnetometer ana- cated, tested, and integrated with the satellite. The per-
log voltage and drive the XY coil to change the formance in orbit is discussed in detail elsewhere in this
satellite spin rate (upon command only), volume. Briefly, all systems have performed in a com-

5. Circuitry for the plasma wave detector in- pletely successful fashion.
strument.

The magnetometer boom consists of two rigid ACKNOWLEDGMENT
links, each about 4 ft long, of a rectangular tube of alu-
minum alloy. The shoulder and elbow joints are spring- Assistance in the design of the vector magnetom-
loaded to ensure positive torque at full extension; there eter system was provided by Dr. Mario Acuna of God-
also are viscous dampers to prevent excessive angular rates dard Space Flight Center.
and loads during deployment.

CONCLUSION

All system elements were custom-designed for the This work was supported by NASA Goddard Space Flight
requirements of the CCE mission and then were fabri- Center.

AMPTE POST-LAUNCH OPERATIONS

W. E. Radford and J. C. Ray

The Charge Composition Explorer spacecraft, earth radii. However, the Delta 3924 launch vehicle could
launched on August 16, 1984, as part of the AMPTE only achieve the required apogee and perigee at an orbit-
(Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers) pro- al inclination of 28.70. Therefore, the task was to change

ject, was operated through a complicated series of atti- the inclination of the orbit from = 28 0 to less than 50°
tude maneuvers, spin rate adjustments, and a solid rocket The two orbits are depicted in Fig. I.
burn to change its orbital inclination. This is the first time
that APL has carried out interactive, closed-loop, real-
time maneuvering of a spacecraft. DISCUSSION

The CCE was equipped with a rocket motor, a sun

BACKGROUND sensor, a magnetometer, a delayed command system, and
a cold gas torquing system that can be used both to change

AMPTE is a three-satellite project of the United the satellite's spin rate and to maneuver the spin axis.
States, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Unit-
ed Kingdom. Its purpose is to use artificial injection of the incliation a t roketni a Thio Sa-13-B, with 41 kg of propellant providing a velocity im-
rare ionic species for the long-range tracing of mass trans- pulse of 525 i/sec. It is fired cross-orbit at apogee
port into and through the magnetosphere. (Fig. I) to change the inclination. After separating from

The U.S. satellite, the Charge Composition Ex- the Delta rocket, the CCE is spinning at 60 rpm about
plorer (CCE), was designed and built by APL. It includes a spin axis in the orbit plane. Before apogee is reached,
experiments from the University of Maryland, APL, and the spin axis must be reoriented about 100 ° to the cross-
the Lockheed Corp. The experiments require that the or- orbit direction by means of the cold gas torquing system,
bit plane lie within 50 of the equatorial plane of the earth which uses pulsed Freon thrusters to generate torques.

86 and that perigee be no less than 550 km and apogee 7.75 The pulses are triggered after a specified delay after the
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was achieved, the magnetometer boom was deployed, fur- 500 1 I 1 - I
ther reducing the spin rate to about 10.6 rpm. The rate 0 Spin axis orientation Originalattitude
was trimmed to about 10.2 rpm (nominal 10 h 0.25) over Angle between spin axis at

the next few days. and spacecraft-sun - -

line 5 * 0o.

By comparison of the orbital elements before and 25- 60'; -

after the rocket firing, the actual direction of the veloci- o
ty change resulting from the firing was determined to be
less than 1° from the direction calculated in real time - 70 /
(Fig. 3). Prelaunch analyses had estimated a la error of 0. - .
about 3° in the velocity change direction, so the interac- .2
tive joy-stick maneuver was successful beyond our expec- o

'  °
tations. .If .

The post-launch activity for the CCE spacecraft 25o- 800 , /is unique in that: ..... .....

1. The time to reorient the spacecraft and fire the . %. 1 ._ ........... .
rocket at first apogee was extremely short and "
required a near-perfect sequence of events. -50'

2. This is the first time that APL has carried out go, --...- at ti--------d
interactive, closed-loop, real-time maneuvering ......... .Final attitude.
of a spacecraft.

3. The satellite was built by APL, the control cen- -7570 8 9 100

ter was at JPL, the Science Data Center was Right ascension

at APL, and the project office was at
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. These Figure 3-Actual data display during the first attitude

many organizational interfaces had to (and did) maneuver.

function perfectly from injection to first apo-
gee. That may be a historic "first." This work was supported by NASA.
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THE AMPTE CHARGE COMPOSITION EXPLORER
SCIENCE DATA CENTER

B. B. Holland, H. K. Utterback, and S. R. Nylund

The Charge Composition Explorer Science Data Center. The recorded data are recovered about every eight
Center at APL is dedicated exclusively to satisfying the hours by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The playbacks
computing needs of United States science investigators are concatenated and supplemented with real-time data
in their support of the Active Magnetospheric Particle to form as continuous a history as possible. The data are
Tracer Explorers (AMPTE) mission. That well-focused then placed on magnetic tape and mailed to the Science
purpose has given the center its unique design, implemen- Data Center for processing.
tation, and operational characteristics.

Active phases of the mission require that data be
processed in real time to allow experimenters to evaluate

BACKGROUND measurements and instrument responses. At other times,
the recorder is the primary data source. The processing

The instrument complements on all three AMPTE of recorded data places additional requirements on the
spacecraft are dedicated to making unified measurements system: (a) all recovered data are processed at least once,
for certain scientific objectives. A concerted effort has and additional processing is required, for example, when
been made to facilitate the analysis of those measurements basic calibrations or software packages change; (b) hard-
by establishing a single science database for each space- copy outputs (line plots, listings, color spectrograms) must
craft. The data reside in, and are distributed from, Sci- be produced and distributed.
ence Data Centers in the United States, the Federal The spacecraft telemetry data must be sorted by
Republic of Germany, and the United Kingdom.' instrument (decommutated) to re-form each instrument's

The Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) carries original data stream. The data stream must be further
five instruments: three charged particle measurement in- decommutated to re-form the raw measurements, which
struments, a plasma wave experiment, and a vector mag- are then calibrated and converted to engineering units.
netometer. The measurements from the instruments form Those measurements are the primary contents of the mas-
a unified set in that their spectra overlap or are mutually ter data file. In addition, the data are summarized in the
supportive. They are unique in certain aspects, such as form of time and, in some cases, spatial averages to form
data words and time/space synchronism, but require the pool files. These steps constitute the "first process-
many common support services and ancillary data. ing pass" on the data.

The major advantage enjoyed by a mission-dedi- The pool file information is used both to scan data
cated data center is that, unlike a general-purpose com- from individual instruments and to compare different in-
puting facility that must deal with a broad (usually struments' data at times of interesting physical events.
unknown) spectrum of programs and data sets, the total Color spectrograms (on 35-mm slides) and line plots of
number, size, and types of programs and data sets that the pool files are produced and distributed to the ex-
are to be handled can be estimated and can serve as de- perimenters to support that effort.
sign limits. Furthermore, the identification of common Ancillary information and services such as orbit
support services (e.g., file archiving, graphics production), ephemerides, spacecraft attitude, and time reconstruction
processing steps (e.g., decommutation), and ancillary data are common to all instruments. The Science Data Cen-
sets allows the development of data center services to satis- ter is responsible for generating, organizing, and storing
fy those particular needs. all such files, thereby significantly reducing the problems

that arise in directory updating, file purging, etc. when

DISCUSSION these tasks are performed by each user. This procedure
also relieves the investigators of mundane, time-

Data consuming tasks and increases tne efficient use of the

The CCE telemetry is simultaneously transmitted resources by reducing redundancy.

to NASA and stored on the spacecraft's magnetic tape
recorder. The transmitted data are received by NASA's Design Concepts
Deep Space Network during scheduled observation peri-
ods and are placed immediately on NASA Communica- The design of the processing structure and the
tions lines for direct communication to the Science Data choice of hardware in many ways reflect the exclusivity 89



of purpose, the well-defined computing mix, the (rela- The distinction here is that real-time processing is driven
tively) small group of users who share common goals, by the arrival of the next block, and subprocesses must
and the need to support both real-time and nonreal-time be completed before that arrival. Recorded data process-
operations. All users have interactive access to the com- ing is driven by the completion of the subprocesses trig-
puting facility. Dedicated and dial-in telephone lines are gering the processing of the next block. The result is that
provided for users at remote sites; local user terminals the real-time bounds controlled the design of the t'ming
are connected directly to the computer. and error-handling aspects of the decommutation pro-

Primary among the design concepts was that the gram, especially the treatment of noisy, missing, or sus-

initial processing steps (those required to take the data pect data.

from raw form to the two major files in the system; see
Fig. 1) would be performed by the Science Data Center Hardware Configuration
staff. The two major files are:

The design of the Science Data Center has been op-
1. The master data file, which consists of all the timized to provide as many services as possible within the

data in calibrated engineering units. The data bounds of available time and resources. We chose to tar-
are augmented with selected, higher level pa- get a facility where no more than half the resources would
rameters that are generated normally as a part be consumed in perorming the standard tasks associated
of the processing. with data collection and the processing necessary to pro-

2. The pool file, which consists of (approximate- vide a body of files containing clean, organized data and
ly) 6.4-min averages over the data. support information. This would leave adequate comput-

The effect of this design feature is twofold. First, ing resources for detailed science analyses.

the initial processing is performed independently of the The hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 2.
experimenters; although they supplied software packages The central computer is a DEC VAX- 11/780 with 4 mega-
for use in the processing, they do not control the execu- bytes of memory, approximately 1.5 gigabytes of disk,
tion of the process. Second, by design, the master data and three high-speed tape drives. There are three high-
and pool files form the database against which all addi- speed (9600 bits per second) and six low-speed (300 to
tional processing by the experimenters is run; that is, the 2400 bits per second) communications modems connect-
later processes never see the "raw" data. ing the input data lines and user terminals to the com-

The second concept that had great influence on puter. A PDP-1/34 is used as the communications
the design was that a single decommutation program be receiver and preprocessor for the real-time telemetry data
capable of processing both real-time and recorded data. transmitted to the Science Data Centcr via the NASA

Communications lines. Graphics are produced using a
RAMTEK 9453 and an associated matrix camera. A user

Science Data Center Recorded Real-time room houses the color monitors and terminals for the in-
responsibility data data vestigators' program development and scientific studies;

Receive, decommutate, it is also the science operations center during active phases
Orbit process measurement Hard copy, of the mission.

Jet Propulsio data. Create master tapes,
Laboratory) files. Distribute slides

hard copy and tapes.
OPERATIONS

The Science Data Center was operational a: launch
Tape Data and support and supported the critical attitude maneuvers immediately

f iles
after launch, followed by instrument turnen and check-
out and finally by the tvo (active) solar wind releases.

Interactive User science The operational demands occupied about 6 weeks of real-

processors time data processing support. In addition, about a doz-
en days of recorder playback tapes were received and

User responsibility processed numerous times to support the inevitable soft-
Hard copy, ware changes and early measurement and instrument
tapes, slides anomaly investigations. The pressure of immediate and

Figure 1-General processing structure showing the func- compelling questions pi ;bably can never be fully antici-

tions of the U.S. AMPTE Science Data Center. Note that pated, nor can data volume, which inevitably is maximum
users do not interact directly with the input data stream in the early phases of any mission. Thus, a system can-

90 or with the tape library, not be optimally sized and at the same time accept such
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z-- (Applied Physics Laboratory)
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Figure 2-Block diagram of the hardware in the U.S. AMPTE Science Data Center and at the remote experimenter sites.

a flow rate without severe strain. That we have succeed- Science Data Center development of: L. L. Pryor, B. J.
ed is a credit to the expertise and dedication of the Sci- Hook, H. Malcom, J. C. Ray, C. E. Williams, R. E.
ence Data Center staff. Gold, L. L. Suther, and R. W. McEntire, all of APL.
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THE MEDIUM ENERGY PARTICLE ANALYZER
ON THE AMPTEiCCE SPACECRAFT

R. W. McEntire, E. P. Keath, D. Fort, A. T. V. Lui, and S. M. Krimigis

A new type of particle sensor has been developed head and the ion head. The time-of-flight head, the main
and flown to measure the elemental composition of ener- MEPA particle sensor, is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
getic ions in space. Particle time of flight and energy are It consists of a collimator containing a "sweeping" mag-
measured to resolve the species present in the earth's mag- net to remove electrons from the incident energetic par-
netosphere and radiation belts over an energy range ticle beam, followed by a thin-foil, solid-state-detector,
(greater than 10 ke V per nucleon) not covered by any time-of-flight telescope. A thin, lighttight front foil (32
previous flight instrument. )lg/cm2 ) is followed by a 10-cm time-of-flight path and

a rear silicon-surface-barrier solid-state detector. Between

BACKGROUND these two elements is a very thin intermediate foil. Secon-
dary electrons are emitted from each surface when an in-

The Active Magnetogpheric Particle Tracer Ex- cident energetic ion traverses the first two foils and stops
plorers (AMPTE), launched in August 1984, comprise in the solid-state detector. These electrons are electrostat-
a three-spacecraft mission to study the entry of solar wind ically focused onto microchannel plates (MCP) to pro-
plasma into the earth's magnetosphere and to determine vide timing pulses to measure the ion time of flight
the elemental composition and dynamics of the natural between the front and intermediate foils and the rear de-
energetic particle populations inside the magnetosphere. tector. Particle energy is measured in the rear detector.
The American spacecraft of this three-nation mission is Incident ion velocity and energy are thus known, enabling
the Charge Composition Explorer (CCE), designed and us to determine the ion mass.
built for NASA by APL. The Medium Energy Particle
Analyzer (MEPA) is one of the three major CCE parti-
cles instruments; together, they can measure, for the first Electronics
time, energetic particle fluxes and compositions over the Figure 2 is a block diagram of the MEPA elec-
broad range from thermal energies up to many millions tronics. The output pulses from the microchannel plates

go into very fast, constant-fraction timing discriminators
that produce sharp timing reference pulses (TI, T2, and

DISCUSSION T3) if the input pulse amplitude is above a preset level.
Because the number of secondary electrons incident onenthic eigments of MeP ws tmind brthc- each microchannel plate per incident ion is a function of

entific requirements of the AMPTE mission, particular- ion energy and nuclear charge (fewer for high energy pro-
ly the requirement for coverage of medium atomic mass

nuclei (carbon and oxygen, for example) from energies tons, many more for low-energy oxygen ions), the tim-
of about 10 keV per nucleon upward, in order to pro- ing discriminators can be set by ground command to have
vide coverage overlapping that of other instruments flown a low efficiency for detecting protons (the most common
on the CCE. These nuclei can be rare and so a large geo- species
metric factor was necessary. At low energies, however,
the large fluxes of protons (the most common species) Particle time of flight is measured, over a range
could saturate the response of such an instrument. Thus, from a few nanoseconds to 150 nsec, in two time-to-
it was necessary to design a sensor with low efficiency amplitude converters that output pulses proportional in
for protons but high efficiency for the rarer, heavier amplitude to the time between TI and T3 and between
nuclei. Those goals were achieved in MEPA by develop- T2 and T3. To reject background, an event is considered
ing a technology to measure particle species that is new valid only if TI, T2, and T3 occur within a 150-nsec coin-
to space flight. Particle time of flight (and thus velocity) cidence interval, the two measured times of flight are con-
and total energy are measured to determine particle mass; sistent with each other, and an energy pulse is detected
the technique of measuring particle time of flight was from the solid-state detector.
designed to be able to discriminate against low-mass ions.

To prevent pileup in the solid-state detector chan-

Particle Sensor nel because of overlapping pulses during high-count-rate
periods, the shaping time constant of the preamplifier was

The MEPA instrument consists of a main electron- chosen to be less than about 100 nsec. However, the sub-
92 ics box and two particle detector heads: the time-of-flight sequent electronics and hybrids cannot process such fast
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Figure 1-Cross-sectional views of the MEPA time-of-flight head and ion head. Ions
incident on the time-of-flight head pass through the front and central foils and stop
in the rear solid-state detector. Secondary electrons from the surface of the front foil
and from the solid-state detector are accelerated into the 1.7 kV electrostatic cages,
are reflected at the central electrostatic mirror, and are imaged onto MCP1 and MCP3,
respectively. Electrons emitted from the central foil are accelerated directly onto MCP2.
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signals. A significant design innovation in MEPA is the ments. Due to bit-rate limitations, only about five fully
introduction of a fast diode switch in the analog energy analyzed events can be transmitted per second.
channel that closes for 100 nsec only when a TI-T2-T3
coincidence is detected. This passes the energy signal of The MEPA data system provides instrument com-
the incident ion to the much slower electronics beyond, ind a comprol and prce d outphe instrumentsdata
without allowing passage of the energy signals of events into a compressed and formatted output at 735 bits per
withou d alowing p sag of th at energyasignalsofents second. The system is radiation-hardened CMOS (to save(background, most protons, etc.) that do not generate power), based on an 1802 microprocessor with 6000 bytes

of stored program read-only memory and 12,000 bytes
The energy versus time-of-flight space measured of user random-access memory. The normal spaceflight

by MEPA is divided into 16 species channels covering the goals of redundancy and adaptability figured strongly in
species or species groups of interest, in 32 angular sec- the MEPA design. Many of the unit subsystems can be
tors and several energy ranges each. In addition, all ions reconfigured by command to adapt to unusual operat-
depositing 2t 25 keV in the solid-state detector of the sep- ing conditions or electrical problems, and the entire oper-
arate ion head (Fig. 1) are accumulated in 10 energy ating program resident in the read-only memory can, if
channels. necessary, be changed in flight by patches entered into

While the species channels provide high time and the random-access memory.

angular resolution data with moderate energy and sp.-
cies resolution, the most precise spectral and elemental STATUS
resolution is obtained from 256-channel pulse-height anal-
ysis of the energy and time-of-flight signals for each event. After a program of extensive testing and calibra-
Those signals, accumulated and processed on the ground, tions in the Laboratory and at a Van de Graaff ion ac-
allow the accurate identification of even quite rare ele- celerator facility, MEPA was installed on the CCE
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Figure 3-Flight pulse-height analysis matrix accumulated by MEPA, September 12,
1984, 21:19 to 23:31 UT (L = 5.15 to 7.76). Tracks of protons, helium, carbon, oxygen,
the neon-silicon group, and iron can be seen. Jumps in intensity along the proton and

94 helium tracks reflect energy boundaries in the priority system.



spacecraft and launched with the AMPTE mission on Au- testing of the MEPA instrument: R. A. Reiter, R. Konigs-
gust 16, 1984. Data already received by the U.S. AMPTE berg, R. F. Cohn, A. Mattheiss, 1. V. Burke, L. E.
Science Data Center at APL are very exciting and address Brown, H. Malcom, H. G. Bolls, S. A. Gary, R. G. Mar-
a number of important scientific problems in magneto- tin, R. J. Counihan, B. J. Hook, J. W. Kohl, J. H. Craw-
spheric physics. Figure 3, an example of MEPA pulse ford, J. A. Reier, and J. M. Roberts.
height analysis data, shows the clear separation of ele-
ments and groups of elements, including low energy fluxes
of oxygen, the neon-through-silicon group, and iron,
which was never before distinguished in the magneto-
sphere.
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THE HOPKINS ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE

G. H. Fountain, L. C. Kohlenstein, and K. A. Potocki

The fabrication and assembly of the Hopkins Ul- Flight Center, is planned for flight on multiple missions
traviolet Telescope have been completed. The instrument in order to realize fully its scientific potential.
is undergoing flight qualification testing preparatory to
its delivery to the Kennedy Space Center for installation HUT is required to interact with an on-board as-
on the Shuttle and for use by NASA in the telescope's tronomer designated the "payload specialist," a mission
first mission, the observation of Halley's comet in 1986. specialist who will control the Spacelab equipment sup-

porting the Astro instruments, and a ground-based team
who will monitor instrument performance in real time.

BACKGROUND To fulfill these rquirements, HUT has been designed to
provide real-time spectra and pointing data and to allow

The Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT) is de- adaptation to different targets and operating conditions.

signed for low-resolution spectrophotometry of faint as-
tronomical objects at far-ultraviolet wavelengths (400 to DISCUSSION
1850 A), with special emphasis on the region between
1216 and 912 A, the fundamental excitation states of the
hydrogen atom. HUT is intended to supplement and com- Instrument Description
plement the capabilities of the International Ultraviolet Astro payload constraints of geometry and heat
Explorer and the Space Telescope by extending spec- dissipation required HUT to be partitioned into two mod-
trophotometric observations to objects somewhat fainter ules, telescope and electronics. Both are mounted on the
than those detectable by the International Ultraviolet Ex- Spacelab Instrument Pointing System (IPS) along with
plorer and to shorter wavelengths (i.e., below 1200 A) the other three Astro instruments. The telescope module

than are observable with it or the Space Telescope. HUT contains the optics and local plane instrumentation, and
will be used to observe quasars, active galaxies, super- the electronics module contains power conditioning and
nova remnants, hot white dwarf stars, and Halley's com-
et. It is one of four instruments to be flown as part of computer electronics.
the Astro Missions aboard Space Shuttle. The Astro pay- Figure I illustrates the Astro payload on board
load, which is being integrated by the Marshall Space Shuttle; IPS is shown orienting the instrument comple- 95



assembly provide protection from stray light. The tele-
scope module is attached to the cruciform by three titani-
um feet to minimize mechanical distortions of the optical
system.

The electronics module is 1.0 by 0.3 by 0.3 m and
weighs 52 kg. All interfaces to the Spacelab avionics are
conditioned by electronics within the module. Three
DC/DC converters and an electromagnetic interference fil-
ter condition the primary power supplied by the Astro
power distribution system. A command relay module dis-
tributes power from the primary power source and from
the converters to the rest of HUT. A power inverter sup-
plies 400-Hz, two-phase AC power to hysteresis syn-
chronous motors in the telescope module. A heater
control module regulates the temperature in the telescope
and electronics modules. A spectrometer processor and
a dedicated experiment processor condition the output

Figure 1 -The Astro payload on board Shuttle. The Instru- of the focal plane instrumentation, control the subsystem
ment Pointing System is orienting the instrument com- functions, and format the system data for transmission
plement to observe Halley's comet. to the on-board recorder and to the ground.

ment to observe Halley's comet, one of the prime tar- HUT is designed to operate highly interactively

gets for the first flight. The instrument complement is with both the payload specialist and the ground opera-

attached to IPS by a cruciform structure that acts as an tions team. Information and commands flow via the

optical bench. That structure accommodates an instru- Spacelab/Shuttle avionics to the ground and to the in-

ment in each of its four quadrants as well as star cameras strument. Figure 2 illustrates the major system interac-

for attitude determinition and an integrated radiator.sys- tions. Discrete and serial commands to HUT from the

tem, which holds several electronics packages including ground or the payload specialist are processed by the

the electronics module. The IPS/instrument complement Spacelab experiment computer and are transmitted via

and Spacelab avionics (including computers, power con- the Spacelab Remote Acquisition Unit. Most discrete

ditioning and distribution systems, and mass storage commands drive relays in the command relay module to

devices) are mounted on two pallets that are attached switch primary power to subsystems within HUT. The
directly to the Shuttle bay. serial commands, which are loaded into the dedicated ex-periment computer, provide configuration and timing in-

The payload and mission specialists operate and formation needed for the experiments. Discrete outputs,
monitor the Astro instruments, which are located behind serial data, and video data are transmitted to the aft flight
the commander/pilot console, from the aft flight deck deck via the Remote Acquisition Unit and Shuttle video
by looking through two ports (shown in Fig. 1). The mis- distribution system to allow the payload specialist to mon-
sion specialist controls IPS and performs other general itor the status of the instruments. A high-rate multiplex-
Spacelab functions. The payload specialist controls the er data stream created by the dedicated experiment
instruments by means of the Spacelab computers. The computer is used to transmit scientific, engineering, and
instruments can be tailored to changing conditions and video data to the ground. During the mission, telemetry
observation opportunities with little time lost between the ground support equipment located at Marshall cSnace
onset of an event and the execution of appropriate Flight Center will analyze the data stream and dispi., ne
responses. information for use by the instrument science team in real

The telescope module is 1.0 m in diameter and 3.8 time.

m long and weighs 697 kg. The instrument optics are
housed inside an aluminum environental control canis- PROGRAM STATUS
ter that protects the optics from contamination during
ground and launch operations and provides a thermally The development phase of HUT was begun in Oc-
controlled, optically shielded environment during obser- tober 1981. The program is a joint effort of The Johns
vations. The entrance aperture of the telescope is a door Hopkins University Physics Department and APL. Dr.
assembly that allows operating apertures of 5280, 50, or A. F. Davidsen of the Physics Department is the Prin-
I cm 2 to be selected. Baffles within the environmental cipal Investigator. The Physics Department staff is plan-

96 control canister and in a I m section forward of the door ning the science mission and developing the spectrograph
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Figure 2-Block diagram of the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope.

and optics, and will perform the data analyses. APIL is occur during the late fall and winter of 1984-1985. Deliv-
responsible for the design, analysis, fabrication, and ery to Kennedy Space Center is planned for March 1985.
qualification of the mechanical and electrical systems. A HUT will be integrated with the other Astro instruments
joint team is integrating and qualifying HUT for flight. in 1985, and the first flight is scheduled for March 1986.
The fabrication and assembly of both modules were com-
pleted in GFY 1984. Testing of the Electronics Module

has been completed. Integration of the two modules is
planned for November 1984. Instrument qualification will This work was supported by NASA under contract NAS 5-27000.
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THERMOSTRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF THE
GENERAL PURPOSE HEAT SOURCE TO
REENTRY AERODYNAMIC HEATING

K. R. Waeber

A nuerial mdelsimuatig th stuctual er- ated by the molecular ionization of plutonium 238. The
A numerical model simulating the structural per- radioactive plutonium fuel is encapsulated in cylindrically

wasformulated to qualify the heat source for spacecraft shaped iridium shells. The GPHS module (Fig. 1) con-wsformaed 
toqalf the heat source for ardosotpatscerf

use. The heat shield was predicted to survive accidental sists of four fuel cylinders surrounded by graphitic parts

reentry and breakup of the Galileo and Ulysses space- that protect the plutonium fuel from adverse heating, im-

craft-a launch safety requirement. pact, and ablation.

Environmental safety is a primary design require-

BACKGROUND ment of the GPHS-RTG. Environmental safety during
spacecraft launch is ensured by designing the power sys-

Since the launch of a Transit navigational satel- tem to survive potential launch and reentry failures with
lite in 1961, nuclear power systems have been used in U.S. the radioactive heat source intact.
spacecraft to provide electricity for spacecraft commu- Aerodynamic heating environments are known to
nications, guidance, and instrumentation. The current nu- create severe structural loading conditions for a heat

Soure Rdiosotoe TermelecricGenrato 
(GHS- source. APL has been asked to advise the Department

clear power system, called the General Purpose Heatso re AP ha b en sk dt a vie heD p tm t

Source Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (GPHS- of Energy on the reentry performance of the GPHS power

der the auspices of the Department of Energy, Office of system. In support of this task, an investigation was un-

RTG), is being designed and built by General Electric un-syt m In up ot fths ak, ni ve ig i nw su -

dereaNucear Poe nt odertaken of the structural response of the heat source to
Special Nuclear Projects. the heating environment that would be encountered in

Radioisotope thermoelectric power generators are the event of accidental reentry. The purpose of the in-
static systems that make electricity from the heat gener- vestigation was to determine if the heat source would re-
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main intact during reentry and breakup of the Galileo comparing those stresses with the experimentally mea-
Jupiter probe and the Ulysses high heliographic latitude sured material strengths. The model used in step I is a
spacecraft. planar slice of the heat source. In-plane and out-of-plane

deformation responses are not coupled for the model, al-

DISCUSSION lowing a simpler and less expensive solution of the govern-
ing equations of elasticity. The model used in step 2, a

A numerical model was formulated to simulate the complete three-dimensional representation of the heat
thermostructural response of the heat source to reentry source, gives accurate stress, strain, and displacement
heating environments. Thermal stress failures of the heat fields throughout the structure. Both models (Fig. 2) take
source during steep-angle superorbital reentries of space- advantage of loading and geometric symmetries by con-
craft carrying the nuclear power system were of primary sidering only one-fourth of the aeroshell. (The sudden
interest. Steep angle reentries were chosen because they heating of the heat source thermally shocks only the aero-
generate the highest heating rates, which, in turn, result shell, leaving the inner components at a lower tem-
in large thermal gradients and thermal stresses. perature.)

The prediction of the thermostructural response Computer programs using the finite element meth-
of the heat source was divided into two steps. The first od were chosen to solve the differential equations for the
step, determining the time of occurrence of the greatest field variables of this solid mechanics problem. Stresses,
thermal stress, was done by analyzing the heat source with strains, and displacements were computed in each of the
an inexpensive numerical model of the structure at many elements in Fig. 2. The equations of elasticity were solved
timepoints in the reentry. The second step, determining by minimizing the strain energy in each element. All cal-
if the heat source would fail at the time determined in culations were based on linear elasticity, with an or-
step 1, was accomplished by calculating stresses in the thotropic constitutive model representing the aeroshell
heat source by means of a refined numerical model and material.

_ X

Three dimensional model

:i1ure 2-Two- and three-dimensional finite-
element structural models of the GPHS aero-

Two dimensional plane strain model shell. 99



Results of Analysis

Results from step I indicate that maximum ther-
mal stresses occur 3.0 sec after release of the heat source
from the Galileo spacecraft and 1.4 sec after release from
the Ulysses spacecraft. The time for peak stress was ob- Contour ID
tained by computing the von Mises equivalent stresses in A 2200 J 4000each element in the two-dimensional model at a given time 8 2400 K 4200

each62600 L 4.400
in the reentry. The largest equivalent stress was then plot- D 2800 M 4600
ted as a function of reentry time to determine the peak E 3000 N 4800
thermally induced equivalent stress occurring at any time F 3200 05000

G 340C 0 P 5200
in the reentry. H.3600 05400I380

Results from step 2 indicate that the heat source

will survive reentry and breakup of both spacecraft. Cal-
culations from the three-dimensional model also reveal -.

mechanisms of the aeroshell's structural behavior.

Figure 3 illustrates temperature, stress, and dis- (a) Temperature contour plot (0F)

placement fields in the GPHS aeroshell obtained from
the three-dimensional model on the XY plane of model
symmetry. Values are from Galileo reentry calculations.
Figures 3a and 3b show that temperature gradients
through the leading face wall are very large, causing ther- Contour ID
mal stresses to vary from highly compressive (-10,000 psi) 0 A -10000 H 4000
on the outer surface to highly tensile (8000 psi) on the C 8000 I 8000
inner surface. The aeroshell wall that is leeward to the D -4000 K 1000
flow remains at a uniform temperature that is several E -2000 L 12000-- ,-\F 0 M 14000
thousand degrees less than that on the front face. Ther- > G 2000 N 16000
mal stresses in this region are correspondingly small. The
magnified plot of the deformed elements (Fig. 3c) shows *'.

that the hot leading face of the aeroshell expands much -.

more than the cool trailing face does. Similar XY planar
slices taken in the endcap region of the aeroshell indi- (b) Stm contour plot, sigma X
cate less deformation in those regions. Those sections are (strus. in psi)
more rigid and resistant to thermal expansion so that the
thermal stresses required to maintain compatibility and - - -
equilibrium of the structure are larger.

The largest thermal stresses occurred in the end-
cap region of the aeroshell. No peak stresses were found
to exceed experimentally measured ultimate strengths of
the material for either spacecraft reentry. The material
strengths were greater than the calculated maximum ther-
mal stresses by at least 40076 for the postulated reentry
of the Galileo spacecraft and by at least 100o for the
Ulysses spacecraft.

Interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel

Achievement of safety requirements, including (cI) Dfoned ms (displaesmnt x 20)
reentry thermostructural survivability, is required before
a nuclear power system can be approved for launch. The
APL analysis is part of a review of the environmental
impact of the GPHS-RTG performed by Department of Figure 3-Temperature, stress, and displacement fields
Energy organizations for a panel composed of Depart- on the XY plane of symmetry of the three-dimensional

100 ment of Energy, Department of Defense, and NASA rep- finite-element model.



resentatives. Evaluation of the environmental safety of Accordingly, this analysis is a reference against which the
the nuclear-powered Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft in- independent review panel will assess the contractor's
volves reviewing the system contractor's nuclear safety results.
analyses, supplemented by analyses performed by mem-
bers of the panel.

The APL study was performed independently of
those of the system contractor and serves as a check on This work was supported by the Department of Energy, Aero-
the contractor's reentry thermostructural safety analysis. space Nuclear Safety Program.

A THEORY OF CARBON ABLATION

L. W. Hunter

4 theory has been developed that agrees well with been developed to predict the ablation of carbon in the
extensive experimental data on the ablation rate of car- reentry and combustor environments.
hon in huinid and dry air at temperatures frorn 1000 to
1800 K. To predict the burning rate of carbon, it is neces-

sary to model the chemistry. Two sets of chemical reac-
tions may be written to correspond to the two basic modes
of burning-glowing and flaming.

BACKGROUND
Glowing combustion is the simpler one. The im-

Radioactive powver sources in the Galileo and portant chemical reaction is
Ulysses spacecraft are enclosed in carbon to protect them
from aerodynamic heating during reentry. A theory of 2C(s) + 0(g) - 2CO(g) (i)

carbon ablation was needed for design calculations of the where s denotes solid and g denotes gas. This reaction
optimum thickness of the carbon. sets up concentration and temperature profiles as shown

qualitatively in Fig. Ia. Thus, the concentrations of 0,

DISCUSSION and CO and the temperature T vary across a narrow
boundary layer between values at the surface, where the

Carbon has widespread application as a thermal reaction is occurring, and ambient values in the free
insulator in high-temperature oxygen-containing environ- stream. As indicated by the slopes of the concentration
ments. A spacecraft that reenters the earth's atmosphere profiles, the 0, diffuses toward the surface and the CO
experiences a high heat load because of atmospheric fric- diffuses away. It is necessary to calculate the concentra-
tion. The container for the radioactive material used for tion profiles because the 0 and CO carry chemical en-
electrical power generation in some spacecraft must sur- thalpy to and from the surface, and this contributes to
%ive reentry; hence, those parts are usually encased in a the net heat flux to the surface. In addition, the CO car-
carbon heat shield. During reentry, the carbon literally ries carbon from the surface, and so the mass flux of CO
burns, at a rate depending on the speed. The design en- determines the ablation rate.
gineer is faced with the problem of calculating in advance The chemical mechanism of flaming combustion
the optimum thickness of the carbon so that some car- involves two reactions coupled to form a feedback loop:
bon will always remain to protect the underlying cargo,
while keeping the weight of the spacecraft to a minimum. C(s) + CO(g) - 2CO(g) , (2)
A similar situation occurs in ramjets where carbon com-
bustors and nozzles are being designed to withstand the
high temperatures of the combustor gases. A theory has The gas phase reaction, 3, generates CO,, some of 101
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which diffuses back to the surface where it reacts with
carbon to supply the necessary CO. The profiles are 0.005
shown qualitatively in Fig. lb. Reaction 3 represents a 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800
flame. The heat released shows up in the maximum of Surface temperature (K)
the temperature profile.

Figure 2-The ablation of carbon burning in air. Ex-
The temperature and concentration profiles are perimental points 2 3 are compared with calculations' for

governed by differential equations that describe conser- glowing combustion (solid lines) and flaming combustion
vation of heat and the mass of each species. An analysis (dashed lines). The oxygen mass concentration is 0.284
of these equations shows that flaming combustion is pos- X 10-g.cm-3.

sible only when the surface temperature is hot enough.
At lower temperatures, the surface reaction is unable to
generate CO fast enough to support a detached flame. Agreement was found to be quite good over the full range
It is also known that the oxidation of CO by reaction 3 of experimental conditions.
is possible only when enough HO vapor is present, the Figure 2 shows typical experimental points2 and
HO being a catalyst for the reaction. As a first esti- superimposed calculations fc', 3*no comhiition (sol-
mate, the relative humidty should exceed 0. I O'o. The hu- id lines) and flaming combustion (dashed lines). The com-
midity level in the atmosphere above 12 km altitude is idslin ad f cobon dased ln the corn-
lower than 0. 1 o; thus, a spacecraft reentering the earth's tionerate of arb on nd the surface
atmosphere cannot begin flaming combustion until it has air velocity distribution in the boundary layer next to the
fallen below 12 km.

solid. In the case of spacecraft reentry, the velocity gra-
The ablation rate of carbon has been measured 2  dient reflects the size and speed of the reentry body. For

under conditions similar to those encountered during the example, a body having a radius of 30 cm and moving
subsonic portion of spacecraft reentry. That work provid- at terminal velocity in 20"C air at sea level experiences

102 ed an opportunity to test the theory derived in Ref. 1. a velocity gradient of 1800 (cm.sec -)cm ', that is, 1800



sec-'. In general, the velocity gradient is proportional to The predicted conditions at impact are the most
velocity and inversely proportional to radius. 4  important applications of the theory to reentry safety

At the higher temperatures shown, the ablation problems. The calculated extent of ablation helps the
designer choose the optimum thickness of the carbon heat

rates for flaming and glowing combustion are indistin- shield.
guishable. As the temperature drops, the two rates begin
to separate, but flaming stops before the difference gets ACKNOWLEDGMENT
very large. The humidity level in the experiments was large
enough to permit flaming so that the predicted combus- The author wishes to thank J. C. Hagan and L.
tion rate follows the dashed curves at the high tempera- B. Weckesser for their encouragement and suggestions.
tures and the solid curves at the low temperatures. The In addition, the author benefited from helpful discussions
predicted jump at the transition lies within the experimen- with P. T. Brenza, D. W. Conn, R. W. Newman, and
tal scatter. However, in related experiments,3 the humid- L. L. Perini.
ity level was lowered to reduce the extent of flaming
combustion. The ablation rate from 1200 to 1400 K was REFERENCES
observed to increase in agreement with the theory.

I. \W. Hunter, The Ablation Rate of Burning Carbon and the In-Depth
The heat flux into burning carbon was also calcu- Heat Flux. JHU/APL ANSP-260 (Jul 27, 1984).

lated. This information is needed as a boundary condi- 2K. Matsui, A. Koyama, and K. Uehara, "Fluid-Mechanical Effects on
the Combustion Rate of Solid Carbon," Comhust. Fame 25. 57 (1975).

tion for the differential equations determining the 3 K. Matsui, H. Tsuji, and A. Makino, "The Effects of Water Vapor

in-depth temperatures. In addition, an examination of Concentration on the Rate of Combustion of an Artificial Graphite in
Humid Air Flow," Combust. Flame 50, 107 (1983).

the heat flux leads to the conclusion that self-sustained 41 .. L. Perini, Laminar Heat Transfer Distribution around Spheres and

steady combustion is not possible in either mechanism. C0linders in Subsonic-Supersonic rlow, JHU APt ANSP-098 (May 5,

Under these circumstances, the temperature of the reen- 1977).

try body tends to cool down toward ambient tempera- This work was supported by the Department of Energy, Office
ture until impact occurs. of Special Nuclear Projects.

THE APL SATELLITE TRACKING FACILITY

E. F. Prozeller, W. C. Trimble, and L. M. DuBois

The A PL Satellite Tracking Facility provides sig- ing station to receive data from and inject messages into
nificant new capabilities resulting from the overhaul and the early Oscar navigation satellites. That station served
upgrade of the Laboratory's 20-year-old navigation- as a prototype for the Navy Astronautics Group's satel-
satellite injection station. The modernization has included lite injection station at Pt. Magu, Calif., and continued
the incorporation of new, dual-redundant receiving and to serve APL until the launch of the Nova-I satellite in
transmitting systems, a 5 m parabolic dish antenna (that early 1981. The Navy's Geosat program, initiated in 1981,
works in concert with the overhauled 6Oft antenna), and included the requirements for a primary ground station
new computers to link all the hardware, control the an-
tennas, and provide for programmed control and status to command the satellite and receive and process the data
monitoring of the station. The facility will first serve as and a backup station to take over in the event of a pri-
the single point of control for the Geosat-A spacecraft. mary station outage. The Geosat program plan initially

designated the APL station to serve as the primary Ge-
osat station, a task requiring a relatively modest over-

BACKGROUND haul and upgrade; another undesignated station was to
become the backup. Identifying a backup station to ful-

In the early 1960s, APL completed construction fill that function without seriously affecting operational
of the 60 ft parabolic dish antenna, which has become commitments turned out to be very difficult, and it was
a Laboratory landmark, and began to operate a track- decided to add redundant equipment to the APL station 103



to effectively make the facility serve as its own backup. Computers
As a result of that new requirement, the overhaul became
a much more significant effort involving not only the Two real-time control computers, one for steer-

complete refurbishment of the 60 ft antenna system,' ing the parabolic dish antennas and one for controlling

but also the procurement of a 5 m dish antenna system the configuration and settings of the receiving/demodulat-

and the development of computer-switchable, fully redun- ing equipment.

dant transmitting and receiving systems.

Final testing of the new APL Satellite Tracking Transmitters
Facility was completed in August 1984, and the station
is now ready for the Geosat-A launch. Two l-kW VHF transmitters with self-contain-

ed AM modulators capable of up to 5 kHz modulation
rate.

DISCUSSION

The Satellite Tracking Facility is the ground sta- Frequency/Time
tion component that serves as the communication inter-
face with the satellite and with the satellite-unique control A fully redundant UTC timing system providing
center. It is a relatively general-purpose RF facility and IRIG-B and NASA time signals phase-locked to the APL
has little dependence on the unique properties of any par- hydrogen maser standard.
ticular satellite. As a receiving station, it can be configured
to receive and demodulate signals from VHF to S-band
frequency '* :;h almost aivy conventional modulation for- Elements of the Facility
mat. As a transmitting station, it is presently limited to The Satellite Tracking Facility is divided into 10
the VHF frequency range. A summary of its overall major systems (Fig. I). Three antennas provide the RF
characteristics follows interface to the satellite. Yhe nrimary antenna is ti 60

ft parabolic dish, which can transmit at VHF while simul-
Anttnna3  taneously receiving over a number of frequency bands.

I . 60 ft parabolic dish with 150 MHz, 400 MHz, High receiving sensitivity has been obtained over the I
n 60 ftpoi eeds. oth right-hand M ,0 cir- to 3 GHz band by placing redundant, high-gain, low-noiseand i to 3 GHz RF feeds. Both right-hand c amplifiers at the dish feed point. The secondary anten-

cularizations andilalet-hltanc ar he) nas consist of the 5 m parabolic dish and an eight-turn
polarizations available simultaneously for the axial-mode helix. The antenna steering computer system
I to 3 GHz feed. Receiving G/T (ratio of an- ailmd ei.Teatnasern optrsse
tonn 3ain G o freceiving tem ri oa- (ASCS) consists of the hardware and software required
tenna gain to receiving system noise tempera- to provide the steering information for each antenna. Be-
ture) of 24 dB/K at 2200 MHz.

2. 5 m parabolic dish with 2200 to 2300 MHz and cause the 60 ft antenna is positioned by means of an open-

1650 to 1750 MHz feeds. RHC or LHC polar- loop pointing system, it must be provided line-of-site an-

ization selectable. Receiving GIT of 14 dB/K gles as a function of time throughout the pass. On the
iation 2200 tab. ishRsteedn G/T cl op a- dother hand, the 5 m system contains a four-quadrantat 2200 MHz. Dish steered by closed-loop au- monopulse feed system that allows angle-tracking loops
3.Eitotur of ivl-ed ei fto be closed once the satellite signal has come within the
3.anEight-tun aial-modehix ofr commbeam. The ASCS provides the acquisition angles for the
trQasmissprio antenna VH. Gg o5 m antenna as well as time printouts for manually posi-

4. Quad log-periodic antenna for receiving at 150 tioning the helix antenna pedestal. The orbital elements
MHz and a short backfire antenna for receiv-

ing at 400 MHz. Both antennas provide LHC from which the pointing data zre derived are obtained

polarzati 0 and.o ap proximate 5dof gHn, by pecial processing at APL of predicted satellite
parameters obtained from the Naval Space Survcillance
Network. The ASCS can be prcgranmed to drive the dish

Receiving/Demodulation antennas through 100 satellite passes without operator
intervention, a feature that should help minimize the costI. General-purpose modular telemetry receivers o aelt prtos

that can be configured for reception at VHF

through S band and for demodulating AM, FM, All timing signals used by the facility and provid-
or PM modulation. ed to the individual satellite control centers (referred to

2. General-purpose phase-shift-keyed demodula- as "users") are generated by the station Time and Fre-
tocs and bit synchronizers capable of manual/ quency System (TFS), which contains two oscillator/clock

104 computer control of frequencies and formats. systems operating in parallel; time signals are distribut-
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Figure s - Block diagram of the Satellite Tracking Facility.

ed within the station and to the user from one system, An S-band RF signal simulation system has been
and the second system is available if an outage occurs incorporated to emulate the Geosat signal structure and
The TFS has battery backup power for up to 2 hr if sta- to allow complete end-to-end receiving system checkout
tion power is interrupted i to be performeds a function of signal level. The RF sig-

nal can be either hardwired into the feeds of the two
The RF signals from the two dishes are routed over receiving antennas or radiated to them from a special test

low-lostes alt to the Receiver/Demodulator System in antenna. The simulator contains read-only memories that

the operations room. This system comprises two indepen- are programmed to generate the Geosat data patterns.
dent receiving channels, each containing a phase-locked The Geosat ground station operational plan calls for the
receiver, a phase-shift-keyed demodulator, and two bit demonstration of ground station readiness prior to each

synchronizers. By means of changeable plug-in units and pass. This will be accomplished by commanding turn-on
frequency settings, a wide range of signals can be tracked of the simulator from the Geosat control center and by

and demodulated. For Geosat, the two channels will be recovering the data patterns and comparing them to the

connected separately to each dish output to recover two known transmitted patterns. Readiness testing of the
independent sets of data; however, the Receiver/Demodu- transmitters will also be performed; however, instead of

iator System contains electronic switching that allows test data being recovered, power and percent modulation
cross-strapping of the receiving equipment in case of an parameters will be detected and used to evaluate readiness.nels to process the LHC and RHC 60-ft feed outputs A key part of the new station consists of the Sta-
-- parately in a diversity reception mode. tion Monitor and Control System (SMACS). The heart

of SMACS is a desk-top computer interfaced to the
The Satellite Tracking Facility also contains two receiving and transmitting equipment as well as to the sig-

transmitters although only one is keyed at a time; the oth- nal simulator. This computer provides the single point
er is powered in standby condition. The transmitter sys- within the facility from which all the equipment can be
tem incorporates RF switches that allow either of the two controlled and monitored. Highly user-friendly, menu-
transmitters to be connected to either of the two uplink driven software allows the operator to observe and recon-

antennas, the primary 60 Ift dish, or the helix. figure the station's equipment, change equipment settings 105
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Figure 2-The operations area.

(e.g., frequencies and modes), and monitor and log the puter. By means of the SMACS link and by program-
real-time performance of the equipment during a satel- ming of the antenna steering computer, it should be
lite pass by observing received signal levels, the demodu- possible to fully automate operations during a satellite
lator lock status, transmitter power, and modulation pass. The goal for the Geosat operation is that the facili-
index. SMACS also interfaces the user's control center ty will be unattended outside of regular working hours
by means of an RS232 link that allows the facility to be for the final 18-month period of routine experimental data

106 monitored and controlled remotely from the user's com- gathering.



The floor plan of the operations area is shown in power spectral density at the 60 ft dish. The bit error rates
Fig. 2. The operations room contains all the hardware in the recovered data were measured as a function of the
except the transmitters, which are located in a separate signal levels expected from the two downlink antennas,
room for safety and RFI reasons. The equipment is ar- and the margins were determined as the differences be-
ranged in two rows of racks that are joined by a master tween the minimum expected level from Geosat and the
console containing the two computers. The console faces signal levels required to achieve a bit error rate of I x
a window view of the 60 ft dish. The operations room 10- 6 . The test results indicated margins of 10 dB for the
is separated from the adjoining support and observation 60 ft dish and 5 dB for the 5 m dish-exceeding the Ge-
room by glass partitions. Beside providing a visitor's ob- osat program requirements of 6 and 3 dB, respectively.
servation area, the latter room also is a temporary con- When the integration tests were completed, the fa-
trol and data center for satellite programs for which the cility was connected to the Geosat control center for a
facility is only used for short-term operations immedi- series of spacecraft compatibility tests. The facility served
ately following launch (such as HILAT in the summerof 1983 and Polar Bear planned for the fall of 1986). A as an "RF pipe" between the control center equipment

and the satellite. The S-band signal lines were hardwiredwindow in the north wall of the support and observation directly from the spacecraft transmitters to the downlinks,
room presents a view of the 5 dish on the roof of an- and the demodulated data were delivered to the Geosat

control room for processing. The transmitters were modu-
lated by command signals generated in the control room,

Test and Evaluation and the resulting RF signal was cabled directly to the
Testing of the facility was completed in August spacecraft command receivers. This series of tests provedTestng f th failiy wa copleed i Auust the compatibility of the spacecraft uplink and downlink

1984, and the station was accepted as fulfilling the re-

quirements of the Geosat program. Formal testing was signal structures with the facility. The series also demon-

carried out starting in January as the systems were in- strated control and monitoring of the equipment from

tegrated (integration tests) and at the overall station lev- the Geosat control room.

el in conjunction with the Geosat control center and the
spacecraft (compatibility tests) in early spring and late ACKNOWLEDGMENT
summer.

The upgrade of the Satellite Tracking Facility
Two of the principal integration tests were Land- resulted from the contributions of many people. The

sat tracking and downlink margin verification tests. The authors would like specifically to acknowledge the fol-
first test involved tracking the S-band signals from the lowing individuals who were intimately involved in the
Landsat-D satellite, which has an orbit and signal struc- design, development, and fabrication of the systems:
ture similar to those of Geosat, in order to determine the R. S. Bokulic, F. A. Burnham, A. A. Chacos, M. W.
pointing accuracies of the two dishes in conjunction with Ganz, R. J. Heins, R. K. Huebschman, J. J. Neary, R.
the steering computer software and the Navy Space Sur- A. Reiter, R. Sunderland, and R. R. Yost.
veillance element processing. The test demonstrated that
the goal of 0.1* maximum pointing error for the 60 ft
dish and the proper positioning, acquisition, and auto- REFERENCES
tracking of the 5 m antenna had been achieved.

I R. L. Konigsberg, V. F. Neradka, and T. M. Rankin, "Upgrade of the
The data recovery margins achievable with the APL 60-ft Dish Antenna Control System," in Developments in Science

downlink equipment were verified using the signal simu- and Technology, Fiscal Year 1983. JHU/APL DST- IL

lator. The signal lines were hardwired to the 60 ft down-
link at the antenna outputs, and the levels were adjusted
over the full range of values expected to be received from
Geosat. In the case of the 5 m dish, the signals were passed This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research.
through the antenna feed and referenced to the known
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AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SEASAT SAR AND
SKYLAB DATA WITH STATISTICS FOR CLASSIFICATION
AND CORRELATION

D. G. Tilley

Scenes of Nantucket Island made by the Seasal
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and Skylab have been
mapped to the same scale and orientation for compari-
son of their reflectance distributions and for classifica-
tion of terrain. Rayleigh and Poisson statistics are used
in random Monte Carlo computer simulations to model
the intensity distributions of the reflectance data. Two-
dimensional autocorrelation functions for SA R and op-
tical data individually and an amplitude-normalized cross
correlation are computed with fast Fourier transform
methods.

BACKGROUND

A Gaussian probability distribution is often used
to model the statistical properties of reflectance variations
that are observed in an optical image. Radar cross sec-
tion data exhibit Rayleigh statistics that are the band-
width-limited equivalent of Gaussian noise.' For
Doppler imaging radars, the Poisson probability distri-
bution 2 characterizes the detection of electromagnetic
chirps during the time interval required to form a syn-
thetic aperture. Thus, it is convenient to represent the
SAR reflectance for a given picture element (pixel) as a
Rayleigh sum over the surface distribution of scatterers
weighted by a Poisson probability for detection within
a finite time period.

As microwave and optical sensors proliferate in
space, large quantities of pictorial data are amassed at
ground stations, and many applications require that mul-
tisensor scenes be referenced to the same map projection.
The accuracy of the spatial registration can be evaluated
with cross correlations that may also reveal differences
in the radiometric response of the sensors to the same
geographic features.

DISCUSSION

Empirical Models

The passive optical sensors aboard Skylab in 1976
provided an incoherent measurement of scene reflectance.

A mean-to-standard deviation ratio of 4.1 was measured Figure 1 -(a) Gray-scaled color separation produced by

for the uniformly textured Skylab segment south of Nan- digitally scanning a monochromatic light beam and pho-
tom3ter over a photograph of Nantucket Island recorded

tucket Island identified by the square overlay in Fig. 1. originally by a Skylab camera in August 1976. (b) Scene
The SAR obtained primarily an incoherent measurement of Nantucket Island obtained by Seasat SAR in Septem-

108 of scene reflectance. However, the amplitude distribu- ber 1978.



tion is skewed toward higher reflectance values with a low- Rayleigh noise is reduced as N becomes large,4 and the
er mean-to-standard deviation ratio, 0.91, than that found Poisson distribution approaches a Gaussian distribution
with the Skylab sensors. This increase in the signal vari- for large values of Np. Therefore, the discrete Rayleigh-
ance relative to the mean is generally attributed to co- Poisson model approaches the continuous Gaussian dis-
herent scattering from randomly correlated -urface waves. tribution for large N.
The effect alone is not enough to produce the observed A Rayleigh-Poisson simulation of the Skylab op-
variance, so a statistical model was needed to describe tical data is shown in Fig. 2. The solid black graph in
the noise imposed on a signal fading at the edges of a Fig. 2a depicts the pixel intensity distribution for the green
finite observation period. color component of the Skylab Nantucket scene. The data

The SAR intensity for a given pixel can be are in good agreement with the simulation produced from
represented 3 by a product of the Rayleigh and Poisson Eq. 1 with N = 40 and p = 0.25. Figure 2b is a Monte
distribution functions: Carlo simulation of the SAR data segment. The solid

black graph represents the pixel intensity distribution for
I 12 the actual SAR data that are modeled well by Eq. 1 with

a,,. = A,j N  (cos 0, + i sin 'b) , (1) N = 11 and p = 0.36. In both cases, the three white

where curves represent a composite Rayleigh-Poisson simula-

e-(NP) (NP) A tion, the Rayleigh component (ApN = 1), and the Pois-
Prob (Ap.N) = A! (2) son component (0, = 0).

A = 1, 2, 3, ... N Image Processing

and The Skylab image of Nantucket Island was re-

ceived as a color print that was photographically reduced
to an 8 x 10 in. color negative and then converted to

n = 1, 2, 3 ... N digital image data with the 50 Am aperture and green fil-
ter of the Optronics Model P-1700 photodensitometer.

The Poisson amplitudes AP.N are proportional to the A pipelined processor, the Comtal Vision One/20, was
number N of chirps backscattered within a resolution ele- used to apply a two-dimensional interpolation, reducing
ment of the sensor and to the probability p of detection the effective resolution of the Skylab database to 50 m
within the integration time of the processor. Coherent per pixel pair.

Figure 2-(a) The upper half of the frame depicts the digitized Skylab data; the lower half represents
the Rayleigh-Poisson simulation computed from tables of random numbers. (b) The upper half of the
frame depicts the Seasat SAR data characterized by a standard deviation equal to its mean; the lower
half represents the Monte Carlo simulation based on Rayleigh-Poisson statistics. 109



The Seasat SAR image was compressed by pixel the south, respectively, are the best examples of those
averaging, reducing the image resolution to 50 m per pixel classes.
pair. A geometric correction5 was applied to map the
slant range coordinate to ground range, using pixel repli- Seasat-Skylab Correlations
cation and deletion to stretch the near range and to com-
press the far range portions of the image. The computer The Skylab and Seasat segments enclosed by white
software developed in Fortran 77 for this range coordinate rectangles in Fig. 1 were subjected individually to digital
correction applied a numerical integration to a kinemat- autocorrelation algorithms. The convolution theorem was
ic differential equation to determine which image lines used to define autocorrelation as a Fourier transforma-
would be replicated and which would be deleted. A sec- tion followed by the Fourier inversion of a complex con-
ond geometric correction was applied to remove azimuth jugate (*) product:
skew introduced by the earth's rotation. i" e.

Since the sign of the Seasat-Skylab correlation is
strongly influenced by the tilt orientation of the surface The Fourier transform, f(k,K), and the Fourier inver-
scatterers, this remote sensor combination is particular- sion were computed with fast Fourier transform algori-
ly effective for the classification of terrain. A cumula- thms6 applied to 512 x 512 pixel databases.
tive scatter plot can be developed by counting the pixels The autocorrelation of the Skylab data in Fig. 3a
that occur for each combination of Seasat and Skylab falls off by 9 dB within three pixels and is symmetric with
intensities. For this scene, three major classes of terrain regard to the vertical and horizontal coordinates. The
(ocean, land, and sand) were defined on the basis of the horizontal stripe indicates that the pixels are correlated
scatter plot. Minor classes with pixel counts so low that at a low level within image lines as scanned with the pho-
they did not appear in the scatter plot were discovered tographic digitizer. This is not surprising because the
by a more exhaustive interrogation of the multisensor im- digitizer is recalibrated for each rotation of the drum (i.e.,
agery. Regions exhibiting either high or low multisensor for each image line).
cross correlations were scrutinized in order to discover
and define two other terrain classes as high-profile and Figure 3b shows the SAR autocorrelation func-
flat reflectors. The town of Nantucket and its airfield to tion computed with four-look data at 25 m resolution ac-

Figure 3-(a) The autocorrelation function for the digital data created by a photometric scan of the Skylab
color print shows a strong central peak. (b) The autocorrelation function for the four-look Seasat SAR data
falls off to a gray level typical of random correlations within 25 m in range and 50 m in azimuth. (c) The
cross correlation for the red and green Skylab color separations falls off by 5dB within one pixel, represent-
ing 50 m on Nantucket Island. (d) The cross correlation of the Skylab green separation with the Seasat SAR

110 image confirms that both positive (white) and negative (black) correlations exist.



quired in 1980 from the digital correlator at the Jet tics. The skewing of the reflectance distribution with a
Propulsion Laboratory. The correlation falls off by 17 low mean-to-standard deviation ratio can be simulated
dB within two and four pixels for the range and azimuth in random computer trials by a proper choice of N and p.
coordinates, respectively. The correlation also shows a The classification of terrain features appearing in
periodic component at a correlation distance of about 100 the Nantucket imagery has demonstrated that scene in-
m and at 25* from the vertical. This is evidence of the terpretation is enhanced by combining the information
wind-streaked seas that can be observed along the south- returned by sensors that penetrate to different depths and

respond selectively to different textures.
A cross correlation of the two Nantucket images Cross correlation of the Seasat and Skylab scenes

was computed with fast Fourier transform methods on shows both positive and negative correlations, depend-
a PDP- 1/70 computer to determine how well features ing on the characteristic length scales of the rough sur-
in the scenes had been mapped to identical ground coor-
dinates. Prior to the application of the Fourier trans- fa c an wa s fut be ad surfaceform, te men pxelintesit wassubraced fom ach for optical wavelengths but a specular surface for the L-
forms, the mean pixel intensity was subtracted from each band SAR. The two-dimensional cross correlation alsoof the two images so that opposite deviations from theircorrections
means for a common feature would contribute negative- could be applied to an unrectified SAR data product for
ly to the cross correlation. After the computations were a mappie to a unretfi e S k sta dar
applied to each image, the complex cross product was a mapping of the Seasat image to the Skylab standard
formed in the spectral domain and was amplitude nor- projection.
malized so that well-registered, low-intensity features
would contribute equally with well-registered, high-
intensity features. The Seasat-Skylab cross correlation was ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
then obtained by Fourier inversion of the amplitude-
normalized cross spectrum: The author appreciates the guidance provided by

J. R. Apel, R. C. Beal, and J. P. Randolph. The com-
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SUMMARY

The pixel intensity distributions for the uniform
Nantucket seas as recorded by the Seasat SAR and Skylab
camera may be modeled well by Rayleigh-Poisson statis- This work was supported by NAVSEASYSCOM.
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TEFLON COATING OF HYDROGEN MASER STORAGE BULBS

J. A. Weiner, H. K. Charles, Jr., and D. 0. Shapiro

The Microelectronics Group at A PL has developed of interactions, the power intensity and bandwidth of the
an improvedprocessfor the Teflon coating of quartz stor- output signal are largely fixed by the chemistry of the ma-
age bulbs used in the NASA Research hydrogen maser terial that makes up the storage vessel wall. 2 In addition
systems built in the APL Space Department. Techniques to minimizing interactions with the atomic hydrogen, the
established for inspection and acceptance testing of the storage vessel must provide mechanical stability and mi-
incoming bulbs and the Teflon source material, and for crowave transparency.
the cleaning, coating, and thermal-processing sequences,
give acceptable coatings routinely. Scanning electron For over 20 years, the interiors of quartz storage
microscopy is used to determine the particle size distri- bulbs have been coated to minimize losses resulting from
bution in the Teflon dispersion used in the coating pro- those interactions. Coatings that have been evaluated in-
cess and to characterize the final coating. Seven of the clude paraffin waxes, polyethylene, graphite, inorganic
15 operational hydrogen maser systems built by A PL are
currently using bulbs coated in APL's microelectronics salts, - and several commercial fluorinated polymers,
facility. Several other bulbs will be used for experimen- such as Teflon TFE and Teflon FEP (trade marks of E.
tal purposes or as spares for delivered systems. I. du Pont de Nemours, Inc.). Teflon FEP has been nearly

universally adopted because it has consistently caused the
smallest perturbation in the detected frequency, i.e., the

BACKGROUND smallest wall shift. 4 It is procured as an aqueous disper-
sion consisting of 0.2 jm Teflon particles, a wetting agent

The hydrogen maser is a precision standard for (Triton® X-100), and ammonium hydroxide (which is add-time and frequency. Hydrogen molecules are dissociat- e safniieadaclodsaiiainaet.

ed into atoms which are then "sorted" by their electron-

ic state so that only those in the higher energy state are APL delivers complete hydrogen maser systems
admitted to the storage bulb. A microwave cavity around in an integrated rack-mounted package to the
the bulb is tuned to the characteristic frequency of atomic NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. APL also services
hydrogen, 1420 MHz. The induced oscillation of the existing systems returned for periodic refurbishing or un-
hydrogen atoms at their resonant frequency results in ma- anticipated difficulties, often including the production of
ser amplification. The pressure in the bulb is maintained suitably coated storage bulbs to replace damaged or bro-
at about 5 x 10 ' Torr, and the average storage time is ken bulbs and the recoating of bulbs found to have worn
typically 0.6 sec.' Under those conditions, and with a or contaminated coatings. The coating technique devel-
typical storage bulb (Fig. I), the average atom experiences opment at APL has cast considerable light on the causes
over 10,000 wall collisions. Because of the large number of the variability seen by past researchers in this field. 2 '

112 Figure 1-NASA Researth hydrogen maser storage bulb.



DISCUSSION of the bulb. If droplets adhered to the surface, the coat-

The processes involved in coating the interior of ing was unacceptable and another layer had to be applied.

a quartz storage bulb include: quality assurance testing The work can be divided into three subtasks: ma-
and inspection of the bulb and the Teflon dispersion terial inspection and quality assurance testing; bulb clean-
materials, cleaning and pretreating the surface of the bulb, ing; and bulb coating, firing, and reprocessing. The first
coating the bulb with the dispersion, baking the bulb to was of major concern because of difficulties found to be
fuse the dispersion particles into a continuous film, and due to lot-to-lot variations in the Teflon dispersion. This
inspecting and testing the coating. A review of the litera- has been reported both in the literature and during pri-
ture indicated a wide variety of procedures for cleaning, vate communications with other bulb-coating facili-
coating, and baking the bulbs. ties. 2-4 The cleaning of the bulb was critical because of

the high level of surface purity required at the
Several cleaning methods have been found to be Teflon/hydrogen discharge interface. The ability to pro-

s u ita b le . T h e c le a n in g is in te n d e d to re m o v e m a te r ia l th a t T e f o r m d h r e n t ra c T h e i l m o p ro -
could diffuse through the coating to the Teflon/hydro- duce uniform, adherent, and continuous films of Teflonwas a strong function of the techniques used for coat-
gen interface and to provide a clean surface that will be

wetted uniformly by the dispersion. The baking of the ing, firing, and reprocessing.

wet coating varies from laboratory to laboratory to meet
the manufacturer's minimum recommendations. The Material Inspection and Quality Assurance Testing
cleaning and baking procedures adopted in our labora-
tory are discussed below. The entire sequence is di- Early experiences with the Teflon dispersion
agrammed in Fig. 2. The wetting test indicated in the flow showed that different lots of material received from Du
chart involved placing 10 ml of high-purity water into the Pont had different chemical and physical properties. Fa-
bulb and rolling it around until it had touched all areas cilities, expertise, and procedures were developed to ana-

Fir y - osings
with 2:1 FEP dilution.

Passes coatld bulb Fiswith 4: 1 FE OF
wto H20et dilution Iwetin taApply oaing

'k< 4.0 g

coated bulb Fails eil
t~o H20 bulb

wetting test
,Pse ;;D 4.0 g

c<"g egteJ > 5o ted bu lb

" 1> 3.0 gSApply 'coati < 4.5 g
Swith 4:1 FEP I

Idilution ApyctigIwth 2:1 F'EP,dilutinelc
cooted bulb r > .°

;?- 2.5 g 
'

cot.dbui ofcFigure 2-Processing sequence for Teflon coating of 113
hydrogen maser bulbs.



lyze the incoming batches of Teflon FEP dispersion
quantitatively for specific gravity, pH, viscosity, surface
tension, percentage of surfactant, percentage of solids,
particle size distribution, and ircn content. The specific
gravity is a measure of the total amount of nonaqueous
material (surfactant plus Teflon). The pH indicates the
amount of ammonium hydroxide. Viscosity indicates the
thickness of the wet layer left on the walls of the quartz
vessel. Surface tension and percentage of surfactant in-
dicate the ability of the dispersion to wet a surface. (This
is particularly important during multiple coating opera-
tions, where the surface to be wetted is already a con-
tinuous film of Teflon.) The percentage of solids (amount
of Teflon dispersion per milliliter) affects the thickness
of the final coating, assuming that the same thickness of
wet coating is applied.

The FEP particle size distribution is significant be-
cause the material tends to agglomerate with age, form-
ing particles too large to fuse properly during baking (see
Fig. 3). The need to monitor the iron content of the dis-
persion became apparent when a red precipitate (iron ox-
ide) was found floating on the surface of one batch of
material. Du Pont has indicated that there have been in-
stances over the years when iron was leached out of the
processing equipment and precipitated by the ammoni-
um hydroxide in the solution.

Many quartz bulbs were found to have defects in
the glass that hindered the achievement of a uniform coat-
ing. A common defect was extraneous particles fused into
the interior surface of the bulb. The particles interfered
with the flow o1 the Teflon dispersion away from that
area and caused thickness inhomogeneities and subse-
quent film failure during coating. Another common de-
fect was irregularities and ripples in the joints between
the entry tube and the body of the bulb. This problem
was pandemic and was solved only through extensive
hands-on experience at applying the dispersion.

Cleaning

The procedure for cleaning the bulbs prior to coat- Figure 3-Teflon particles before (a) and after (b) filtration.
ing is outlined in Table 1. It was based on our prior ex- Magnification is x 10,000.
perience in cleaning critical biological implants and
spacecraft hardware and electronics. centration supplied by Du Pont, the resulting film was

If the coating was not performed on the day the too thick to fuse properly during baking, and it would
bulb was first cleaned, the cleaning procedure was restart- craze extensively. If the dispersion was diluted with pure
ed at step 5. Whenever the bulb was not being "wet" water, wetting the inside of a bulb that had already re-
processed, either the open end of the bulb was wrapped ceived a coating of Teflon was difficult. Instead, a stock
with clean aluminum foil or the bulb was purged con- solution was used for dilution that contained ammoni-
tinuously with dry nitrogen. um hydroxide and the wetting agent in the same concen-

trations as in the dispersion.
Coating, Baking, and Reprocessing The process of wetting the inside of the bulb with

Preliminary experiments using Pyrex test tubes re- the diluted dispersion is the most critical aspect of the
114 vealed that if the Teflon dispersion was used at the con- entire coating procedure. The technique finally adopted



Table 1-Procedure for cleaning bulbs before coating. to the surface, where it can react with oxygen in the air.
The temperature is then increased to 390"C, where the

Step I Procedure Comment 0.2 ,um Teflon particles immediately fuse into a continu-
± ous film. During the entire time the bulb is in the oven,

I Wash bulb 1 Warm deionized water + high purity air at a flow rate of 1.5 liters/min is admit-
commercial detergent ted into the bulb.

2 Rinse bulb Running deionized water at Because of the limited thickness that can be ob-
2 gal/mi for 20 mi tained in a single coating without causing crazing, each

3 Dry bulb Blow interior dry with high bulb receives several coatings in order to achieve the re-
purity nitrogen quired thickness. 5 The coating and baking are repeated

until the thickness and nonwetting requirements are4 Inspect Document chips, occlusions, satisfied.
etc.

5-7 Repeat steps It was occasionally necessary to strip an existing
1-3 coating. Since no chemical etchant will remove the Teflon

film, several alternatives have been developed. One is to
8 Methanol Fill three-quarters full with scratch the surface of the film and then lift it off by etch-

boil electronic grade methanol ing the quartz substrate with hydrofluoric acid solution.

9 Dry bulb As in step 3 This works well but may severely etch the quartz. An-
other way is to heat the bulb to a temperature high enough

10 Hydrofluoric 250 ml of 10% electronic grade to decompose the Teflon. Here, again, the quartz tends
acid etch hydrofluoric acid for 10 min to be etched by the fluorine gases generated and by the

11-12 Repeat steps Wrap in aluminum foil high temperature (over 500"C). Both methods have been
2-3 used to strip bulbs returned from field use and bulbs un-

successfully coated in-house. However, because of the

is to add the diluted dispersion to the bulb, holding it hazards and the appreciable number of man-hours re-

horizontally and gently rotating it around its long axis quired, we prefer to start with a new bulb whenever

while occasionally tilting it + !5" until all points are wet- possible.

ted by the dispersion. The bulb is then held vertically so
that the excess liquid can drain out the open end. The REFERENCES
top of the bulb is tilted off axis about 15" and rotated
around a vertical line passing through the open end once L. Rueger, "Characteristics of the NASA Research Hydrogen Maser,"
every 30 sec. In this way, no puddles of liquid are allowed J. Inst. Electron. Telecommun. Eng. 27, 493-500 (1981).

P . W. Zitzewitz and N. F. Ramsey, "Studies of the Wall Shift in the
to accumulate in the irregularities at the bulb-to-neck Hydrogen Maser," Phys. Rev. A 3, 51-61 (1971).
joint. 3 H. M. Goldenberg. D. Kleppner, and N. F. Ramsey. "Atomic Beam

Resonance Experiments with Stored Beams," Phys. Rev, 123, 530-537
(1961); F. Walls (NBS) (private communication).

When the drainage rate decreases to one drop ev- 4J. Vanier and R. Larouche, "A Comparison of the Wall Shift in TFE
ery 15 sec, the bulb is placed on a stand and dry nitrogen and FEP Teflon Coatings in the Hydrogen Maser," Metrologia 14. 31-37

is blown up into it until the film has a translucent ap- (1978).
aJ. F. Lontz and W. B. Happoldt. Jr., "Teflon Tetrafluoroethylene Res-

pearance, indicating it is dry. The coating is then inspected in Dispersion," Ind. Eng. Chem. 44, 1800-1805 (1952).
for defects (crazing, missed spots, striations, foreign ma-
terial, etc.).

The firing of the bulb is a two-step process. The
wetting agent in the dispersion is oxidized at 290"C. That
temperature must be maintained long enough to let the This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
wetting agent diffuse through the thickness of the film Administration.
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DUAL-IN-LINE-PACKAGE MOUNTING
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

R. H. Maurer and 0. M. Uy

Two experiments were carried out to determine the for greatcr electrical reliability, perhaps thereby com-
most reliable way to mount dual-in-line packages on weld- promising meciianical reliability. We therefore designed
ed wire boards as well as the preferred fabrication pro- a controlled factorial experiment to evaluate DIP mount-
cess for the boards in order to maintain electrical design ing techniques, both with and without solder.
flexibility while producing reliable space hardware. The
best configuration is the soldered one with conformal We also determined that DIPs could be soldered
coating to damp the amplitude of vibration in order to into unvented socket pins, a preferred technique because
prevent lead breakage and with vented socket pins to en- the wiring side of the board could be conformally coat-
sure good solder joints. Unvented socket pins can be sol- ed and thereby protected before work was done on the
dered reliably when extra flux is used in a lengthened component side. The second part of the experiment was
soldering process. This permits a conformal coating on designed to study that technique.
the wiring side of the board before the component side
is soldered, thus minimizing handling damage to welded
wire joints and maximizing component design flexibili- DISCUSSION
ty. The un vented socket pin technique will be implement-
edfor one-of-a-kind designs using stitch weld technology To develop a reliable process for high-density elec-
to increase electronic packaging density in present an I tronic packaging, several tools were used:
future APL space programs. The vented socket pin tech-
nique can be implemented for systems in which the de- I. A controlled factorial experiment was designed
sign has been frozen and many replicates are to be (Table 1) to determine the importance and in-
manufactured (for example, an avionics application). teractions of the various factors.

2. A sufficiently large sample size was used so that

BACKGROUND statistically valid conclusions c,)uld be drawn
at a high confidence level (95% in this case).

We investigated all aspects of high-density elec- 3. A sensitive electrical parameter-low voltage
tronic packaging using dual-in-line integrated circuits level contact resistance-was chosen in order
mounted on printed circuit boards to manufacture more to measure responses quantitatively.
powerful and faster microprocessor systems for space use. 4. Appropriate laboratory environmental tests
The recommendation was made that dual-in-line pack- were used to simulate spacecraft launch and
ages (DIPs) should be soldered into vented socket pins life.

Table 1-Test matrix for the controlled factorial experiment (the numbers represent the DIP designation).

Conformal Coating No Conformal Coating

Solder Perimeter Solithane Bumper No Solithane Bumper Solithane Bumper No Solithane Bumper

Pkg. RTV No Pkg. RTV Pkg. RTV No Pkg. RTV Pkg. RTV No Pkg. RTV Pkg. RTV No Pkg. RTV

No Inner 1 23 21 19 17
39 37 35 33 55 53 51 49

No Outer 15 13 II 9 31 29 27 254N u 45 43 41 63 61 59 57

Yes Inner 8 6 4 2 24 22 20 18
40 38 36 34 56 54 52 50

Yes Outer 16 14 12 to 32 30 28 26
48 46 44 42 64 62 60 58
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The Controlled Factorial Experiment 3. Solithane bumpers on the DIP leads-Samples
with and without Solithane bumpers to deter-

Table I shows the test matrix for the first experi- mine their effect .)n excluding conformal coat-
ment. Although traditional philosophy says to vary only ing from unsoldered electrical joints and on
one factor at a time while holding all others constant, providing additional mechanical support (Fig.
that thinking is often counterproductive for engineering 1);
experiments, particularly when a process is being opti- 4. Conformal coating-Samples with and with-
mized. The main effect in process optimization may be out conformal coating to study the actual flight
the result of interaction between two or more factors, not board (conformal coated) versus the prototype
an individual factor. Five factors and their interactions design board in which no conformal coating
were studied in the first experiment: was used and soldered DiP legs broke;

I. Solder-Both soldered and unsoldered electri- 5. Board position-Samples mounted taking into

cal joints between the DIP lead and the socket consideration their positions on the board with

pin; respect to the board stiffeners and the distance

2. RTV support of the body of the DIP-Samples from the center of each half of the board (Fig.

with and without package RTV (a tradename 2) (denoted inner and outer perimeters in Ta-

for a group of silicone rubber compounds) to ble 1).

determine the difference that this additional The second part of the experiment addressed the
mechanical support would make (see Fig. 1); following factors:

1. Vented versus nonvented socket pin. The vent
allows trapped gases formed during soldering
to escape from the socket pin away from the
solder joint.

2. Extra solder flux versus core solder flux only.
F Solithane with Additional flux ensures better joints and greater

Cab-O-Sil bumper coverage in nonvented socket pins.
Package RTV 3. Conformal coating on the component side of

the board. This may only be significant dur-
ing vibration since it is applied after soldering
has been completed.

L 4. Conformal coating on the wiring side of the
Figure 1-Mounting of a standard DIP with a Solithane board before and after soldering. This makes
bumper and package RTV. no difference to nonvented socket pins but af-

........I .. ....... ........ ... 9
5 5.828 in.

IJ D7:.=: 51 05 59 = 3 5  43

62 4
........... .

- -- .2in. 0.22 in.-
2 11.520 in.

Figure 2-Layout of test board used in the first experiment. Numbers 33 through 6417are standard DIPs. 5.



fects vented ones because coating the wiring in electrical joints that are not truly gas tight (often the
side before working on the component side can objective to be proved or disproved) are usually several
contaminate the socket pin electrical interfaces, hundred angstroms thick and can be broken down by a

5. Use of a dummy DIP during conformal coat- few volts.
ing of the wiring side. This may affect vented
socket pins because good contact at the inter- Laboratory Environmental Tests
faces during conformal coating tends to pre-
vent the coating from contaminating the most Sometimes the tests to be run in the laboratory are
critical area of the socket pin. Dummy DIPs obvious, such as the soldering and conformal coating sc-
are removed after the conformal coating has quences. Vibration can also be simulated at the board lev-
been completed, and the test DIPs are then sol- el by using a power frequency spectrum that is a few
dered in. Half of the board positions had no decibe's above that to be experienced during spacecraft
dummy DIPs because they were coated after launch. To simulate spacecraft life, we chose a tempera-
soldering; one-fourth had none and were coat- ture cycling test: 100 cycles from -65* to + 150"C with
ed before soldering.

Printed B
Large Sample Size circuit

board
Figure 2 shows the layout of one test board. Each Weld and

standard DIP has 24 pins, yielding 24 contact resistance Rout solder all
measurements between DIP legs and socket pins; 1536 board and CAD/CAM components

tetrouter lexcept DIPs I
such contact resistances were monitored during the first coupontSt Inspect

experiment. The second experiment used 16 pin DIPs; 477 Insp"---contact resistances were monitored (some were not moni- - nct Prepot
tored because of inadvertent grounding). Generally, one Pin board electrical
would like to replicate individual combinations of fac- and install test

tors to avoid accidental bias effects. Furthermore, when in fixture Inspect

statistics that evaluate comparisons among mean values Inspect Conformal
or variances of different groups become asymptotic as Solder coat
the number of degrees of freedom increases, it is best to pins and[ wire sidechips on
choose a sample size at or above the asymptotic num- wire side Inspect
ber. This allows enough degrees of freedom to make the
experimental error in an analysis of variance reasonably test
small without requiring an impractical number of Electrical

samples. tests Inspect

Inspect Solder
dip

Choice of a Sensitive Electrical Parameter Stitch CAD/CAM sockets
weld wiring ct

The DIP leg/socket pin electrical joint was exam- wiring tape
ined visually and the contact resistance was also measured inspect Electrical
to determine degradation other than a broken leg. Con- test

tact resistance measurements, particularly useful in evalu- test Inspect
ating changes in unsoldered electrical joints, were made

using the four-probe technique. The power supply was Inspet ConformalI coat I
adjusted so that the short-circuit test current was 100 mA, B components
and the open circuit voltage was limited to 200 mV. That
kind of measurement is not truly a dry circuit technique Final
since 50 mV is considered an upper limit for a dry cir- etrial
cuit. However, it was the lowest voltage that could be test
used to obtain stable resistance readings over some of the Inspect
higher impedance paths, and it is conservative compared
to the actual 5 V circuitry in spacecraft applications. Low- Flight
level voltage measurement techniques have the advantage *Common database in CAD/CAM stock
of not breaking down contaminating films being formed Figure 3-Manufacturing flow chart using unvented sock-

118 by environmental testing. Oxide and sulfide films formed et pins.



15-min dwell periods at each extreme. The dwell period dummy DIPs into those sockets to protect the electrical

must be long enough for the test board to reach temper- contact area during conformal coating of the wiring side;

ature equilibrium. Even though life testing has tradition- when flight DIPs are soldered into the vented socket pins,
ally been done using only elevated temperature (the use extra flux.

Arrhenius technique), the spacecraft environment usually For a fro7en design to be manufactured many

involves continuous temperature cycling. Although there times, solder into vented socket pins before conformal
is no accelerated aging associated with extremely low tem- ting ofder io tnted i re boar.
peratures, we know from experience that such tempera-
tures can create a concentration of stresses, especially at Figure 3 shows the manufacturing flow chart us-

joints or interfaces, ing unvented socket pins that we developed as a result

Details of the test sequence and the statistical anal- of our experiments.

ysis of the contact resistance data and of the visual in-
spections for mechanical DIP leg breakage can be found REFERENCE
in Ref. I.

i R. H. Maurer and 0. M. Uy, "Dual-in-Line-Package Mounting for
Space Applications,~ in Proc. 34th Electronic Components Conf., pp.

CONCLUSIONS 498-510 (May 1984).

For a one-of-a-kind design, use conformal coat-
ing of the wire side of the board before soldering into
unvented socket pins and use extra flux in a lengthened This work was supported by NASA and the Department of the

soldering process. If vented socket pins must be used, plug Navy.
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INTRODUCTION

In a very broad sense, the field of ocean science and technology (OS&T)
may be viewed as a special subset of the entire subject of the environment. As
reported in this volume, however, OS&T is presented separately (see also the En-
vironmental Science and Technology Section), a treatment that is consistent both
with the relative magnitude of the effort at APL and with the differences in ob-
jectives between "pure" environmental research and the more "directed" nature
of OS&T. Even so, the distinction becomes blurred at times, for even the most
hardware-intensive technological project often has its roots in the fields of basic
research.

The selected examples of OS&T work that follow serve to highlight the wide
diversity of Laboratory efforts in this field. Despite their variety, however, they
all embody a central, invariant theme: the conception, development, and applica-
tion of new tools and techniques for characterizing and using ocean properties
and processes in ways that contribute toward reaping a benefit from the sea or
surmounting an obstacle posed by it.
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METEOROLOGICAL BUOY AND TOWER FOR REAL-TIME
WIND MEASUREMENTS IN DELAWARE BAY

S. J. Seymour, D. C. Wenstrand, M. J. Jose, and J. H. Meyer

A PL has developed a meteorological station con-
sisting of a buoy and a 10-m tower and has deployed the Philadelphia
system at Brandywine Shoals in Delaware Bay. Wind
speed and direction are sensed at heights of 2 and 4 m 9 Water level
on the buoy and 4 and 10 m on the tower. The data, which
are telemetered to the National Ocean Service, Rockville,
Md., are critical inputs to a real-time numerical water- Chesapeake and -
current model of Delaware Bay. Delaware Canal [ * Currents

BACKGROUND a Wind monitor

The National Ocean Service Circulation Survey D
Program is developing, with APL recommendations, a D

new approach to predicting currents in United States har-
bors and estuaries to aid commercial and recreational Cape May
navigators. Survey vessels and mechanical current meters
for determining currents will be replaced by numerical Cape Henlopen
models and strategically placed monitoring stations. The
APL meteorological instrumentation is a prototype of the
measurement system that will be used in conjunction with
numerical models to provide more frequent, higher qual-
ity, and more economic service to the public in the new
National Ocean Service program.

DISCUSSION Computer models - Predictions
Current P e -- ..... Real-time

predictie measurements
The Delaware Bay and River were the sites cho- predictionses

sen to demonstrate the capability and value of total cir- E( jjim l ~ ,
culation models in providing predictions of currents and
water levels. From June to September 1984, a real-time '. Time-
measurement and modeling system was designed and built Water levels

by a "earn consisting of the National Ocean Service, APL, W ..... ion Velocity -
and Science Applications, Inc. APL was responsible for for extreme Predicted
the measurements of wind speed and direction. f events current

The instrumentation in Delaware Bay consisted of Time - "I'mReal-time
four water-level measuring stations, a meteorological Currents measurement

buoy and tower, and a Remote Acoustic Doppler Sys- Figure 1-The real-time measurement system.
tern for the measurement of water velocity profiles. As
shown in Fig. 1, the data were transmitted in real time
to Rockville for validation and assimilation into a Na- The APL meteorological station was deployed to
tional Ocean Service two-dimensional numerical model measure wind stress (force per unit area) on the surface
for predictions of current and into an extrapolated Na- of the water. This meteorological forcing information was
tional Weather Service model for predictions of wind. used in combination with the tidal forcing information
Several small minicomputers acquired and preprocessed to drive the numerical model of Delaware Bay. Wind ye-
the data; then, after model calculations on a Cyber 205, locity measurements at three heights (2, 4, and 10 m) were
they were used to access the model predictions and gener- obtained in order to calculate boundary layer properties
ate various products, including 36-hr predictions of cur- including mean speed profile, surface roughness scale,

124 rents and water levels. wind stress, and friction velocity.
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Figure 2-The meteorological buoy and tower.

Instrumentation lighthouse at Brandywine Shoals for transmission to
Rockville.

The meteorological buoy developed by APL con-

sists of a 24-in. spherical foam float with 12 ft of 2 in. The buoy electronics package consists of power
chain leading to a single-point slack mooring for easy and signal conditioning circuits for the two Anderaa corn-
buoy deployment and recovery. The 14-ft buoy mast passes (primary and backup) and the two wind speed and
holds two R. M. Young wind monitors at heights of 2 direction sensors. Individual signals are transmitted as
and 4 m to measure wind speed (+2%) and direction currents by underwater conductors to the lighthouse
(± 5 o). Two Anderaa compasses on the mast measure where they are current-to-voltage converted, filtered, digi-
buoy orientation. The mast also has a radar reflector and tized, and telemetered every 6 min to the NOAA Cyber
a warning lantern. 205 computer that runs the Delaware Bay numerical

model.
The buoy, which was deployed 2000 ft from Bran-

dywine Shoals in central Delaware Bay, is shown in Two other wind monitors are supported by a 10-m-
Fig. 2. Figure 3 is a schematic of the installation. The high, guyed-aluminum-truss tower located on the rocks
wind data were transmitted by underwater cable to the at the lighthouse site. One monitor is 4 m high and the

other 10 m. A signal cable runs from the tower to the
lighthouse, where the information is recorded and trans-

Tower mitted to shore.

600 rn_4 10m The instrumentation performed well in the marine

environment, and high-quality data were obtained
Brandywine throughout the 2-month period during which the numer-

Shoalsigh thou se ical model was being demonstrated. The system is expect-

,N ed to operate continuously for many months.

u , ' Data Analysis

Buo ~ Figure 4 shows a 14-day set of wind speed data

V from the four buoy and tower sensors. Evident from the
2, figure is the clear tendency for wind speed to increase with

height in the boundary layer, as would be expected from
Figure 3-Schematic of the buoy and tower installation the so-called law of the wall: 125
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Figure 5-Autospectra of wina speed for the four meas-Figure 4-Wind speed data from the four measurement urement stations.

stations.

u 1 z probably not necessary to take samples of average wind-= In -
u. k z speed more frequently than every I to 2 hr to calculate

the effects of wind stress over the estuary.
where u is the wind speed at height z, u. is the frictionveloity z0is he urfce oughessscae high, ad kFuture analysis of this data set will be directed at
velocity, z is the van Karman constant approximately equal to 0.4. determining how to construct wind stress measurementis te vn Krma contan aproxmatey eualto .4. stations for other estuaries. Issues such as how many sen-
From this relation and from the wind speed data at the sos for the es se sa m ny sen-sors are necessary, their heights, and sampling rates will
three heights, zo and u. can be obtained. u. is related be addressed.
to the wind stress, r, by

U = ,SUMMARY

The prototype real-time harbor monitoring system
where p is the air density. is currently operating in Delaware Bay. Second only to

As is evident in Fig. 4, the wind speeds were high- tidal effects, meteorological effects are significant in ac-

ly correlated between the upper and lower sensors at each curately predicting the currents in this commercially im-

location, showing correlation coefficients of 0.99. Be- portant estuary. More accurate and less costly data on
currents and water levels will now be available to ensuretween the buoy and the tower, correlations dropped slight- sf hptastt ananacenevrnet n

ly to 0.96. safe ship transits, to maintain a clean environment, and
to use the estuary resources more effectively. The tech-

Figure 5 shows the autospectra of wind speed for nology and experience gained in this project will be ap-
the four sensors, each spectrum showing an J- depen- plied to new systems nationwide.
dence. Owing to this rapid falloff in wind spectral densi-
ty, relatively little variance is lost by low-pass filtering
the wind-speed/time series at a low frequency. For ex-
ample, if the data are filtered at 0.2 cycle per hour, the
variance removed corresponds to an rms velocity of only
0.3 m/sec. Thus, these results would indicate that it is This work was supported by the NOAA National Ocean Service.
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ACOUSTIC SURFACE DUCT CHARACTERIZATION IN THE
NORTHEAST ATLAN TIC OCEAN AND THE NORWEGIAN SEA

P. G. Fuechsel and C. H. Sinex

APL has developed a unique way to characterize of profiles exhibiting a cutoff frequency equal to or low-
the open-ocean acoustic environment based on the cut- er than the frequency of interest, to (b) the total number
off frequency of acoustic surface ducts. The results are of profiles in the grid. Some profiles that showed strong
presented as contour maps of the probability of trapping ducting conditions did not meet this criterion because they
400-, 200-, and 60-Hz acoustic energy in the northeast were not sampled deep enough. Hence, the computed ra-
Atlantic Ocean and the Norwegian Sea month by month. tio represented a minimum trapping probability.

DISCUSSION RESULTS

An acoustic surface duct occurs when the sound Examples of the plotted trapping contours for 400
Hz are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the months of May

velocity increases with depth below the surface. When a a e rrespectivl. Sever features of a

shallow noise source operates in a duct, acoustic energy tic Srface u cti e ot eal ean aduth

can be trapped in the duct and can propagate for long tic surface ducts in the northeast Atlantic Ocean and the

distances. The lowest frequency that is trapped depends Norwegian Sea can be identified from the figures. The

in part on the depth of the duct. Because duct formation more significant duct characteristics are as follows:

is related to the vertical temperature gradient, the duct 1. As late as May, much of the region traps
depth has a distinct annual cycle. In the winter, strong 400-Hz energy with a trapping probability of
storms and large heat losses from the upper ocean create 40% or greater.
deep ducts (200 to 400 m) that trap relatively low frequen- 2. The spatial variability of the probability of
cies (below 400 Hz). In the summer, heat gain in the up- 400-Hz trapping is clearly evident, with trap-
per ocean results in shallow ducts (50 to 100 m), with a ping probabilities generally increasing with
corresponding increase in the lowest frequency trapped. higher latitudes. The 100% trapping probabil-
Duct depth is also influenced by ocean currents and ocean ity in the waters off the western coast of Nor-
bottom contours as measured by bathymetry, both of way is noteworthy.
which are strongly dependent on geographic location.

Duct depth has been the traditional criterion for
analyzing acoustic propagation in surface ducts. How-
ever, it has two major limitations. First, many of the 8

historical depth/temperature profiles do not extend deep
enough to reach the bottom of the duct. Second, duct 0 2
depth alone does not adequately characterize the duct.
The lowest frequency trapped by a duct depends on both 0 ) e0 8° 4
duct depth and duct strength (i.e., total sound-speed gra- ,, o% 0 0
dient across the duct). 4

Those problems can be minimized by characteriz- -6 40 4

ing ducts in terms of the probability of trapping a dis- .6 0

crete frequency in a duct. That probability is determined C20 60
by computing the cutoff frequency as a function of depth ' 20
for a given sound velocity profile. The cutoff frequency
is obtained using the Wentzel, Kramers, Brillouin (WKB) Longitude
method, which leads to an integral along the profile. F2  LongitudeFrequency 400 Hz O0= No data in grid

The minimum trapping probability in a given area Month May C= Less than 10 profiles
is obtained by organizing data into files containing Max. analysis depth 240 m in gridGrid size 3' x 30
depth/temperature profiles in a grid 3* in longitude by Source depth 50 rnV in latitude. The cutoff frequency for each profile is Mode 2

computed and compared with the frequency of interest. Figure 1-Minimum trapping probability contours (in per-
The trapping probability is the ratio of (a) the number cent) for a 400-Hz noise source in a surface duct in May. 127



of trapping 400-Hz signals for the regions and seasons
examined (viz., 40% compared with 60%). The effect of
variations in source depth on trapping probabilities for
200-Hz energy was also investigated. It was found that
changes in source depth between 15 and 100 m caused

20 .J 0no significant difference in trapping probability.

The 60-Hz signal results are treated separately in
/ 0 0 othis analysis because the very limited quantity of adequate

0 °,deep historical data confines temporal characterization
to the area west of Spain and Ireland-an area influenced
by the Mediterranean outflow. The seasonal trends for
that area can be summarized as follows. During winter,
the area exhibits deep ducting conditions (duct depths ex-
ceeding 500 m) with a greater than 60% probability of
trapping 60-Hz energy. With surface heating in spring and

Longitude early summer, the probability gradually declines to 20%.

Month September 0 = Less than 10 profiles However, as late as July, localized areas west of Ireland

Max. analysis depth 240 m in grid can still exhibit a 60% probability. During the rest of the
Grid size 3' x 30 summer, the probability of trapping remains at less than
Source depth 50 m 20%, with a slow increase in the fall to 20 to 40%. Otherareas such as the Reykjanes Basin may also have deep
Figure 2-Minimum trapping probability contours (in per- ducting conditions, but adequate deep data are current-
cent) for a 400-Hz noise source in a surface duct in Sep-temnber,.yntaalbe oass hm

3. In late summer (September), the region of high

400-Hz ducting probability has decreased REFERENCES
markedly and is confined to the area east ofGreenland. i R. J. Urick, Principles of Underwater Sound for Engineers, McGraw-

Hill, New York, p. 125 (1961).
4. Areas that show low probabilities of trapping 2 D. E. Kerr, Propagation of Short Radio Waves 13, MIT Radiation Lab-

400-Hz signals may have shallower ducts that oratory Series, McGraw-Hill, New York, p. 72 (1951).

can trap frequencies greater than 400 Hz with
high probability, but those higher frequencies
were not considered in the analysis.

As a general rule, the probability of trapping
200-Hz signals is about 20% lower than the probability This work was supported by the Department of the Navy.
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AN INSTRUMENTED, UNDULATING, TOWED VEHICLE
FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS

C. V. Nelson, P. E. Panneton, L. M. Burns, and C. W. Anderson

An instrumented, undulating, towed vehicle for A
measuring oceanographic parameters within the upper 100 Instrumentation

m of the ocean has been designed, fabricated, and tested ,pressure

at sea. The system provides a unique capability for mneas- vessels

uring vertical and horizontal variations of ocean
parameters.

BACKGROUND

The measurement of vertical and horizontal vari-
ations of upper ocean parameters is important for ad- Control vane Vane motor
dressing scientific issues of interest to oceanographers and pressure vessel

the Navy. Obtaining such data from a series of vertical Figure l-The instrumented, undulating, towed vehicle.
profiles made at discrete locations is generally unsatis-
factory if the ocean parameters change rapidly in time vehicle to the shipboard control and data acquisition elec-
or space. Data can be obtained more efficiently by plac- tronics.
ing sensors on a platform that can execute depth excur-
sions while being towed behind a surface ship. A new
design was proposed by APL in 1981' that doubled the System Operation
profiling rate of previous undulating systems. 2 , That
system, which is a towed paravane, is instrumented with Thenehicle roll a ised by a botto-
environmental sensors and can make rapid and controlled monecntlva.Wihafxdabeeghrlm-envionmnta senorsandcan akerapd an cotroled tions change the direction of the wings' dynamic lift, caus-
depth excursions in the upper ocean. The vehicle, its com- ins the ireto fte wigs dnaic lft, caw
puter control system, and several sensors were designed ing the vehicle to rise as it moves to one side of the towand built by APL. The data acquisition system and oth- ship. The profiling trajectory is shown in Fig. 2. If the
ardsensorsbwereLprocuredtcommercially.Thetdesign o the ocean is laterally homogeneous over the scope of the tower senso rs w ere p rocured co m m ercially. T he design o f theca l (t p a ly 1 0 m o le s , e su m n s m d e v r
vehicle's shape is based on data provided by the David cal(tpaly10molesesumnsmdevrTayhils Naal Sip Rsec anda Deovelent ether this trajectory will accurately reflect local vertical vari-Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center atos
(DTNSRDC). ations.

The vehicle, its computer control system, and its Vertical profiling maneuvers are controlled by a
sensor data acquisition system were designed and built digital closed-loop feedback system consisting of a top-
at APe Some of the other instruments were also designed side HP 9816 computer and a vehicle-mounted microcom-
at API.; others were procured commercially puter. The on-board microcomputer senses the vehicle

roll and depth and transmits that information to the top-

side computer. The system operator provides the desired
profiling sequence to the HP 9816, which computes the

DISCUSSION proper control signals and transmits them to the micro-

computer. Analog control signals are then generated andThe undulating, towed vehicle is constructed supplied to the vane motor. The HP 9816 also displays

around a center strongback to which five pressure ves- the v ane mtor. The ang 9e, a lso say,

sels are attached. Four pressure vessels house the vehi- the vehicle's depth hitory, roll angle, and control status

cle's instrumentation and oceanographic instruments; the parameters. Data for post-test analysis are recorded on

fifth contains a motor for a control vane that causes the magnetic tape.

vehicle to change depth. Molded syntactic foam cover- The vehicle is presently instrumented to measure
ing the pressure vessels and the strongback provides temperature, depth, conductivity, chlorophyll-a concen-
buoyancy and streamlining. Two fixed biwings produce tration, and the optical beam attenuation coefficient. An
dynamic lift. The vehicle (Fig. 1) is 1.67 m long and 0.34 on-board, 16-channel, 16-bit data acquisition system col-
m in diameter; it has a wingspan of 1.4 m and a mass lects the sensor data at a 12 Hz rate and transmits them
of 141 kg. An electromechanical tow cable connects the to a deck unit. The deck unit buffers the data and sends 129



Navigation

system

eControl vehicleT
mysystem control

syte computer

1 Figure 3-Block diagram of the measurement system.

Towhcabl

!. It can profile vertically at faster rates than can

Figure 2-The profiling trajectory. existing platforms of similar size and payload
capacity.

them to an HP 9826 computer for processing and dis- 2. Operator control and data acquisition flexibil-
play. Ship navigation data are also collected and togeth- ity are significantly enhanced by using a com-
er with all other data are recorded on a 9-track tape puter-driven control system.
recorder. Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of the While designed for use with specific ocean instruments,
complete system. the vehicle should be readily adaptable to carry other in-

struments for a variety of oceanographic investigations.
System Performance

Computer simulations were performed on the ve- REFERENCES
hide design to verify the profiling technique and to ob- C. W. Anderson. "Surface-Operated Controlled-Depth Paravane." De-
tain numerical values for the control system's variables. velopments in Science and Technology, Fiscal Year 1981. JHU' APL
Validation of the simulation program was made using IDST-9.

2j G. Dessureault, - 'Batfish,' A Depth Controllable Towed Body forprofiling sea test data from a smaller paravane. 4 Tow- Collecting Oceanographic Data," Ocean Eng. 3. (1976).
ing stability was then verified at speeds up to 12 kt in a 3 R. Knutson and R. Singleton. "Operating and Hydrodynamic Ealua-
tow tank at DTNSRDC. tions of a Controlled Depth Towed Depressor Designed to House a Con-ductivity. Temperature, Depth (CTD) Instrument System." Da.id

Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center,A field test of the towed vehicle system was con- DTNSRDC-81/012 (Mar 1981).
ducted in July 1984 off the Florida coast. The vehicle was 4

C. W. Anderson. "Surface-Operated Profiling Paravane." Oceans '84
towed at 8 kt while executing depth variations from 100 Conf., Washington (10-12 Sep 19841.

to 15 m. Maximum ascent and descent rates were 5 and
2.5 m/sec, respectively. Typical cycling times were 2.5 min.

CONCLUSION

A rapidly profiling towed vehicle has proven to
be an excellent platform for studying horizontal and ver-
tical variations of ocean parameters. It offers the follow- This work was supported by the Office of the Secretary of the
ing advantages: Navy, OP-21.
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DOPPLER SONAR ERROR PROPAGATION
AND TRACK CORRECTION

D. W. Jourdan

The technique of estimating a vessel's speed over od of application are singularly significant because a
the ground by measuring the Doppler frequency shift of definitive model of error growth in the Doppler sonar
an acoustic pulse reflected from the bottom has been used navigation system that could be used to estimate correc-
successfully by the oceanographic community for many tions to ship tracks had not previously existed.
years. Despite the history of success of the Doppler sonar
navigation system to date, improvements in marine tech-
nology and more stringent operational requirements have DISCUSSION
placed new demands on system accuracy. This study ad-
dresses the expected performance of a typical Doppler so-
nar navigation system, identifies error sources contributing System Description
to degraded accuracy, and develops a method by which
significant improvements may be achieved in using the sys- The basic concept of a Doppler sonar navigation

tem for precision oceanographic survey operations. system is that an acoustic pulse generated by a ship, af-
ter reflection by the ocean bottom and return to the ship,
undergoes a change in frequency (Doppler shift) that is
related to the velocity of the ship with respect to the bot-

BACKGROUND tom. The frequency shift may be measured by the sys-

tem and used to determine accurately the ship's motionThe effective conduct of oceanographic survey

operations presents two separate but related navigation over the earth. A typical system consists of a transducer

problems: (a) determination of the absolute geodetic lo- assembly that forms the acoustic pulse into the proper
beam configuration and receives the reflected pulse, a re-

cation of the ship, and (b) determination of the location cfer uraie at rovides the in pus a e

of the ship relative to all other points in the local area ceiver/transmitter that provides the input signal to the

over which the survey is conducted. The accuracy require- transducers and accepts the return signal for processing,

ments of the second problem are generally more strin- a processor that measures the frequency shift and com-

gent because correlation of the collected data will be putes a velocity signal, and a display for position and ve-

impossible if one is uncertain about where the data were locity readout. The processor requires a ship's heading

obtained. Because geodetic positioning data (such as from reference (usually external to the system) so that ship mo-

navigation satellites) are generally not available with suffi- tion may be resolved properly into motion over the earth

cient frequency or accuracy for relative positioning, an in a north-oriented coordinate system. In order to mea-

accurate dead-reckoning device, such as Doppler sonar, sure both horizontal velocity components of the ship and

must be used.* Operational experience has demonstrat- to minimize the effect of vertical velocity, pitch, and roll,

ed that, over a period of time, large enough errors may three or four distinct acoustic beams are generally used;

develop in the Doppler navigation system so as to seri- Fig. I shows a typical four-beam system.

ously degrade the precision of local navigation. The ob-
jective of this study was to identify sources of error within
and external to the system, develop a model that describes
the effects of those errors for given system parameters,
and provide a method by which the model may be ap-
plied in order to estimate the appropriate corrections to
the relative ship's track. The system model and the meth- Acoustic beams

*The Global Positioning System has recently been placed in oper-
ation and is currently capable of providing accurate naviga-
tion for short periods of time each day. Coverage and accuracy
will be improved through the rest of the decade; by 1989, the
system is expected to provide extremely accurate, continuous
geodetic position. However, it may not be usable in certain oper-
ations such as the navigation of towed vehicles. Another ac-
curate geodetic positioning system is LONARS (loran navigation
receiving system), but it is only available in certain very limit-
ed areas of the ocean. Other systems, such as inertial devices,
do not have the required accuracy. Figure 1-A typical Doppler sonar navigation system. 131



Under ideal conditions, the Doppler navigation reflection of acoustic pulses from the water column (rever-
system described above may provide exceptional naviga- beration) and random acoustic noise. Errors in process-
tion accuracy. Assuming that the system is carefully ing include those in scaling approximations, velocity of
aligned and adjusted and is provided with accurate head- sound measurements, frequency shift measurements, the
ing and sound velocity reference sources, errors of less base frequency setting, and the smoothing and sampling
than 0.5% of the distance traveled may be expected. How- of data. Transformation errors include misalignment of
ever, usual operating conditions act to degrade perfor- the transducer assembly, errors in the heading reference,
mance so that errors of 2 or 3% of the distance traveled and earth meridian convergence effects.
typically have been observed. Once the error sources had been identified, the

thrust of the study turned to the analysis of each effect

Error Sources in order to determine a useful mathematical expression
of its impact on the net Doppler velocity error. The re-

The first step in the study was to identify the causes suit was a collection of equations relating the net veloci-
of error in the typical system, based on theory of opera- ty error to functions of measurable quantities (such as
tion and on past observations of system performance. Re- sound velocity, ship's heading, and ship's altitude) and
search revealed that Doppler system errors arise from various unknown error parameters. Where appropriate,
three sources: effects of the medium through which the both random and bias error parameters were included so
acoustic signals must pass, processing of signals, and that each could be treated separately. The next step was
transformation of velocity signals into north-oriented to group the equations into a logical framework, or mod-
coordinate system components. Medium effects include el, showing how each contributes to the total error.

Velocity of soundmeasurement Velocity

error ofsound
Trnsuerror

Velocity of sv
sound

Scale Ffactor

approximatione

Base frequency I.

rerror
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System Model cant improvements in the precision of oceanographic sur-
vey operations. The concepts advanced by the study have

The system error model as conceived in this study been applied to the analysis of test data in a number of
may be represented by a flow diagram (Fig. 2). In the ways. First, knowledge of the expected behavior of Dop-
illustration, measurements of input quantities are shown pier errors has improved the ability to evaluate system
on the left. Processes that occur within the system to pro- performance and has helped to place such evaluations on
duce errors or intermediate quantities are shown in box- a better quantitative footing. Second, computer software
es; error sources external to the system are unboxed. has been developed that provides estimates of some er-
(These processes and error sources may be represented ror terms in the model and applies those estimates to track
mathematically by functions of various error parameters.) data, yielding improved track accuracy. Finally, corrected
The net velocity error in the north (x,y) coordinate sys- Doppler data have been used as a velocity reference for
tem, obtained after summing all error sources, is repre- other navigation systems, including inertial systems and
sented by the quantity at the far right, satellite positioning systems. Further improvements are

The flow diagram represents a comprehensive possible through the use of established estimating tech-
model of Doppler system error growth. Although, in niques (such as the Kalman filter), ultimately allowing
practice, many of the error parameters (particularly the continuous, real-time corrections to be applied to navi-
random ones) are not known precisely, estimates may be gation data.

made of individual terms or collections of like terms based
on test data, performance history, and real-time mea-
surements. The estimates may then be used to compute
velocity and position corrections during all periods of
operation, resulting in improved navigation accuracy.

Application and Significance

The study of the propagation of Doppler sonar
navigation error has provided a framework for signifi- I his work was supported by the Department of the Navy.
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BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
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INTRODUCTION

The collaborative biomedical program between APL and the Johns Hop-
kins Medical Institutions (JHMI) formally began in 1965. The program brings
together the expertise in medical and biological sciences found at JHMI with that
in the physical sciences, engineering, and mathematics found at APL, in order
to solve significant problems in biomedical science and health-care delivery. From
the beginning, the collaboration has received strong support from the Universi-
ty's leadership and encouragement from the Navy, APL's major DoD sponsor.
The strength of the collaboration is evidenced by the joint appointments made
within the two University divisions: 18 members of the APL staff have appoint-
ments at the Medical School, and 17 members of the medical faculty have Prin-
cipal Professional Staff appointments at APL.

Currently, there are 31 active projects in ophthalmology, neurosensory re-
search and instrumentation development, cardiovascular systems, patient monitor-
ing, therapy and rehabilitation, clinical information systems, and clinical en-
gineering. Thirty-nine APL physical scientists and engineers are working in col-
laboration with biomedical scientists and clinicians from 13 JHMI departments
on those projects. The results of their research and development are published
in the peer-reviewed scientific and medical literature. Since the program's incep-
tion, over 390 papers have been published, and there have been even more than
that number of published abstracts and presentations at major scientific and medical
meetings.

The articles presented in this section give an indication of the scope of the
work done in the collaborative biomedical program. The effort ranges from studies
of fundamental biological mechanisms to the development of practical and use-
ful devices for research as well as for improvements in patient care.
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COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PERIPHERAL NERVE FIBERS

R. A. Meyer (APL) and S. N. Raja and J. N. Campbell (JHMI)

Heretofore, neuronal interactions have been pre- (a) PSE RE DSE
stned to occur onlv within the central nervous system + , -+ - + + -+

and ganglia of the autonomic nervous system. The find-
ing described here of coupling between unmyelinated .- ...
peripheral nerve fibers indicates that interactions occur ----

in the peripheral nervous system.

Peripheral nerve

(b) Signal at RE (c Model

BACKGROUND RE DSE (0 V) Cutaneous
PSE ! Al nociceptor

It has been generally assumed that somatosenso- t5b0) B It  it o
ry nerve fibers have no connection with one another out- 5 V- couplng

div B
side the central nervous system. However, crosstalk tive electrode
between nerve fibers, presumably resulting from electri- f150 msec div)
cal coupling, has been observed following nerve injury. I Stimulus artifact
This prompted us to examine whether similar interfiberinteractions might occur in normal peripheral nerves. As Figure 1-Demonstration of action potential coupling be-

tween unmyelinated fibers in the normal peripheral nerve
will be described below, we found that bidirectional coup- of the monkey. (a) Location of recording electrode (RE),
ling of action potential activity occurs between unmyelin- proximal stimulating electrode (PSE), and distal stimulat-
ated fibers in the normal peripheral nerve of monkey. The ing electrode (DSE). (b) Electrical stimulation at the PSE
site of coupling is near the cutaneous nociceptive recep- resulted in an action potential at the RE after a latency

of 280 msec (arrow points to action potential). (c) Modeltor associated with one of the fibers. This coupling could t xli h bevto.Teato oeta eceto explain the observation. The action potential reached
be due to an electrical synapse and could provide the ba- the RE via coupling between fibers A and B.
sis for the flare associated with the axon reflex.

tion potential was due to coupling of action potential
METHODS activity between two peripheral nerve fibers. Collision

techniques were also used to demonstrate that the action
Monkeys were anesthetized, paralyzed to eliminate potentials could propagate in either direction across the

artifacts caused by muscle twitching, and mechanically coupling site (bidirectional coupling).
ventilated. Recordings from single fibers in the peripheral
nerve were obtained from finely teased nerve strands us- In 15 cases, we tested for a cutaneous receptor with
ing standard techniques. 2 The strands were cut prox- an action potential whose shape was the same as that ob-
imally so that only centripetally directed action potentials served for the coupled pair. In 13 cases, a receptor was
were recorded (Fig. ]a). Tripolar stimulating electrodes identified and, in each instance, classified as a nocicep-
were placed on the parent nerve proximal (PSE) and dis- tor (i.e., a receptor that responds to noxious stimuli and
tal (DSE) to the recording site and were insulated from therefore is thought to signal pain) based on a monoton-
surrounding tissue with plastic. The preparation was ically increasing response to high-intensity mechanical and
bathed in mineral oil. Action potentials recorded at the heat stimuli.4 Two lines of evidence corroborated the
recording electrode (RE) in response to PSE stimulation conclusion that the cutaneous receptor was associated
indicated coupling of action potential activity between with the coupled action potential produced by PSE stimu-
nerve fibers, lation. Mechanical stimulation of the receptive field, but

not of the surrounding skin, resulted in an increase in
the latency of the coupled action potential from PSE

RESULTS stimulation (Fig. 2a). Electrical stimulation at the PSE
resulted in a subsequcnt decrease in response of the recep-Coupling was observed in 33 instances. In each

case, it was between two unmyclinated fibers. Coupling tor to heat stimuli (Fig. 2b).

between more than two fibers was not observed. In the The intracutaneous injection of a local anesthetic
example shown in Fig. I, PSE stimulation resulted in an into the receptive field of seven fiber pairs abolished the
action potential at a latency of 280 msec. Action poten- coupled responses for about 40 minutes. These results sug-

138 tial collision techniques' were used to verify that this ac- gest that the site of coupling was at or near the receptive



field. As further support of this hypothesis, the measured - 360
distance from the RE to the receptive field corresponded N (a)

E
to the distance to the coupling site computed from colli-
sion data. 340 -

EWe found coupling in about 3076 of the unmyelin- 2 -
ated fibers tested. The true incidence of coupling is like- , 320 /
ly to be higher as the demonstration of coupling in this E
preparation depends on the chance that one of the cou-
pled fibers occurs in the parent nerve and the other oc- z 300-Mechanical stimulation
curs in the teased strand from which the recording is of receptive field
obtained. It seems likely that coupled fibers would tend 0 0 I

to remain in close proximity throughout their course in 0 20 40 60 80 100 20
the peripheral nere and, therefore, would not often be Time (sec)
teased apart. 8

- (b)

DISCUSSION 6\

Although several different mechanisms could ex- -=

plain the observed coupling, perhaps the most exciting
possibility is that a bidirectional synapse (either chemi- , 4
cal or electrical) occurs between unmyelinated nerve fibers Electrical
near the cutaneous receptor. Bidirectional chemical syn- stimulation at PSE
apses have been reported in invertebrates but not in mam- 2 1 * 1 1 1

mals.' Electrotonic coupling between cells in the nervous 0 1 2 3 4 5
system has been reported both for vertebrates and Timf. (min)

invertebrates 7 and is thought to be associated with gap Figure 2-Evidence that a cutaneous nociceptor is as-
junctions. There is some evidence that gap junctions may sociated with the coupled fiber. (a) PSE stimulation ev-
occur in tooth pulp where coupling between myelinated ery 10 sec resulted in an action potential at the RE aftera latency of 308 msec. The latency increased substantially
fibers has been reported.' following mechanical stimulation of the receptive field

with a stiff nylon probe (35 g, 0.57 mm diameter) immedi-
The function of this interaction is not clear. One ately preceding trial 4. The mechanical stimulation evoked

noteworthy possibility is that it provides a basis for the 32 action potentials. (b) Using a laser thermal stimulator, 5

flare response (Fig. 3). Following a cutaneous injury such 1-sec heat stimuli at 470C were applied to the receptive
as a cut or burn, the area surrounding the injury becomes field every 30 sec, resulting in a response of seven action

potentials per stimulus. Three seconds before the heatred because of vasodilation. The reddening or flare oc- stimulus of trial 3, the PSE was stimulated at 50 Hz for
curs only if the peripheral nerve serving the area is in- 1.5 sec at a strength sufficient to elicit the coupled ac-
tact, and thus the flare is neurogenic. It is thought that tion potential. The response to heat was suppressed for
the activation of nociceptors leads to antidromic inva- two trials.
sion of unstimulated branches of the receptor, resulting
in the release of vasodilating substances. Although free Nociceptor
nerve endings have been observed in the dermis and 

Skin

around capillaries, no axonal connection between these . Skin

endings has been described. Our finding of coupling in-
volving nociceptors suggests that these two types of free
nerve endings could be coupled.

Another explanation of the interaction is that sym- Blood vessel
pathetic efferents are coupled to nociceptors. This idea Coupling site

is of interest in view of the occasional occurrence of cer-
tain chronic pain states such as causalgia or reflex sym-
pathetic dystrophy-pain states that are marked by Figure 3-The observed interaction could explain the flare
excessive sympathetic activity in the affected region. Fur- that occurs following a cutaneous injury. Action poten-tials originating from the cutaneous nociceptor couple to
ther experiments will be needed to determine the true in- nerve fibers that have their endings near capillaries, result-
cidence of coupling and its functional significance. ing in vasodilation. 139
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INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN SENSITIVITY TO
TRANSIENT ELECTRIC SHOCK

.. P. Reilly (APL) and W. D. Larkin (University of Maryland)

One hundred twenty-four subjects were tested in Resources Power Plant Siting Program and the Canadi-
a procedure designed to measure sensitivity to transient an Electrical Association. The objective of the research
electric shock and to assess individual characteristics ac- is to define human sensory reactions to the transient elec-
counting for sensitivity differences. Of the subject vari- tric currents that can be induced by high-voltage electric
ables examined, body size was the most significant cor- fields in order to help reduce the possibility of unaccept-
relate of sensitivity, able public or occupational exposures.

There is no single quantitative scale that can be
used to describe electrical sensitivity. Rather, there are
many parameters related to the method of applying the

BACKGROUND stimulus and a variety of subjective and physiological vari-
ables that must be considered. Some of the variables weThe electric field from a high voltage transmission studied systematically in our research are related to the

line can induce potentials up to several thousand volts subjecte w the iul s apled), the

in nearby conducting objects that are electrically insulated subject (e.g., where the stimulus is applied), the stimu-

fromlus (e.g., current magnitude and waveshape), the meth-

sulating tires, may satisfy the conditions necessary for od of applying the stimulus (e.g., the masking effects of

large induced potentials. A person who contacts such an touch), and the electrode/subject interface (e.g., skin

object may receive a transient electric shock, similar to hydration).

the capacitive discharge encountered with a "carpet Even if all the known variables are controlled or
spark." accounted for, we still observe significant variations in

sensitivity from one person to another. In order to de-Iestandhustyand eguatoy rouphes w elet c scribe those variations, part of our research included a
derstand human sensitivity to these transient electric lag-apesdyiovngm ysujt.

shocks in order to specify rational equipment or environ- large-sample study involving many subjects.

mental safeguards in electric field environments. Two A complete account of our research is contained
such groups have sponsored research at APL on transient in three annual reports. t-3 This article briefly summa-

140 electric shock: the Maryland Department of Natural rizes some results from the large-sample study.



DISCUSSION 0.98 l i I - T I

The purpose of the large-sample study was to as- 0.95- Perception Annoyance

sess how electrocutaneous sensitivity varies in adult popu- /3
lations and to examine possible bases for differences E 0.90
among individuals. The 124 subjects tested in a proce- 0 -

0
dure designed to measure cutaneous sensitivity to capaci- 0.80 /o

tive discharges included 25 college women, 24 college
"9,men, 25 female office workers, and 50 male maintenance 0

workers (plumbers, carpenters, and electricians). < 0.60 - 0

Stimulation to the fingertip was provided when p ..
subjects tapped an electrode connected to a charged ca- 0.40 -/

pacitor. Stimulation to the arm was provided by capaci- of
tive discharges to an electrode held in contact with the " 0.20 -
skin. Using standard psychophysical paradigms adapted / /
for our purpose, we determined threshold voltages for - /0 o
detection and annoyance with stimulation to the finger- a 0.10 -

o 2 0 Women e Men
tip and forearm. In this article, we will confine our dis- 0.0 oW/ M
cussion to sensitivity of the fingertip with discharges from 0.050
a 200 pF capacitor, although other conditions were also 0.021 I I
evaluated in the study. 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

DC voltage (kV)
A wide variety of nonsensory measurements were

also taken for each individual in an attempt to account Figure 1-Cumulative probability that a 200 pF capacitive

for individual differences (occupation, sex, age, height, discharge to the fingertip will be perceived or rated
"definitely annoying" (combined samples of 74 men and

weight, skin temperature, finger or forearm diameter, skin 50 women) (positive polarity discharges).
hardness, prior degree of physical activity, and prior ex-
perience with electric shock). where Vis the median perception or annoyance voltage,

Figure I illustrates the statistical distribution of W is the subject's weight (in pounds), and ot and 0 are
thresholds for perception and annoyance using 200 pF empirical parameters. Values for a and 0 that apply to
discharges to the fingertip. The data follow a lognormal discharges from a 200 pF capacitor are given in Table
distribution, with significant differences in sensitivity be- I. Statistical variations about the median follow the log-
tween men and women. A further breakdown by cate- normal distribution, with a 90th percentile value at a fac-
gories showed that the college women did not differ tor of approximately 1.5 times the median and a 10th per-
significantly from the office women, and maintenance centile at approximately 0.7 times the median.
workers had higher thresholds than any other subgroup.

It might seem that there is a component related Table 1-Parameter estimates relating body weight to
to sex and occupation that partially accounts for individu- sensitivity of the fingertip (200 pF capacitive dis-
al sensitivity differences. However, a multivariate statisti- charges).
cal analysis revealed that, of all the individual attributes
measured, only body size is significantly correlated with Parameter Perception Annoyance
sensitivity. The apparent sex and occupation differences
are, in fact, artifacts of an underlying body-size depen- c 971 1904
dency: women in our sample group tended to be smaller 0 0.0024 0.0042
than men, and maintenance workers were larger than col-
lege men. To our knowledge, there has been no previous Table 2 expresses weight-dependent thresholds for
research calling attention to body size as a correlate for 200 pF discharges, based on Eq. 1, using the parameters
electrical sensitivity, of Table I. Over a 4:1 weight variation, perception

Of the various body-size related variables that we thresholds vary by IA: and annoyance thresholds by

measured, weight is probably the most easily determined 1.9:1. As a result, the threshold-to-annoyance multiples

in practical situations. A regression equation based on vary somewhat over the weight classes.

body weight was determined: The extrapolation of Eq. I to light body weights
may be used as a guide in order to estimate sensitivity

V = ae4 ' (I) levels of children. We urge caution, however, because 141



there has not been empirical verification that the body REFERENCES
weight relationship is valid for children. I j. P. Reilly, W. D. Larkin, R. J. Taylor, and V. T. Freeman, Human

Table 2-Thresholds for various body weight classes Reactions to Transient Electric Currents-Annual Report, July
1981-July 1982, JHU/APL CPE-8203 (1982).(discharges to the finger from 200 pF capacitor). 2
j. P. Reilly, W. D. Larkin, R. J. Taylor, V. T. Freeman, and L. B.

Kittler, Human Reactions to Transient Electric Currents-Annual Re-
port, July 1982-June 1983, JHU/APL CPE-8305 (1983).

Threshold-to- 3 j. P. Reilly, W. D. Larkin, L. B Kittler, and V. T. Freeman, Human
Weight Perception Annoyance Annoyance Reactions to Transient Electric Currents-Annual Report, Julv

Ib) (V) (V) Multiple 1983-June 1984, JHU/APL CPE-8313 (1984).

50 1095 2349 2.15
100 1234 2898 2.45
150 1392 3575 2.57
200 1569 4411 2.81
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A NEW SUTURELESS METHOD FOR THE ANASTOMOSIS
OF BLOOD VESSELS

J. J. Wozniak

When large numbers of battle casualties arrive at was not until after World War II, in Korea and Viet-
a field hospital, the requisite skills, facilities, and time nam, 3 that the techniques of vascular surgery and the
may not be available to perform all necessary, but not training of its practitioners were developed to the point
necessarily critical, end-to-end vascular anastomoses with where vascular surgery became standard practice for ma-
sutures. A sutureless concept was proposed in which the jor trauma. In the case of wounds of the extremities, this
proximal and distal ends of a severed vessel are everted resulted in a tremendous increase of personnel able to re-
over ferrules and the everted ends are held together with
a biocompatible, low-temperature, heat-shrinkable sleeve, turn to duty who, in earlier years, would have undergone
Two essential elements in the sutureless concept-a sur- amputation. Two key problems in vascular surgery that
gical vascular everting instrument and the heat-shrinkable must be faced when dealing with large numbers of com-
sleeve-have been developed, and a demonstration of the bat casualties are the availability of surgeons skilled in
sutureless technique has been accomplished on one lab- needed techniques and the amount of time required to
oratory animal. Personnel from APL, the Johns Hop- perform each surgical procedure.
kins Medical Institutions, and the University of Maryland,
representing talents in the disciplines of engineering, vas-
cular surgery, and polymer science, joined forces to work
on this project. DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the steps involved in the suture-

BACKGROUND less anastomosis technique. Figure la shows the severed
vessel, which characteristically constricts and retracts be-

Anastomosis of blood vessels was successfully per- cause of the smooth muscular structure (media) within
142 formed by Alexis Carrel in the early 1900s;2 however, it the vessel wall. In the first step, temporary clips are ap-



plied to the transectioned vessel, and the lumen is irrigated In the completion sequence, the proximal clip is
with saline. The vessel diameter is sized, and ferrules are removed (Fig. Id), and a hypodermic needle is inserted
selected that approximately match the outside diameter into the vessel lumen to relieve entrapped air. When a
of the vessel. steady flow of blood through the hypodermic needle is

Each vessel end is then everted over a ferrule (Fig. achieved, the needle and distal clip are removed.

lb). A prototype instrument to perform the vascular ever-
sion has been developed. Everting fully opens the vessel Vascular Everting Instrument
and ensures continuous intimal contact, which is vital to For the sutureless anastomosis technique to be an
prevent thrombosis formation after the anastomosis is alternative to sutures, an effective way had to be devel-
completed. oped to evert each vessel end over a ferrule. Two essen-

In the next step, a sleeve fabricated from a low- tial requirements for the everting instrument are minimal
temperature, heat-shrinkable, biocompatible polymer is damage and minimal displacement of the endothelial cells
placed on one of the vessel ends. The two ends are lining the lumen and flexibility for one instrument to evert
brought together, and the sleeve is centered over the junc- vessels having a range of lumen dimensions.
tion (Fig. Ic). The sleeve is heated with a jet of warm A prototype everting instrument was developed
saline. Heat causes the sleeve to contract and assume the earlier;! it used an iris-diaphragm mechanism to flare
local contour of the everted vessel (Fig. Id). the leading edge of the artery and a miniature balloon

inflated within the lumen to accomplish the everting
action.

While bench tests demonstrated the instrument on
arteries possessing moderate to high elasticity, it could
not be made to function reliably on arteries with lesser
compliance expected in clinical applications. As a result,

" \ .a new instrument was developed (Fig. 2) that again uses
the iris-diaphragm principle to flare the leading edge of

(a) the artery, but uses a separate special curved forceps to

complete the everting action.

Heat-Shrinkable Sleeve

Inducing "elastic memory" in a polymer by irradi-
- ,ation was selected as the most promising technology for

t developing the sleeve. Two candidate polymers, polyeth-
ylene oxide (PEO) and synthetic trans-1,4 polyisoprene

(b) (TPIP), have undergone extensive radiation chemistry and
sleeve processing experimentation. This work was per-

(C)

... ,p_ _ 13 c
m

(d)

Figure 1-The steps in the sutureless vascular anastomo-
sis technique. Figure 2-The new everting instrument. 143



formed at the University of Maryland Laboratory for
Radiation and Polymer Science and was reported
earlier.'

PEO, which satisfied the mechanical, biocompati-
bility, and shrink-temperature requirements, could not
be made hydrophobic. It tended to swell and become very
slippery when placed in water. Synthetic TPIP met the / -

mechanical and shrink-temperature requirements and is-1
unaffected by water, but its biocompatibility was
unknown.

Under subcontract to APL, the Materials Science
Toxicology Laboratory at the University of Tennessee
performed an acute toxicity screening program on cross-
linked TPIP. The test program included direct contact
of the material on tissue culture (mammalian cell), in-
tramuscular implantation (in rabbits), and multiple tests Figure 3-An anastomosed artery using the sutureless
with extracts of the material. Reference 4 provides the technique.

test program protocol. Subsequently, the anastomosed artery was embed-

The material evaluation report 5 concluded that ded in paraffin and sectioned. Histological examination
radiation-crosslinked synthetic TPIP has an extremely low showed that the artery was patent, without any adherent
potential toxic liability. In fact, TPIP received a toxicity thrombus, and that a continuum of endothelium had oc-

figure of merit rating similar to those of silicone and poly- curred. The time was insufficient to observe significant

carbonate, which are frequently used in implants. medial regrowth.

Future plans call for the development of absorb-
In-Vivo Demonstration able ferrules to avoid chronic stenosis, sleeve processing

One in-vivo demonstration of the sutureless refinements to enhance intima-to-intima contact, and ex-
anastomosis technique was conducted on a 25 kg male tensive animal implant tests.
mongrel dog. Under sterile conditions, the left carotid
artery was isolated and exposed in the neck. Clips were ACKNOWLEDGMENT
applied, and the carotid artery (3 to 4 mm lumen) was
transected. The artery sections were irrigated with The author wishes to acknowledge the contribu-
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The sutureless procedure took approximately 5 of Maryland, M. H. Epstein of the Johns Hopkins Med-

min to complete. Ferrules fabricated from polycarbonate ical Institutions, and R. W. Flower and D. E. Walters

were used in this experiment. A jet of warm (130*F) sterile of APL.

saline, applied for a few seconds with a squeeze-type wash
bottle, was used to contract the sleeve. Cold saline, ap- REFERENCES
plied in a similar manner, "locked" the sleeve in its con-
tracted state. Good pulsations were observed on release I J. J. Wozniak, "Sutureless Vascular Anastomosis System," in Develop-
of the vascular clips. A small amount of blood emerged ments in Science and Technology, Fiscal Year 1983, JHU/APL DST-I 1.2

C. Sabiston, ed., Davis-Christopher Textbook for Surgery: The Bio-from the intima junction when the clips were first re- logical Basis of Modern Surgical Practice I. W. B. Saunders, Co.,
moved; however, no bleeding occurred from the site of Philadelphia (1977).3 N. M. Rich, J. H. Baugh, and C. W. Hughes, "Acute Arterial lnju-
the anastomosis itself. Figure 3 is a photograph of the ries in Vietnam: 1,000 Cases." J. Trauma 10, 359-369 (May 1970).
anastomosed artery. Antibiotics were administered post- 4j. Autian, Toxicological Evaluation of Biomaterials: Primary Acute

Toxicity Screening Program, Artificial Organs 1, pp. 53-60 (1977).operatively. Anticoagulants were not required. Angio- 5J. Autian, "Report on Toxicity of Synthetic Trans-l,4 Polyisoprene
grams taken 5 and 21 days after the anastomosis was per- under Project Number PT 0.1921" (private correspondence), the Uni-
formed showed good blood flow although slight stenosis versity of Tennessee Materials Science Toxicology Laboratory (Feb I.1984).
was present. The stenosis is believed to result from the

use of undersized ferrules (the ferrule's inside diameter
was smaller than the artery's outside diameter). After the
twenty-first day the site was reopened, the artery was ligat-
ed, and the anastomosed section was removed. The ex- This work was supported by the Naval Medical R&D Command

144 cised vessel was fixed in formalin. and Independent R&D.



ARTERIAL RESPONSE TO HEMODYNAMIC SHEAR STRESS

M. H. Friedman, 0. J. Deters, and C. B. Bargeron (APL), G. M. Hutchins (JHMI),
and F. F. Mark (APL)

Fluid mechanical measurements have been made the flow partitioned approximately equally between the
by laser Doppler anemometry in 10 flow-through casts two daughter arteries.
of human aortic bifurcations. The thickness of the inner
lining of the arterial wall (the intima, where arterioscle- Our studies failed to demonstrate extensive sepa-
rosis begins) was measured at corresponding sites in the ration or any turbulence at the aortic bifurcation.' Weak
original vessels. Correlation of the fluid dynamic and transient eddies have been observed on occasion but only
morphologic measurements suggests a nonlinear relation- in diastole.2 Consequently, major emphasis has been
ship between wall shear and intimal thickening. A mod- directed toward the relationship between interfacial shear
el of the vascular response to hemodynamic shear stress and vascular morphology.
has been developed to explain this relationship and fits
the results quite well. The model offers an explanation Interfacial shear values are derived from measure-
of the role of hemodynamics in the pathogenesis of ar- ments of the pulsatile velocity close to the walls of the
terial disease. cast. The velocity measurements were made primarily in

the plane of the bifurcation. At such sites, the effects of
secondary flow are small since the plane of the bifurca-

BACKGROUND tion is an approximate plane of symmetry. Velocity mea-

There is a considerable body of indirect evidence, surements were made at sites whose distance from the wall

largely based on the pattern of the " ,c that hemody- varied from 0.4 to 0.9 mm. At these proximities to the

namic factors are at least partially re ponsible for the ini- wall, and in the absence of strong secondary flows, the

tial formation of atheroscle. it: esions. However, the fluid velocity vector is approximately parallel to the wall

most important of these factors have not been identified, and in the plane of the bifurcation. Approximate shear

and much remains to be learned about the response of rates were derived at each site by dividing the measured

the vascular wall to .ts hemodynamic environment. The velocities by the perpendicular distance from the measure-

purpose of the research is to advance knowledge in this ment site to the wall. Close to the wall, the velocity varies

area through a unique protocol that offers the possibili- nearly linearly with distance from the wall. Measurements

ty of identifying features of the arterial flow that are as- were made in 10 casts; the number of measurement sites

sociated with early atherosclerotic changes in human varied from 12 to 23.

arteries, while providing a database that will be used to The in vivo blood flow in the experimental arteri-
examine the interaction between the flow field and the al specimens was not known, and the flow wave used in
vessel wall. the experiments varied somewhat from one cast to an-

other. The effects of these variations were reduced by nor-

DISCUSSION malizing the shear rates. Normalized shear rates were
obtained by dividing each experimental shear rate by the

We have investigated the morphological response average of the measured shear rates in that cast.

of the arterial wall to extremes of shear stress and other Linear regressions between intimal thickness and
hemodynamic phenomena, using the aortic bifurcation normalized shear rate were performed for each vessel as
as a test segment. Va!ues of the hemodynamic variables an initial step in the analysis of the experimental data.
were derived from laser Doppler anemometer measure- The variation of the slopes of the correlations with mean
ments of pulsatile velocities in rigid transparent casts of intimal thickness suggested that sites exposed to high shear
the vessels. thicken quickly to a modest value and slowly thereafter,

The flow through the casts consisted of a steady while the intimal thickness at sites exposed to low shear

component generated by an adjustable metering pump rises more slowly initially but ultimately reaches higher

and a pulsatile component produced by a cam-driven pis- values.
ton pump. The flow system was designed to produce a A simplified model has been devised that
flow wave typical of the in vivo flow at the aortic bifur- reproduces this behavior. The basic assumptions of the
cation. The mean flow rate and pulse frequency of the model are:
system were adjusted so that fluid mechanical scaling was
achieved. The flow wave in each cast was computed from 1. A blood-borne substance diffuses into an in-
the time-varying velocity at the inlet centerline; in all casts, timal compartment in which its concentration 145



is fixed; its permeability depends linearly on
shear rate.

2. The substance is catabolized in the intima or
otherwise removed via a first-order rate pro-
cess; the rate constant varies exponentially with
reciprocal shear rate, i.e., as an activation
process.

3. The substance accumulates in the intima ac-
cording to the difference between the rate at
which it enters and the rate at which it is de- 1000

stroyed or lost. This accumulation causes the
intima to thicken. 800-

A nonlinear estimation routine was used to fit the
model to the experimental data. The correlations were
performed using three shear measures-maximum, mean, 600-

C
and "pulse'' 3 shear rates-and no constraints were
placed on the magnitude or sign of any of the parameters
of the model. The correlation based on maximum shear -4 -

E6
rate provided the best fit to the experimental data, but
it was not significantly better than the correlations based 200
on mean and pulse shear rate. The standard error of es-
timate of the correlation was 105 /m. A plot of the corre- TT
lation is given in Fig. 1. 0

0.6 2
The model provides a simplified description of in- 0.9

timal thickening that is based on physical processes for
which there is experimental evidence. Of course, the Smax 1.20 1.5
mechanism of time-dependent wall thickening is more

complex than this, involving additional processes not in- Figure 1-Correlation of intimal thickness with nondimen-
cluded in the model. While the analysis is incomplete, it sional time, T, and normalized maximum shear rate, Smax-The region in the Smax - T space within which the corre-
offers insights into the phenomenology of intimal thick- lation applies is indicated by heavy lines; the rest of the
ening under shear and suggests mechanisms that explain surface is included to provide a better sense of its shape.
this behavior. The most significant of these are the con- Nondimensional time is defined by T = rot, where ro is
cept that relative thickening rates under low and high the removal rate constant at Smax = 1 and t is physical
shear stress can change with age and its explanation in time.

terms of competing shear-dependent processes. of an Asymmetric Human Aortic Bifurcation," in 1981 Biomechanics
Symp., W. C. Van Buskirk and S. L.-Y. Woo, eds., American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, New York, pp. 47-50 (1981).

3 M. H. Friedman, G. M. Hutchins, C. B. Bargeron, 0. J. Deters, andREFERENCES F. F. Mark, "Correlation between Intimal Thickness and Fluid Shear
in Human Arteries." Atherosclerosis 39, 425--436 (1981).
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0. J. Deters, "Hemodynamic Measurements in Human Arterial Casts,
and Their Correlation with Histology and Luminal Area," J. Biomech.
Eng. 102, 247-251 (1980).
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING OF THE
HUMAN HEART BY ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

W. H. Guier (APL) and J. L. Weiss (JHMI)

Scanning two-dimensional echocardiography pro- RESULTS
vides visualization and analysis of sections through the
beating heart. By combining many such sections with data The direct and unequivocal clinical validation of
on the relative position and angulation of the echo probe, this method of 3D reconstruction of the beating heart
a three-dimensional (3D) view of the heart at any cho- results from the opportunity of the present clinical team
sen time can be synthesized. In collaboration with the to contribute to the clinical program of heart transplan-
Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions, the method has been tation at JHMI.6 Multiple 2D echo views with probe po-
implemented for clinical trials. Candidates for total heart sition and angulation data are taken during routine
transplantation are examined by echocardiography pri- clinical testing of heart transplant candidates. The
or to surgery, and the heart's shape and weight are esti- clinical testing of heart transplsnthcandidates.eThe
mated from the synthesized 3D image. The diseased heart, pretranspiant 2D echos of patients who undergo heart
after being replaced by the transplant, is weighed and transplantation within 3 weeks of the echo study are con-

compared with that predicted from the 3D echocardio- toured and are entered with the probe position and an-
graphic data. The error of the weight predicted from echo gulation data into the APL central computer for 3D
reconstructions was 5.7% rms for the five transplants analysis. The estimated volume of the muscle mass of the
studied to date. If confirmed with continued studies, this left ventricle from the 3D echo is then compared with the
accuracy will be sufficient for clinical applications, directly weighed left ventricular mass of the patient's ex-

planted heart after removal of the atria, valves, and right
ventricular free wall. The results for the first three pa-

tients are shown in Table 1.6

Table I -Results of validation for the first three pa-
BACKGROUND tients.

The quantification of the size, shape, and motion Echo True
of the diseased human heart has been a goal of cardiolo- Left-Ventricular Left-Ventricular
gy from its beginning. Ultrasound, being completely Patient Mass (g) Weight (g) Error (070)
noninvasive, has long been a valuable way to do this. At 1 442 422 + 4.7
present, 2D scanning echocardiography can provide mov- 2 506 473 + 7.0

ing images of beating heart walls, opening and closing 3 190 180 +5.6
Mean 379 :h 167 358 :t 157 +5.8 m. 1.2

of heart valves, blood clots, tumors, etc. during an out- Total rms error 5.8
patient visit. Continuing improvements in resolution and
discrimination between neighboring soft tissues have
resulted in 2D echocardiography becoming an established Tests on two more patients have now been com-
clinical specialty area. pleted. The combined error of all five patients is 2.5 +

Immediately after demonstrating that a 2D visuali- 5. 1016, or a total rms error of 5.7076.

zation of the beating heart could yield clinically useful
information on the heart's functional state and the na- DISCUSSION
ture and extent of its disease, APL and JHMI collabo-
rated in quantitating that information.',4 Among several Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the 3D echo
related efforts was the attempt to develop a way to com- system; Fig. 2 shows the clinical setup when "echoing"
bine multiple quantitated 2D echo images into a synthe- a patient. Attached to the 2D scanning echo probe are
sized 3D image of the left ventricle, the main pumping three spark gaps that produce a sharp noise spike each
chamber of the heart. This Johns Hopkins group is now time they are fired by the electronics. An acoustic receiver
one of our investigative groups in the United States array of four microphones receives the spikes from the
vigorously pursuing this goal. The Hopkins team achieved spark gaps, and the electronics measures the travel time
a working system for in vitro echo subjects in the spring of the noise spikes over the 12 geometric paths (three
of 1982.' In 1984, the Hopkins group was the first of transmitters to four receivers). The 12 range values are
the four groups to achieve clinical validation in humans. redundant with respect to the absolute position and orien-
This is a report of the earliest of these human trials to tation of the echocardiographic probe; after proper cali-
validate the method in diseased hearts. bration in vitro, they can be used to determine the 147
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Figure 1-The 3D echocardiographic system and the sonic range data subsystem.

maximum expansion just prior to the contraction that

~~~~~Fure 3 orspnstouddisoetntieo

forces the blood through the arteries. Figure 3a shows

a stereo pair generated by a graphics terminal; each 2D
ventricle represents one "loop" in the stereo 3D figure.

F r 3Interpolation between these meshed loops yields in 3D
the inferred endocardial surface and, for example, the
volume of the cavity it encloses. The same inference per-
formed on the outside surface yields the size, shape, and
volume of the epicardial surface. Clearly, these inferences
can be performed anytime within the cardiac cycle.
ve rFigure 3b shows a stereo pair of the inferred 3D

surfaces, outlined in this case along slices through the
heart muscle-much like cutting a half melon into "or-

oange slices." The difference between the areas enclosedby the inside and the outside surfaces is the muscle vol-olume of the left ventricle. That computed vol, me, multi-

plied by the muscle density, is the mass measured in the
explanted heart. It is tabulated in Table 1. In addition
to affording a direct comparison for validation, this mus-
cle mass also is of clinical interest in certain types of heart

Figure 2-Clinical setup when "echoing" a patient. disease and, therefore, is itself an example of the clinical

potential of the technique.

absolute position of a sharply imaged small object to
about a mm rms. This array of 12 ranges is recorded
four times per second along with a video frame count so ACK
that associated with any 2D echo image are the 12 range

values. The position and orientation of the video images We wish to acknowledge the participation of J.
that are chosen to be used for the 3D image reconstruc- G. Chubbuck of APL and M. D. McGaughey, M. J.
tion are then computed from the range values determined Hausknecht, A. Herskowitz, and B. Walters of JHMI

148 by the video field count. on the clinical team.
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INTRODUCTION

The Laboratory's interest in the environment and programmatic involve-
ment with it are matters of some Nears' standing. Notable among such matters
are, first, the properties and processes of the oceans in areas of interest to the
naval and maritime communities and, second, a variety of aspects of the
Chesapeake Bay. APL has also extended the scope of its environmental work to
other fields of investigation. An example of this extension is the worldwide char-
acterization of certain atmospheric properties in terms that enable predictions of
anomalous propagation of radar-frequency energy. Another example of
atmosphere-relateJ work is computer modeling of the behavior of the plume from
a power plant cooling tower.

The growing concern over the health-indeed, the very survival-of the
Chesapeake Bay has led the Laboratory into new and diverse endeavors and into
new cooperative efforts with other elements of the academic and scientific com-
munities as well. The coalition between the Laboratory and the Chesapeake Bay
Institute to investigate some of the seemingly vital factors that influence the prop-
agation and survival of commercially and recreationally important species of Bay
life is an example of the recent impetus given to efforts to improve the Bay.

The Ocean Science and Technology Section of this volume also includes
reports of work directly related to the ocean environment.
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A REFRACTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM
FOR THE METEOROLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
OF ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION

J. P. Skura, H. W. Ko, and J. H. Meyer

APL personnel have developed an automated ly equal to the earth's radius), and ducting or trapping
computer code to convert large volumes of basic meteoro- (rays are abnormally bent downward with a radius of cur-
logical data measured by radiosondes into refractivity vature much less than that of the earth). Figure I defines
units. The statistical summary of atmospheric ducting, the gradient regimes for each type of propagation.
superrefraction, and subrefraction is implemented for
thousands of radiosonde launches at numerous stations. The RAS basically comprises three programs. The
The summaries are given in 20 differentformatsfor select- first reads in the meteorological data, checks for bad or
able height intervals. The system provides detailed sta- missing data, and checks for accuracy and for consisten-
tistical analyses while retaining the details of refractivity cy with accepted meteorological lapse rates. From these
structure, such as refractive layer thickness and refrac- certified good data, the relative humidity and refractivi-
tivity gradient. ty are calculated. The new set of vertical refraction pro-

files is now ready for analysis.

BACKGROUND The second program in RAS produces the statis-

tics on a month's data for a given site. The height incre-

The World Meteorological Organization routine- ments above the site where the statistics are to be
ly launches radiosondes at least twice a day from stations calculated are specified by the user in order to obtain as
worldwide. All data from these launches, recorded in ab- fine a profile structure as may be necessary. The vertical

solute values, are being retained. Quality control marks refraction profiles for a site are read in, and the gradient

are provided for the basic meteorological parameters, for each level in the profile is calculated and then classi-

such as temperature. However, the data are not checked fied as to the type of propagation it will support. Linear

for accuracy. interpolations are then performed on the data to obtain
the gradients and type of propagation for the height struc-

The APL Refractivity Analysis System (RAS) is ture specified by the user. The counters for the occur-
a computer software package that first checks for bad rence of each type of propagation for the given height
or missing data and then checks for accuracy and for con- increments are updated to calculate the percent occur-
sistency with accepted meteorological lapse rates. From rence. Next, the mean gradient of each type of each height
these certified good data, the vertical refraction profile increment and the mean profile are updated. The daily
is calculated in terms of the radio refractivity. The statis-
tics are then calculated monthly for selectable height in- 1.0 1 I I I
tervals, yielding percent of occurrences and gradient 0 N/kn 0 M/km
strengths for each type of propagation cataloged at each K-. i.-- 79
station by day, by hour, and by height. 0.8- -39 SUb 1 SUper . 11157

refracive ~ refractive
DISCUSSION -79 Trapping, /7

E 0.6 - Standard ductSng Sub-

Atmospheric parameters measured by radiosonde - refractive

devices include pressure, ambient temperature, dewpoint -157 Super-T refractive\ r

temperature depression, wind speed, and wind direction. . rai0e 
Saa

The RAS accepts and uses these data to generate a detailed Trapping,description of the index of refraction in terms of the com- ting,monly used refractivity unit, N, and the modified refrac- ducting

tivity unit, M. The vertical gradient of the refractivity .:F

describes the ability of the atmosphere to support vari-
ous types of electromagnetic wave propagation. The ma-
jor types of propagation are given as standard (rays 0 1 1 1
propagate normally), subrefraction (rays are abnormal- 260 280 300 320 320 360 400 440
ly bent upward), superrefraction (rays are abnormally Refractivity (N units) Modified refractivity (M units)

154 bent downward with a radius of curvature approximate- Figure 1-N and M gradients and refractive effects.



Tablel-Statistical output for the Bangkok site (Apr 1982, 1200 GMT).

Ducting Superrefraction Subrefraction

Height
(M) Percent Mean Percent Mean Percent Mean

Occurrence Strength Occurrence Strength Occurrence Strength

33 7 -65 43 -33 7 52
67 7 -65 43 -33 7 52

100 7 -65 40 -34 7 52
133 7 -65 37 -34 7 52
167 7 -65 37 -34 7 52
200 7 -65 37 -34 7 52
233 7 -65 33 -34 7 52
267 3 -71 33 -34 0 -
300 0 - 30 -34 0
333 0 30 -34 0

Note: Strengths are expressed in N per thousand feet.

counters that keep track of the presence or absence of 80

a given type on any day are then updated. Finally, infor- r Subrefraction
mation on each type of propagation that exists in the pro- 63A Superrefraction
file is extracted, and that information (top of layer, 6 i Surface duct
thickness of layer, type of propagation, and strength of
layer) is used to update the average information on layer
types. The process is repeated for each profile for a par- -

ticular month. When the month is finished, all the statisti-
cal data are written into a data file for later access. CD

20-

The third part of the RAS is a program to output
the statistical data onto paper in easy-to-read format. Ex-
amples of some of the outputs are shown in Table 1 and 0
Fig. 2. Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

Figure 2-Example of anomalous propagation at the Bang-
kok site (1200 GMT).

SUMMARY
tions, sensing, and ranging systems that depend on (or

The RAS code is the first one capable of the com- can be hindered by) anomalous electromagnetic propa-
puterized characterization of worldwide electromagnet- gation.
ic propagation conditions that has been developed to be
available for unrestricted use. Its capability extends from
the surface up to 30,000 ft in any altitude increments ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
desired, and it can accommodate any meteorological data The authors would like to thank K. A. Kostoff
set that is comparable in format with the one used by the and D. A. Roberts for their participation in processing
World Meteorological Organization. When the code is the meteorological data tapes obtained from various con-
applied, the occurrence of subrefraction, superrefraction, tributors.
and ducting conditions at specific locations or worldwide
can be described quantitatively in terms that permit the This work was supported by the Air Force Electronic Systems
evaluation of the performance aspects of communica- Division.
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COOLING TOWER PLUME AND DRIFT MODEL
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES

E. A. Davis

A computer model of cooling tower vapor plumes perature that depend on the ambient atmospheric
and saline drift emissions has been developed in conjunc- conditions and the cooling range of the tower. The buoy-
tion with power plant siting studies. The model has been ant plume rises and grows with the entrainment of am-
used to make estimates of environmental impacts such bient air until it reaches its final rise point. Beyond that
as visible plumes, fog and ice enhancement, and deposi- point, it disperses as a Gaussian plume that is visible as
tion of salt on soils, crops, and structures in the vicinity long as the air on its centerline remains saturated. Ex-
of a power plant. ceptions to this modeling concept can occur under cer-

tain ambient conditions, such as high winds or low-level
atmospheric temperature inversions (which can prevent

BACKGROUND normal plume rise). The model detects those conditions
and responds appropriately.

The model is an outgrowth of earlier work done

at APL. The present form of the model, the computer The drift modeling concept has four components:
program, is a direct result of two projects: (a) the Chalk rise, breakaway, evaporation, and deposition. Drift
Point Cooling Tower project (1978-1979), jointly spon- droplets entrained in the buoyant flow are carried out of
sored by the Power Plant Siting Program of the State of the tower. They tall at a rate that depends on their size
Maryland, the Electric Power Research Institute, the U.S. and mass. As long as the plume rise rate exceeds their
Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection fall velocity, the droplets are rising with respect to the
Agency, and the Potomac Electric Power Company; and ground. At some downwind distance, the plume rise rate

(b) the Vienna Siting Study (1979-1980), performed for equals the fall rate of droplets of a given size, and they
the Maryland Power Plant Siting Program as part of its break away to fall free of the vapor plume. As they fall,
work in connection with the application of the Delmar- they are transported by ambient winds. During those
va Lighting and Power Company to expand its generat- processes, the droplets may shrink in size by evaporation

ing facilities at Vienna, Md. The model was completed and thus reduce their fall rate. Also, they may increase
and delivered to the State of Maryland in 1984 and is in size by condensation, depending on the conditions of

documented in Ref. 1. It is briefly referred to as the APL the surrounding air in which they are moving. As the
plume and drift (APLPAD) model. droplets are transported, they disperse because of the tur-

bulent motion of the atmosphere. Eventually they strike
the ground and are deposited.

DISCUSSION The model simulates the trajectory of only select-

ed droplet sizes called size classes or "bins." All droplets
Modeling Concept exiting the tower are assigned to one of the bins for model-

The model represents the performance of a single ing. The dispersion of droplets about the central trajec-

tower in flat terrain. Multiple towers are analyzed by us- tory of a class is assumed to be normally distributed, as

ing the model to obtain results for the individual towers

and then processing them to obtain the desired combined The computations are done using these concepts
results; e.g., total salt deposition is found by adding the for each meteorological record in the database. The re-
individual results after making the appropriate coordinate suits, such as salt deposition at selected ground locations
transformation to a common deposition grid. around the tower, are written to data files for later anal-

ysis and tabulation.
The internal characteristics of the cooling tower

are not modeled. Vapor plume and drift emission charac-
teristics are either direct inputs or are computed from sim- Model Features
ple relations derived from previous analyses. The model The focus of the model is on its use in assessing
then simulates plume and drift behavior through the use the effects of cooling tower air emissions. Since thousands
of appropriate analytic algorithms that represent the var- of cases must be considered (e.g., hourly meteorological
ious physical phenomena that are involved, conditions over several years), the modeling algorithms

Figure I illustrates the modeling concept. The satu- are reasonably simple and efficient in execution. The ap-
156 rated vapor plume exits the tower with a velocity and tem- proach of APLPAD has been to assemble various al-
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Figure 1--ssential features of the APL plume and drift model.

gorithms representing the important physical processes- cludes enough commentary so that it is self-explanatory.
each being only as detailed as necessary to maintain a All inputs are defaulted, and an imbedded test case is
proper overall balance in the modeling representation of provided so that the model can be run and an example
reality. Control options are provided in the code so that output obtained without user action. Debugging facili-
various levels of detail can be selected for the various sub- ties are provided so that more details of the model comn-
models. Also, several parameters can be adjusted so that putations can be seen if needed.
the model can be tuned to field data and validated against

othe moe dtaied odes ofindvidal hyscal overriding consideration during model development to

processes.t

Sallow its use in studies with large meteorological data-

During model development, a logical modeling bases and to support sensitivity/configuration analyses
structure has been maintained so that new processes and in connection with siting studies. Efficiency is achieved

environmental impacts peculiar to a specific application by avoiding unnecessary computations, following good
can be readily incorporated. The configuration has been coding practices, using simplified algorithms, and cate-
controlled by a systematic structure of code blocks. All gorizing meteorological cases so that duplications are not
modifications are made by substituting entire blocks of recomputed. The unique scheme devised to order these
new code, previously checked out, rather than by mak- cases for consideration can decrease by 70 the number
ing line-by-line change as taeed lcato in the code, of cases to be computed when using a 10-year hourly data-
This procedure allows duplicates of the model at differ- base (87,672 cases).
ent locations to be maintained in an identical, known con-

figuration. Model Validation
The model is written in IBM Fortran (H Extend-

ed) and has been run at APL on the IBM 3033 using the The need for model validation is evident from
multiple virtual system operating system. The code in- work by others, which shows that various salt deposition 157



models using the same inputs can give predictions that Model Use
differ by as much as two orders of magnitude.

The APLPAD model is a working tool to support
The APLPAD model has been validated by tun- analyses; new features are added to meet the needs of cur-

ing its internal parameters to obtain reasonable agreement rent studies. Figure 2 shows its role in the analysis pro-
with field data and by comparing its predictions with cess. As indicated, it is only one tool in the process. Other
those of other models. The field data used were obtained models and processing programs are used to prepare in-
by APL on a natural draft tower in the Chalk Point Cool- puts and process outputs.
ing Tower Project and on a mechanical draft tower at
PEPCO's Benning Road generating station in Washing- Since APLPAD has been used at APL as part of

ton, D.C. The data have been used to tune the rise predic- an on-line computing environment, the tendency has been

tions of the plume submodel and to validate the drift to write plume and drift results to data files and then to
deposition submodel. process them with interactive programs to obtain the

desired results. For example, the visible plume length for
The primary objective of the validation program each meteorological record is written to a file and later

has been to establish confidence in the APLPAD model that file is processed to obtain distributions of lengths.
as a tool for predicting salt deposition under various con- Only the results for the deposition of salt from saline drift
ditions. The results indicate that the model probably over- are done in a "production" mode to provide finished
predicts salt deposition for the natural draft tower and tables.
should provide conservative estimates of salt deposition
effects. These results and a comparison of this model with ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
others indicate that it reasonably represents the physical
processes involved and provides predictions in reasonable There have been many contributions to the devel-
agreement (a factor of two) with other models. opment of the APLPAD model, both its earlier version
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and the current one. T. W. Eagles, L. C. Kohlenstein, very helpful in bringing the model code to its current state
J. A. Kagan, W. D. Stanbro, and J. H. Meyer were in- and in applying it to the impact analyses done for the
strumental in creating the early version of the model. M. Vienna Siting Study.
L. Moon, as a leader in the Chalk Point Cooling Tower
Project, provided the impetus for the current version. E.
M. Portner, as Project Engineer for the Vienna Siting REFERENCE
Study, vigorously supported model improvement for use E. A. Davis, Cooling Tower Plume and Drift Model: Description and
in that study. W. D. Stanbro provided a better subrou- User's Guide, JHU/APL PPSE T-25 (Apr 1984).
tine to compute drift water droplet evaporation. J. J.
Lentz provided a computer program to analyze the ther- This work was supported by the Maryland Power Plant Siting
mal performance of cooling towers. V. T. Freeman was Program.

FIELD ASSESSMENT OF STRIPED BASS LARVAL
SURVIVAL CORRELATED WITH CONTAMINANTS
AND WATER QUALITY PARAMETERS

L. W. Hall, Jr.

In-situ field studies have identified some primary because of the reduced production of dominant year class-
factors responsible for striped bass (Morone saxatilis) es. Factors influencing the survival of this species during
larval mortality in the Nanticoke River on the Eastern the first 60 days of life will ultimately determine the abun-
Shore of Chesapeake Bay. The factors that were report- dance of striped bass stocks.' The factors or combina-
ed to cause that mortality were low pH conditions, high tions of factors that have been implicated in affecting the
aluminum concentrations, and the presence of soft (low
alkalinity) fresh water. The data have provided insight survival of striped bass eggs and larvae are fishing pres-
on one possible reason for the fact that striped bass stocks sure, predation, disease, stream flow, food availability,
are declining on the east coast of the United States. entrainment and impingement by power plants, and

chemical contaminants.
2

Research in the area of contaminant effects has

BACKGROUND provided documentation that organic and inorganic con-
taminants inhibit the survival of the early life stages of

The population of striped bass has been declining striped bass.' 4 Evaluations of contaminant effects have
on both the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts in recent years been conducted primarily in the laboratory. Those studies 159



have provided essential documentation; however, we need a Skd view
to develop a useful approach for evaluating contaminant
effects in the natural environment if key questions ad- 45.7 cm
dressing the decline of the striped bass are to be answered.

Most of the striped bass migrating along the At- 10.2 cm
lantic coast are spawned in tributaries of Chesapeake
Bay. 5' 6 Estimates based on recent investigations of me-
ristic, morphometric, and biochemical characteristics have Position for lid
indicated that approximately 90% of the coastal striped

bass stock harvest originate in Chesapeake Bay.' The-. 202 Mm Nytex
most important spawning areas in the Maryland area of PVC frame
the Bay are the Nanticoke River, Choptank River, 12.mm stainless
Potomac River, and Upper Chesapeake Bay. 8 Howev- ,9 t I t
er, documentation is lacking on the survival of the early

developmental stages of striped bass in those spawning
habitats in conjunction with extensive contaminant and
water quality monitoring. 5.cm

The objective of this study was to evaluate the sur- 33.7 cm

vival of the prolarvae (about I day old) in their natural
spawning habitat (the Nanticoke River near Vienna, Md.)
by using in-situ environmental test chambers. Extensive . 42.5 cm

chemical analyses of both organic and inorganic con-
taminants and background water quality were made daily
so that the correlations could be analyzed.

- Air line

DISCUSSION T I YerY
General Methods -powered

aerator

The basic features of the in-situ environmental test Handle 6.3 mm
chambers (68 liter volume) and the rafts for housing the 0 der Plexi

chambers are shown in Figs. I and 2. One-day-old striped 25.4 cm lid

bass larvae were cultured from fertilized, water-hardened,
striped bass eggs obtained from the Dennis Wildlife Cen-
ter in Bonneau, S.C. The eggs were hatched in

contaminant-free control water in McDonald hatching
jars in a field station in Vienna. Figure 1-Side and top views of the in-situ test chambers.

Approximately 24 hr after hatching, 500 larvae
were tested in replicate in the test chambers at three Nan- Opening for in-situ chambers 9
ticoke River locations and in two control tanks in the lab-
oratory (one of 0 to I part per thousand salinity and the
other of 2 to 3 parts per thousand salinity). The three lo-
cations represented approximately 5.5 mi of striped bass
spawning habitat. Mortality observations were taken ev- 18.4 ","
ery 24 hr during each of two 96-hr experiments. Subsam- cm
pling procedures (100 ml volume) were used to evaluate 12.7 xe29.2 cm
the larval survival. styrene floats

(3 on each side)

Analytical and Water Quality Procedures 0.64 cm hole for
1.3 cm polyethylene rope composite sampler line

A Masterflex composite sampler with a peristatic
pump was used to collect the 24-hr composite aqueous *To anchor

samples at 15-min intervals. The organic and inorganic Figure 2-Raft used to house the test chambers in the
160 contaminants that were measured from each sample are river.



reported in Table 1. The following water quality ditions are not extremely acidic, they represent a poten-
parameters were also evaluated daily: temperature, sa- tially stressful condition for the striped bass prolarvae.
linity, dissolved oxygen, pH, conductivity, and hardness. Recent studies completed at the Columbia National Fish-
Ammonia, nitrate, and orthophosphate levels, the precipi- eries Research Laboratory have reported that a pH of 6.5
tation, and the air temperature were also reported dur- is toxic to 19-day-old striped bass after 7 days of ex-
ing each experiment. posure. 10 They also reported that a pH of 6.5 plus the

addition of 0.1 mg/l of aluminum caused 100% mortali-Table 1-Organic and inorganic contaminants report- tyt19d-odsrpdbsafe5dysfexsu.
ed during each experiment. ty to 19-day-old striped bass after 5 days of exposure.

The pH reported in the Nanticoke River probably was

Contaminant Detection Limit a stressful condition that contributed to the mortality.

Aluminum 2 g/Il The in-situ studies were conducted concurrently
Arsenic I ug/l with on-site laboratory studies by the Columbia Nation-
Cadmium 0.2 pg/l al Fisheries Research Laboratory. o A 24-hr composite
Chromium I ug/l of habitat water from all three stations and the same con-
Copper I Ag/I
Lead I 11g/l trol water were used in both the in-situ and the on-site
Selenium I pgI1 studies. Larvae at the same life stage experienced a cu-
Zinc 5 pg/I mulative mortality in the on-site tests similar to that
Toxaphene 42 ng/l reported for the in-situ experiments. Greater than 80%
Aroclor 1248 8 ng/l mortality for the prolarvae was reported after 4 days of
Aroclor 1254 II ng/l
Aroclor 1260 14 ng/I exposure to river water from all three sample sites dur-
Chlordane 6 ng/l ing both experiments. 1 This rigorously designed test
DDE 2 ng/I confirmed that habitat water was extremely toxic to
Fluorene 40 ng/l prolarval striped bass after 4 days of exposure.
Phenanthrene 40 ng/l
Fluoranthene 40 ng/l The precipitation that occurred during both of
Perylene 40 ng/I these experiments probably affected the high aluminumAnthracene 40 ng/l
Pyrene 40 ng/I and low pH conditions in the river. Precipitation of 3.27
Chrysene + benz (o) anthracene 80 ng/l cm fell during the first experiment, 1.95 cm during the

second; this may have been an adverse factor because it
causes a sudden increase in the mobilization of alumi-

Data Interpretation num and a decrease in pH. The abrupt changes in the
conditions may have been as critical a factor as the un-

Data from the experiments demonstrated that the derlying condition. The spring precipitation also changed
survival of striped bass larvae was less than 1007o after the low-salinity conditions that can exist in this soft
96 hr of exposure to Nanticoke River water at all stations. Eastern-Shore river water. During dry spring periods, the
The survival of both sets of controls was greater than low salinity found in the lower regions on the Nanticoke
7507o. Three basic categories have been assessed as possi- River striped bass spawning area can be an asset in en-
ble causes of the mortality: organic contaminants, inor- hancing survival of the prolarvae. Burton" reported that
ganic contaminants, and water quality parameters. The low-salinity conditions significantly increased the survival
data suggest that the organic contaminants that were of striped bass prolarvae in soft fresh water. Therefore,
evaluated in this river system can be eliminated as a con- the lack of significant salinity (less than I part per thou-
tributing factor. Of the eight inorganic contaminants that sand) at any of the study sites, including the downstream
were measured, aluminum was the only trace metal that station, was another factor that may have affected the
appeared in high, potentially toxic concentrations. To- survival rate.
tal unfiltered aluminum concentrations ranging from 0.48
to 4.1 mg/I were reported during both experiments. A is not pssible fr the prtaty tos
mean concentration of 0.12 mg/I of aluminum was found a single factor as a cause for the mortality. The factors
in nine filtered river water samples taken during the sec- that were influential in causing mortality were low pH
ond experiment. Previous investigators have reported that conditions, high aluminum concentrations, and the pres-
0. 1 to 0.2 mg/I of inorganic aluminum (aluminum fluo- ence of soft freshwater. Any one of the three factors or
ride, aluminum hydroxide complexes, and free aluminum) the interaction of all three may be responsible. The im-
was highly toxic to fish fry. 9  portant information obtained from this study is that high

larval mortality was documented in a prime striped bass
The potential toxicity of aluminum to striped bass spawning habitat during the optimum spawning period.

prolarvae cannot be evaluated without considering the The data represent documented adverse conditions found
Nanticoke River pH of about 6.3. Although such pH con- in only one spawning habitat; extrapolation to other 161
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INTRODUCTION

APL has long supported fundamental research, recognizing its importance
in keeping the Laboratory in the mainstream of new developments in basic sci-
ence and technology. Much of the basic research conducted at APL is done in
the Research Center, which was formally established in 1947. Its objectives are
"to carry on basic research supporting present and potential mission areas of the
Laboratory, to establish the Laboratory as a contributor to basic science, to pro-
vide research techniques and technical consulting for solving problems critical to
Laboratory programs, and to serve as an entry for new talent and scientific infor-
mation into the Laboratory." Since its inception, the Research Center has spawned
new programs that are now carried out in other units of the Laboratory. Most
notable are the programs of the Space Depai tment and the Biomedical Research
Program.

Today, the Milton S. Eisenhower Research Center comprises 52 staff mem-
bers organized into four groups. Research is reported in the professional scientif-
ic literature; typically, 60 papers are published each year. The reports in this section
represent work in areas of traditional strength in the Research Center-
photochemistry and theoretical quantum chemistry-as well as a new area of work,
artificial intelligence.
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MAGNETOPHOTOSELECTIVE PHOTOLYSIS OF
FREE RADICALS

F. J. Adriap, J. Bohandy, and B. F. Kim

Magnetophotoselection-polarized light photoly- another way to study the structure and dynamics of the
sis that results in partial orientation of a paramagnetic radical. Fused silica satisfies the requirement that the op-
product or reactant with respect to an external magnetic tical quality of the sample must be good enough that the
field-has been observed for the first time in a spin- exciting light is not depolarized by scattering; it turns out
doublet free radical Such observations in photochemi- to be a system in which this magnetophotoselective pho-
cal reactions that produce or decompose free radicals can tolysis can be observed.'
determine the optical transition moment of the pho-
tochemical transition. The optical transition moment is
unknown for most free radical reactions and is impor-
tant for determining the reaction mechanism.

BACKGROUND I
A new program to investigate materials important

in semiconductor devices has been initiated. SpecificO Z
topics include laser microchemistry and the effects of elec- H"
tromagnetic radiation on materials and processes of in-
terest in solid-state electronics. The study of radiation-
induced defects is relevant because the properties of some x
devices can be degraded by exposure to ionizing radia-

tion. This article discusses the observation of mag- .-
netophotoselection in a defect that can be produced in
silicon dioxide (Si0 2), an insulating material used in
metal-oxide semiconducting devices. (8) .

SUMMARY

Some types of high-purity fused silica contain ap-
proximately 1200 ppm of silicon-bound hydroxyl species
(- Si-OH). Ionizing radiation dissociates the OH bond, ()
yielding hydrogen atoms that are highly reactive and, in
this case, react with trace carbon monoxide (CO) impu-
rities to form the formyl (HCO) radical. Because fused
silica is amorphous, the resulting electron spin resonance
(ESR) spectrum of the HCO radical is that of a random-
ly oriented paramagnetic species, usually called a pow-
der spectrum. The characteristic feature of powder spectra
is a series of sharp lines that correspond to radicals orient-
ed in such a way that a magnetic axis of the paramagnet-
ic species is approximately parallel to the external mag- -- 10
netic field.

The location of the magnetic axes of the planar

HCO radical is shown in Fig. 1. The HCO radical has Figure 1-Effect of polarized light photolysis with
optical transitions with an anisotropic transition dipole E011 HDC on the ESR spectrum of HCO in Suprasil 1 fused
moment. If the result of optical excitation of the radical silica: (a) unphotolyzed high.field line, (b) after photoly-

is either a reaction or a reorientation of the radical, then sis, and (c) effect of rotating the photolyzed sample 90'
about the axis perpendicular to both HDC and the direc-

excitation with polarized light will lead to a nonuniform tion of the photolyzing light. The approximate location of
distribution of the radicals. This effect will manifest it- the principal axes of the g-tensor relative to the HCO

166 self by a change in the powder spectrum and can provide molecule is also shown.



A 4 mm rod of Suprasil 1 fused silica was X- decomposes the radical or transforms it into a nonpara-
irradiated for 30 min at room temperature. It was then magnetic species, agrees well with experimental spectra.
transferred to an Air Products Helitran variable temper- Magnetophotoselection was also observed in the
ature system located in an ESR cavity having slots through 4CO radical trapped in a CO matrix at 13 K.2 HCO
which the sample could be irradiated with polarized light, was formed by irradiating a CO matrix containing 1%
using a 200 W high-pressure mercury lamp and a Glan hydrogen iodide (HI) with ultraviolet light and photodis-
prism. sociating the HI to produce H atoms, which then react-

At 77 K, the ESR spectrum of the HCO radical ed with the CO matrix to form HCO. Photolysis of the
consists of two powder patterns separated by the proton sample with polarized light decreased the intensity of the
hyperfine splitting (hfs). At lower temperatures and lower x principal-axis component of the high-field line while
microwave power, all three components of the high-field increasing the y- and z-components, as in fused silica.
hfs line are resolved (Fig. la). Irradiation of the sample However, in this case the total integrated intensity of the
for 8 min using light polarized with the electric vector 1CO ESR spectrum is unchanged by visible light pho-
(E0) parallel to the external magnetic field (HDc) and tolysis, so the line shape changes are completely the re-
with the wavelength, X, greater than 500 nm (in the opti- suit of the magnetophotoselective transfer of intensity
cal absorption band of the HCO radical) produced the between radical orientations.
spectrum shown in Fig. lb. One sees a nonuniform de- In this system, thermally activated reorientation
crease in the intensities of the three components (thus the of the HCO radical could be detected. This was done by
term magnetophotoselective) with the x-component de-
creasing, the most and the z-component decreasing the first noting that the total intensity of the post-photolysis
least. A convenient check for a nonuniform orientation- spectrum should be orientation independent; therefore,
al distribution of radicals is to rotate the sample 900 about any change in the spectrum upon a 90 rotation of the
an axis perpendicular to the magnetic field. A uniform sample gives a measure of the orientation anisotropy. By
distribution would give the same ESR spectrum, where- monitoring this anisotropy as a function of temperature,it was determined that the x-y anisotropy disappeared
as the actual spectrum, shown in Fig. lc, has the x- around 25 K but that the remaining (xy)-z anisotropy
component increasing in intensity and the y- and z persisted to approximately 40 K.
components decreasing.

These results show that the largest component of In conclusion, it has been shown that the detec-

the optical transition dipole moment is along the x axis, tion of the magnetophotoselective photolysis of free rad-

which is known from analysis of the ESR spectrum to icals has much potential for investigating the structure,

be perpendicular to the molecular plane. This result is photochemistry, and photodynamics of free radicals.

consistent with theory, which predicts that the dipole mo-
ment for the lowest-energy optical transition in a rigid ACKNOWLEDGMENT
HCO molecule is perpendicular to the molecular plane.
The observed small decay of the z-component of the spec- The authors are indebted to P. R. Zarriello for
trum can be explained by partial depolarization of the his capable assistance with these experiments.
exciting light by scattering inside the microwave cavity.
The decrease of the y-component, which is intermediate
between those of the x- and z-components and which also REFERENCES
should be zero in a nonrotating radical, indicates that the J 1. Bohandy, B. F. Kim, and F. J. Adrian, "Magnetophotoselective Pho-

radical is not rigidly fixed in the silica host but executes tolysis of the Formyl Radical in Fused Silica," Chem. Phys. Lett. 104,
413-417 (1984).

torsional oscillation about the z (C = 0 bond) axis, 2 F. J. Adrian, J. Bohandy, and B. F. Kim, "ESR Studies of the For-
thereby enabling the y molecular axis to "steal" optical rpyl Radical in a CO Matrix: Magnetophotoselective Photolysis and

transition intensity from the x axis. Thermally Activated Rotations," J. Chem. Phys. (in press).

The effect of magnetophotoselection on ESR pow-
der patterns can be calculated by modifying the random
distribution function of the radicals so as to account for
the orientationally selective photolysis.' A computer
simulation of the effect of polarized light on the high-
field HCO line, assuming that the photoexcitation either This work was supported by Independent R&D.
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THEORY OF INDIRECT ELECTRON-NUCLEAR HYPERFINE
INTERACTIONS OF HOLE CENTERS IN IONIC CRYSTALS
AND MOLECULES

F. J. Adrian and A. N. Jette

4 theory has been developed and applied to ex- mined); and the value of the anisotropic hfc, denoted B1,
plain transferred metallic-cation electron-nuclear magnet- is much smaller than one would expect from the classi-
ic hyperfine interactions for a number of important ionic cal dipole-dipole interaction between the unpaired elec-
defects in solids and ionic molecules where more usual tron and the magnetic cation nuclei. The common
and direct methods predict that these interactions van- electronic configuration for all these centers (Fig. I) is
ish. The problem has been solved by an indirect mecha- that the Al * 3 (or Na - as the case may be) cation is in
nism relying on a purely quantum mechanical phenom- a
enon termed spin polarization (a consequence of the Pauli nodal plane of the unpaired 0-p orbital (the C p or-
exclusion principle). bital in Na(C=CH,)), so that there is zero overlap be-

tween it and the Al*3 (Na') ion cores and, conse-
quently, no directly transferred isotropic hfc. The sign
of the transferred hfc resulting from this direct interac-

BACKGROUND tion is necessarily positive.

Many of the defects introduced into materials, ei- The explanation of the foregoing difficulty is well
ther during their preparation or by environmental stresses known, at least in principle, and involves an indirect
such as exposure to actinic or ionizing radiation, are mechanism called exchange polarization. 3 Exchange po-
paramagietic. Examples of such defects whose paramag- larization, a consequence of the Pauli exclusion princi-
netism is due to an unpaired electron spin are (a) an elec- pIe, is a purely quantum mechanical phenomenon without
tron trapped by a vacancy or a molecular complex in a a classical analog. It involves the fact that the interac-
crystalline lattice and (b) neutral or ionic molecular frag- tions between the unpaired electron and all the other elec-
ments (radicals) resulting from radiation-induced dissoci- trons in filled orbitals (i.e., paired with one electron
ation of stable molecules. Electron spin resonance and having spin "up" and the other electron having spin
electron-nuclear double resonance spectroscopies are "down") are partly spin dependent. Consequently, the
powerful methods for the identification and structural electron orbitals that are perfectly paired in the zeroth
characterization of the paramagnetic defects. The basic approximation become slightly unpaired because they in-
election spin resonance transition between parallel and teract differently with the unpaired electron; this effect
antiparallel orientations of the electron spin magnetic mo- introduces a small amount of unpaired electron density
ment in an external magnetic field has superimposed on into these orbitals. Some of the filled orbitals do not have
it a great deal of structural information, the most impor- a zero density at the cation nuclei (i.e., the cation nuclei
tant being the hyperfine structure (hfs) splittings result- are not situated on a nodal plane of these orbitals) and,
ing from magnetic interactions between the unpaired consequently, there exists a nonzero hfs interaction, called
electron and the magnetic moments of various nuclei in an "indirect" hfs interaction, that is negative.
the defect and its neighbors. In many cases, molecular However, calculation of the hfs resulting from this
structure theory as applied to electron-nuclear hyperfine method is quite difficult because the spin polarization of
interactions is vital to the full utilization of the raw ex-
perimental hfs data; for example, the comparison of ex- X X
periments with hfs splittings calculated for various models
can determine the structure of the defect. The need for
theory is especially critical in some cases, such as the case
of several trapped hole centers in oxides containing Al ' - ZA

ions, either as a constituent as in AI,01 or as an impu- ,QZO A) . Z
rity,' and the case of the free radicals Na(C = CH,) and
NaO, .2 R

For both cases of defect centers in solids and they
ionic molecules, the experimental hfs interactions show
two distinct peculiarities: the isotropic hyperfine constant oxygen centers where the unpaired electron is in a i-
(hfc), denoted A, is large and negative (with the excep- orbital (2py) localized on the oxygen and the At 3

168 tion of Na(C=CH 2) where the iign was not deter- nucleus is on the nodal plane of this orbital.



closed-shell or lone-pair orbitals by an unpaired electron can be used to reduce the sum over all excited states to
in another orbital must be determined by the admixture an expression involving only the zeroth-order ground-state
of various excited electronic states into the zeroth-order wave function. If we replace E0 - E, by an average ex-
approximation to the ground-state wave function. Vir- citation energy, AE, and complete the sum over the states
tually nothing is known about these excited state func- by adding the 0 state (which contributes nothing in this
tions; even worse, the expansion requires a very large case since (<OffHhfs40) = 0), we get
number of excited states to describe the spin polarization
adequately. Here, we shall outline a semiempirical treat- 2 ,
ment of the spin polarization mechanism of transferred AE

hfcs of metal ion ligands (neighbors) that is simple enough
to be applied to a wide variety of paramagnetic systems. n = all states

DISCUSSION 2
-<4 ,0H.HhfSi , 0>

As a point of departure, consider the 0--Al AE

system illustrated in Fig. 1; it consists of an unpaired elec- This last result, which gives the hfs interaction in terms
tron (hole) in a ir-orbital (2p.) localized on the oxygen of the ground-state wave function only, is obtained from
interacting with a neighboring Al , 3 cation that is on the standard formulas for matrix products, provided that the

z axis. Because the Al ' 3 nucleus is on the nodal plane

of the unpaired electron, (V01Hhfslo> = 0, where O is , form a complete set of states.

the zeroth-order ground-state wave function of this many- Unfortunately, as it stands, this procedure is of
electron system, and Hhf, is the electron-nuclear magnet- limited utility in the present problem because there is a
ic hyperfine interaction. However, if this zeroth-order wide variety of excited states whose excitation energies
wave function is spin polarized by the coulomb interac- are too dissimilar to be described by a single average ex-
tion between the unpaired electron and the paired elec- citation energy. In some cases (and the method appears
trons, the polarized many-electron wave function can be to be quite general), the problem has been overcome by
written as subdividing the various excited states into groups accord-

ing to symmetry, the type of orbital excited, etc., so that
the excitation energies of states within a group can be

P ) = 0 + r, (E0 - E, )-nJk 0  represented by an average excitation energy. Thus, the
hfs interaction resulting from each group of excited states

n = excited states ,can be calculated individually, using the average excita-

tion energy approximation and the individual complete-

where -(E0 - E,) is the excitation energy from the ness of a group of states of a particular symmetry or

ground to the nth excited electronic state, 0,, and H, is orbital type.

the electron-electron coulomb interaction, i.e., In the 0--AI 3 system, for example, two groups

of excited states correspond, respectively, to (a) spin

H,. e" 2, (l/r,,) polarization of the Al " closed shells and (b) spin polar-
>,. ization of the lone pair of a ( 2pz) orbitals of the 0- ion.

Although the first class of states would seem to give the

This wave function gives a nonzero hfs interaction: largest Al 3 hfs because the polarized orbitals are local-
ized on the Al 3 nucleus and hencc have a very large
density at the Al " nucleus, their contribution is actu-

2 E <0 H,_ ,O > (<, 111hf,,b /(Eo - E.) , ally small because of their distance from the unpaired elec-
tron on 0- and because of the very large excitation

n = excited states energies of the Al * 3 orbitals. Thus, the calculated hfs,
which is in good agreement with experiment for reasona-
ble values of the 0 --Ai " distance, comes from the spin

to first order in H . The problem of summing over the polarization of the 0- lone pair o(2p,) orbitals combined
many excited states, E , can be overcome if the excita- with the transfer of the unpaired electron density in these
tion energies of the various excited states in the sum are orbitals to the Al orbitals via their mutual overlap.

close enough together that they may be replaced by a sin-

gle "average" excitation energy. This "average energy This theory has been applied to interpret the elec-
approximation," together with the fact that the electronic tion spin resonance and election-nuclear double resonance
states that describe the wave function are a complete set, measurements of the Al '" transferred hfcs in Na-0- 169



alumina, aY-Al' "Ol :g ' (eO, and SiO2 , where ferred hfcs resulting from the spin -polarization mecha-
Al' exists as anl impurity in the latter two crystals. In nism. Given the difficulty of calculating spin-polarization
all cases, negative isotropic hfcs and small anisotropic hftcs hfcs by ab initio and more refined methods, the present
were measured. The theory explains the major features method is a useful approach to this problem.
of the hfcs of these defect centers in which Al I' 'is in the
nodal plane of the unpaired oxygen p-orbital. A rather
precise 0 -Al "~ distance can be derived tronm this anal- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ysis and from the experimental isotropic hfcs when the It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many impor-
electrostatic contribution to the average excitation ener- tant contributions to this work by J. M. Spaeth of the
gy of oxygen is known approximately. Since A depends University of Paderborn, Federal Republic of Germany,
exp-onentially onl this distance, the estimate is rather good and the stimulation he provided, without which it would
despite uncertainties in the average excitation energies. not have been com~pleted.
On the other hand, with anl estimate of the bond length
and the experimental value for the isotropic hfc, one canl
get anl approximate electrostatic crystal field, which is of- REFERE:NCE~S
tell difficult to obtain. 'Fhe theoretical values for A, are
less reliable because they are tlie differences 0 f a fairly iU V Adliii, A. N. Iir itti 1,E MN Siiawl It. "I lic v.it I wict I I"%W

.tic ifriacctill% ,~I (hvlgri~ AlimizIoIII i elci1 III Ionic ( IV%lais i'dil,
large number of terms of comparable magnitude. The the- i lo iv,o. Rev. ).
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and NaG, molecules, the calculated isotropic lifcs are in
good agreement with the experitmental values.

In suimmary, the present method, although admit-
tedly approximate and empirical, offers a simple and
reasonably accurate way to calculate metial-atomn I rans- 116%. work wa% sippoii fly Iiidepeiukii R&D).
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terpret visual scenes falling within its realm of previous name of the element is displayed on the terminal screen.
experience. Such is also the case in human vision. If no match is found, the system asks what the object

is. A memory element that matches the image is stored
Th systeprogrm scibed ernize. hera n s d i in memory, and the name of the element is a description

a LISP program called Recognize. A hierarchy of sym- entered from the terminal keyboard. The object will then

bolic images of monotonically decreasing size is generat- be recognized by the system in future encounters.

ed, the last of which yields an interpretation of the original

image. At each level, the symbolic image is interpreted The hierarchically distributed memory consists of
by comparison with elements of a memory associated with a stack at each level that is compared sequentially with
that level, and a new image is generated for interpreta- subarrays at that level. When a match is found, the mem-
tion recursively in the next level. The scheme is illustrat- ory element that was successfully matched is placed at
ed in Fig. I. the top of the stack. If no match is achieved, a memory

element that matches the subarray is created and is placed
At a given level, the image is partitioned into an

at the top of the stack, while the last element of the stackarray of subarrays. Each subarray in the partitioned im- is discarded. This leads to the property that the system
ace s cmpard wth he eemets i th meory or hat most quickly recognizes objects it has seen recently, and

level by a matching routine. A unique symbol associated it may forget or lose its ability to recognize objects that

with each memory element is called its "name." If a
are not reinforced by usage. This property is also charac-subarray matches a particular memory element, the name trsi fbooia iinsses

of the element becomes the "value" of that subarray. If

no matching memory element is found, one that matches Each memory element is a list of symbols of length
is created and is placed in the memory. A new symbol equal to the number of pixels in the subarray. The match-
is assigned as the name of the new memory element and ing function converts the subarrays into lists that are com-
also as the value of the subarray. In Fig. I, the indicated pared directly with the memory elements, as indicated in
subarray has been given the value SI. Each subarray is Fig. 2. Although the figure indicates an exact match (es-
interpreted in this way, the result being a new image whose sentially a template match) between a subarray and a
"pixel" elements are the values assigned to the subarrays. memory element, an exact match requirement may not
The new image is then interpreted recursively in the next be advantageous in all cases. A partial match in the first
level. level, for example, would alleviate noise problems in in-

The last level is the liaison between the output of petation at that level.

the system and other possible components of a larger in-
telligent system. In our immediate case, the system is part CONCLUSION
of a research project on machine vision, and the com-
munication is with a human by means of a computer ter- The recognition paradigm described here is a mod-

minal. In the last level, the name of each memory element ule that will be part of a larger machine vision system.

is a description or name of an object or pattern in the The larger system is envisioned to contain a number of

original image (first level) that was to be recognized. If functional modules that will evolve in the course of de-

a memory element matches the image in this level, the velopment of the system as a whole. Although our main
interest at the moment is in further development of a vi-

Level in Level OPP 1) sion paradigm, our results might at some point be ap-

Partitioned
mage image Subarray List
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Figure 1 - Two adjacent levels in the Recognize Figure 2 - Matching the content of a subarray with
program, memory. 171



plicable to particular vision problems. In that event, the REFERENCE
paradigm or some extension of it could be implemented
in a more efficient software code or in a highly parallel A Rosenfeld, "Parellel Image Processing Using Cellular Arrays.' IEEE

hardware architecture. A hierarchical structure using cel- p Mag. 16. 14-20 (1983).

lular arrays' would seem to be a natural implementation
using present computer technology.
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